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INIRODUCrICN 

This guide defines the REPORTER III vocabulary language and describes 
its use with system files and Data Management Systems II (OMS II) data 
bases. The RP3VOC program creates a vocabulary of terms that describes 
data in the user data base. The report portion of the REPORTER III 
System uses the vocabulary to create printed reports and/or extract 
files. 

Although this manual is directed primarily to the first-time or 
occasional vocabulary language user, more experienced users will find it 
a useful reference. To use it effectively, you should have a basic 
understanding of programming techniques and of the data base and its 
description in COBOL or OMS II. Some knowledge of COBOL data divisions 
is also desirable. 

The contents of this manual are organized as follows: 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 3 

Section 4 

Section 5 

Section 1 is an overview of the vocabulary 
language, its capabilities, and its interface 
with the report language. 

Section 2 explains the basic language elements 
and constructs of the vocabulary language. 

Section 3 introduces vocabulary language 
statements. The section begins with a 
complete syntax diagram displaying all the 
language statements, and is accompanied by a 
table containing brief descriptions of each 
statement. The syntax diagram and table 
provide good references for the first-time 
user. The remainder of the section discusses 
general language statements. 

Section 4 discusses language statements for 
vocabularies accessing OMS II data bases. The 
section is organized in three subsections for 
B 1000, B 2000/B 3000/8 4000, and A Series of 
Systems. 

Section 5 discusses language statements for 
vocabularies accessing system files. 
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Section 6 

Section 7 

Appendices 

Section 6 describes user-created input 
procedures. 

Section 7 is an operations guide for executing 
the RP3VOC program on A Series, B 1000, and 
B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Series of Systems. 

Appendices A through I are references for 
system flow, defaults and limits, reserved 
words, error messages, and other related 
information. Appendix J provides information 
on converting A Series COBOL74 programs to 
COBOL85 programs. 

The following manuals explain the use of the REPORTER III system and the 
optional On-Line REPORTER III module. 

Operations Guide, REPORTER III Report Language (Relative to 2.4 
Software Release), form 1177185. 

Reference Card, REPORTER III (Relative to 2.0 Software Release), 
form 1177318. 

Capabilities Manual, REPORTER III (Relative to 2.0 Software 
Release), form 1177300. 

Operations Guide, On-Line REPORTER III (Relative to 2.0 Software . I 
Release), form 1177151. 

Note that the "REPORTER III Report Language Operations Guide" was 
formerly titled "REPORTER III Report Language User's Guide" and that the 
"On-Line REPORTER III Operations Guide" was formerly titled "On-Line 
REPORTER III Report User's Guide." 

The REPORTER III System is designed for use with the following: 

1. A Series of Systems. 
2. B 1000 Series of Systems. 
3. B 2000/8 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems. 
4. B 5000/B 6000/B 7000 Series of Systems. 

Note that throughout this guide, instructions for A Series also pertain 
to B 5000/B 6000/8 7000 Series of Systems. Also note that when "COBOL" 
is used, it refers to the appropriate ANSI-74 COBOL for each system. If 
you are using an A Series System, the term "COBOL" also refers to 
ANSI -85 COBOL. 
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The style identification nunibers for this product are A3 RP3 A9 RP3, 
B1000 RP3, B2000 RP3, B3000 RP3, B4000 RP3, B5000 RP3, BGOOO RP3, and 
B7oo0 RP3. 
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SECTION 1 

OVERVIE.W OF '!HE VOCABUlARY LAt\GUAGE - -- ---------- ----

There are two processes of report prcrluction with the REPORTER I II 
System. In the first process, you use the vocabulary language to 
describe the data files arrl/or data bases to be accessed during refX)rt 
production. The RP3VOC program processes the vocabulary language to 
produce two vocabulary files. These files are used in the second 
process to generate the report program. 

VOCABUlARY LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES 

Using the vocahllary language, you can build specifications that create 
well-defined data items in reports. Using different vocabulary 
statements, you can rena.Ire, include, or exclude existing data items. 
These functions enable yoo to adapt vocabularies for unique report 
applications. Yoo can nane unidentified data items, or protect 
sensi ti ve data from unauthorized users. Yoo can perform these two 
functions with several different statements. Yoo can also define 
shorthand tenns for standard conputations, keywords, or frequently used 
data names. These exanples illustrate a few of the capabilities of the 
vocabulary language. 

The vocabulary language is concise and English-like, and it creates 
vocabularies with mininal actual writing. One vocahllary can be used 
repeatedly to produce a variety of reports. 

THE RP3VOC PROORAM 

The RP3VOC program processes the descriptions of system files and/or OMS 
II data bases and builds two vocabulary files containing all file IlaIleS 
a.rrl data na.nes, with descriptions such as size and relationship. The 
program allONS you to specify the file descriptions to be included in 
the vocabulary, and to nodify data I'laIteS within the file descriptions. 

The RP3VOC program can access data bases from catbinations of the 
follOfling data structures: 

1. System files with 
organization. 

indexed, relative, 

2. A Series of Systems OMS II data sets. 
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3. B 2oo0/B 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems DMS II data sets. 

4. B 1000 Series of Systems IMS II data sets. 

You can create your own COBOL data descriptions, or reference existing 
Q)BOL or OMS II record descriptions. RP3VOC accepts data stored on 
rna.gnetic tape, disks, p.1nched cards, or OOOOL library files. Data 
descriptions vary for each data structure, and consist of: 

1. 

3. 

4. 

System files - CDOOL data naues and file layouts in existing 
OOBOL source programs. Da ta may also be described in OOOOL 
rx:>tation and used as input directly to RP3VOC. 

A Series IMS II data sets - descriptions of logical data sets, 
sets, and items ~cified in the Data and Structure Definition 
Language (DASDL) of A Series fl.1S II and stored in an A Series 
IMS II Data Base Description file. 

B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 OMS II data sets- descriptions of logical 
data sets, sets, and items specified in the DASDL of B 2000/B 
3000/B 4000 OMS II and stored in a B 2000/ B 3000/B 4000 OMS 
II Data Base Description file. 

B 1000 OMS II data sets - descriptions of logical data sets, 
sets, and items specified in the DASDL of B 1000 Il-1S II and 
stored in the CDBOL libra:ry files for the B 1000 OMS II 
disjoint data sets. 

Arr:! portion or all of an A Series or B 1000 - B 4000 Series DM3 II data 
base can be included in a vocarulary. All related sets, access keys, 
and logical associations are automatically included along with A Series 
and B 1000 - B 4000 Series OMS II data sets. 

RP3VOC analyzes vocabulary specifications, accesses the data 
descriptions, and prints a listing of the input specifications. If the 
specifications are invalid, error messages are displayed. Any errors 
are flagged with an appropriate error message, and printed out in the 
listing. The vocabulary files are built if the specifications are 
error-free. 

The RP3VOC program generates two disk files, which are used as input for 
report production. A vocabllary file is generated that contains a 
directory of na.IreS t and corresponding characteristics. The other file, 
a OOBOL library file, consists of CD130L source ccrle describing files, 
records, and input p:rocedures. '!he REPORTER III programs access the 
files to obtain the proper data file specifications. Output listings of 
the vocabulary are available on request. A nore detailed explanation of 
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RP3VOC cperation along with a system flON diagram is contained in 
Appendix A. 

The following is a simple example of a vocabulary specification 
accessing a (»BOL program source file for input. The necessary job 
control langudge staterrents have been added to show the minirrum input 
required to produce the voca.tulary. The control statements begin with a 
question nark (?). 

?EXEXlJ'IE RP3VOC 
?DATA V<XX:RD 

?FND 

VOCABULARY FlIES ARE IVACcr" AND "VN::.C!r2". 
LIST VOCABlJIARY. 
SOURCE FILE "ACCUPD" IS ON DISK. 
FIIE ACCOONT-MASTER. 
END FILE. 

The follONing are explanations of the indi vidual 
statem.:mts: 

VOCABULARY FILES ARE lVN::.cr" AND "VN::.C!r2". 

specification 

The VOCABULARY statement oanes the two files that conpose a 
vocabulary. The first external file na.ne gi ven, "VN::.CT" , 
becomes the name of the vocab..llary. 

LIST VOCABULARY. 

The LIST statenent requests a listing of the vocabulary 
output. 

SaJRCE FILE "ACCUPDII IS CN DISK. 

The SJURCE stateIrellt paints RP3VOC at a COOOL source procJram 
on disk. The program, AcaJPD, is the update program for the 
master account file. This program contains the mOOL file and 
record descriptions for the AccaJNT-MASTER file. 

FILE ACCOUNT-MASTER. 

The FILE statenent identifies the naster account ,file, 
ACcaJNT-MASTER, to RP3VOC. RP3VOC locates the file and record 
descriptions in the mOOL source program, ACCUPD. 
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END FILE. 

The FND FILE stateIreIlt infonns RP3VOC that vocabulary 
specifications for the file, ACCOUNT-MASTER, are conplete. 
RP3VOC perforns the following two functions by default: 

1. All data elements defined and narred in the record 
descriptions are included in the vocabulary. 

2. Editing pictures are created for eadh data element 
based on the item attributes (storage PICTURE) 
specified in the description of the record. 

The output listing of the vocabulary is sharm in Figure 1-1. This 
listing serves as the basis for report specifications. 

RP3 N.NN 

SYSTEM FILES. 

v 0 CAB U LA R Y D I C T I ON AR Y 
"VACCT" 

FILE ACCOUNT-MASTER. 
TOTAL-POPULATION IS DEFAULTED TO 9999. 

DD MMM YY 
PAGE 1 

LEVEL NAME WITH QUALIFIERS SUBSCRIP'lS TYPE LENGTH EDITING STORAGE 
PICTURE LENGTH 

1 ACCOUNT-RECORD GROUP 
2 ACCT-NO ITEM NUMERIC 6 Z(6) 6 
2 BRANCH ITEM NUMERIC 4 Z(4) 4 
2 CUSTOMER-NAME ITEM STRING 20 X(20) 20 
2 CUSTOMER-ADDR GROUP 
3 STREET ITEM STRING 30 X(30) 30 
3 CITY-STATE-ZIP ITEM STRING 30 X(30) 30 
2 BALANCE-DUE ITEM NUMERIC 9 Z{S)9.99 8 
2 CREDIT-LIMIT ITEM NUMERIC 5 Z(S) 5 

Figure 1-1. Vocabulary Listing, 1"VAC:.Cr" 
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LANGUAGE ELEMENTS AND BASIC CCNSTROCI'S 

The vocabulary language is a high-level language based on English, and 
composed of characters, words, and statements. This section documents 
basic elements of the language, methods used to define vocabulary 
statements, and basic terminology used throughout the manual. In 
addition, this section discusses the basic language constructs used 
within many vocabulary statements; basic constructs include literals, 
numbers, strings, and COBOL pictures. 

CHARACTER SErS 

The vocabulary language character set consists of the following 
characters: 

0-9 
A-Z 
a-z 

* 
@ 

[ 
] 

, 
$ 
= 
> 
< 

# 
( 
) 
~ o 

+ 
" . 
I 

/ 

digits 
uppercase letters 
lowercase letters* 

asterisk or multiplication sign 
at sign 
blank or space 
bracket, left 
bracket, right 
colon 
conma 
dollar sign 
equal sign 
greater than symbol 
less than symbol 
minus sign or hyphen 
number sign 
parenthesis, left 
parenthesis, right 
percent sign 
per iod or decimal point 
plus sign 
quotation mark 
semi-colon 
slash or division sign 

* Lowercase letters can be used only by ANSI-8S COBOL users 
on A Series Systems. 
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SPECIFICATICN FORM 

The vocabulary language can be written on any COBOL-compatible coding 
form. You write the free-form statements in columns 8 through 72, using 
one or more spaces or appropriate punctuation to delimit elements of the 
language. Columns I through 6 are used for sequence numbers, and 
columns 73 through 80 are available for optional use, such as 
identification or remarks. The sequence number fields may be used for 
later updating of source language statements. Column 7 is not used and 
should be blank. 

CQ\1\1ENr INDICA'IDR 

A percent sign (%) placed in columns 8 to 72 indicates that the 
characters that follow are part of a user comment. A percent sign 
placed between quotation marks ("%") is not interpreted as a comment. 
Comments are useful for documentation of the language specifications. 
They are not part of the vocabulary language and need not follow the 
rules of the language. 

Examples: 

% AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF CQ\1\1ENrS. 

VOCABULARY % CCM1ENrS MAY EVEN 
FILES ARE "VI" % BE USED IN 
AND "V2". % A CONSTRUCT. 

DEFINITICN OF WJRDS 

A word is a combination of not more than 30 characters which may consist 
of the alphabetic characters A through Z, the numeric characters a 
through 9, and the hyphen (-). A word must contain at least one 
alphabetic character. It cannot begin or end with a hyphen. 

Vocabulary specifications are constructed with statements composed of 
vocabulary language words, symbols, and punctuation. 
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RESERVED ~K)RC6 

Reserved words are those words set aside in the vocabulary language 
whidl cannot be used as data names, file names, or procErlure names. 
They include key words, optional words, ani abbreviations. Refer to 
Appendix F for a list of vocabulary language reserved words, and to 
Appendix G for a list of report language reserved words. 

Keywords 

Another type of reserved word is a keyword. '!he category of keywords 
includes the words required to carplete the meaning of statements and 
entries. TI1e category also includes words that have a specific 
functional meaning. In the statement Va:ABUIARY FILES ARE "VI" AND 
"V2", the keywords are VOCABUlARY and Aim. 

Optional Words 

Optional words are reserved words included in the language to improve 
the readabili ty of the statement fonnats. The optional words nay be 
included or ani tted by the user. For example, VOC!ABUlARY FILES ARE "Vl lI 

AND "V2" is equivalent to VOCABUIARY "VI" AND "V2"; thus, the inclusion 
or omission of the words FILES and ARE does not affect the logic of tile 
statement. 

A name is a user-defined word. The name is defined as part of 
vocabulary b¥ its existence in a referenced file or data-base 
description or its definition in the vocabulary specifications. In 
general, names should not be chosen Which are identical to vocabulary or 
report language reserved words. In certain contexts wi thin both of 
these languages, such names might be mistaken for reserved words. 
(Report language reserved words are given in Appendix G.) 

MEmOD OF lANGUAGE DEFINITION 

'!he vocabulary language is defined by rules of syntax and semantics. 
The syntactic rules determine the structure of valid vocabulary-language 
statements. The semantics are rules that describe which 
vocabulary-language statements have valid meanings, and what those 
meanings are. 
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SYNrAX DIAGRAMS 

The syntactical rules of the vocabulary language are described via a 
syntax diagram constructed of words and arrows. A syntactically correct 
statement is produced by tracing any path along the direction of the 
arrows. Words and symbols are written as they are encountered along the 
line paths. The syntax diagrams occasionally must be continued on a new 
line. In this case, the break in the arrows is shown by an on- or 
off-page connector. 

Exarrple: 

+<- , <-+ 
I I 

--> RQW--->THE----> BOAT--------------->OOWN--> (1) 

(1)--> 
I 
I 

I I I I 
+-->YOUR-->+ ;-'->GENTLY->+ 

- --------------------------->STRFAM. 
I I 
1---------------->+ I 

I I I I 
+-->THE---->OID----> , --->MILL--> I 

I I 
+-------------->+ 

Valid productions from this syntax diagram include: 

ROVl '!HE BOAT IXMN - STREAM. 
ReM, RCM, RCM YOUR ~T GENTLY IXMN THE STREAM. 
RJfl, K)W, ROW, ReM '!BE BOAT lX>WN THE OID STREAM. 
lU'l YOUR BCll\T IXMN '!HE MIIL STREAM. 
ROW THE BOAT JX)WN ']lIE OID, MILL STREAM. 

A bridge over a nurriber indicates that the path may be traced up to the 
maximum nlll'lt>er of times specified by the number under the bridge. 
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Exarrple: 

----->ACROSS--->THE---------------------->I~SSOURI 

I I 
I <----- , <---I 
I I 
I \ 
I--;-r-!->BIG--->I 
I I 
I I 
t--;-r-!->WIDE-->I 
I I 
\ I 
+--/-r-!->MUDDY->+ 

Valid productions include: 

ACROSS 'mE MISSOURI 
ACROSS '!HE BIG MISSOURI 
ACROSS THE MUDDY, WIDE r-uSSOURI 
ACROSS '!HE BIG, WIDE, MUDDY MISSOURI 

but not: 

ACROSS THE BIG, BIG MISSOURI 
ACROSS THE WIDE, BIG, WIDE MISSOURI 

A bridge over a number with an asterisk must be traced at least once, 
but not Il'Ore than the maximum number of times specified by the nunber. 

+<- , <-I 1* 1--+ 
I I 
I I 

--->ACROSS-->TfIE-----;-r-!-> BIG--------->l-USSOURI 
I I 
I I 
l--;-r-!->WIDE--->I 
I I 
I I 
+-(T7->MUDDY->+ 

Valid productions include: 
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ACROSS '!HE BIG, WIDE MISSOURI 
ACROSS THE \vIDE, MUDDY MISSOURI 

but not: 

ACROSS rrHE BIG MISSOURI 
ACROSS THE BIG, WIDE, MUDDY MISSOURI 
ACROSS 'IBE BIG, BIG MISSOURI 

Nlm'iber bridges are usually used with loops, as in the preceding 
exanples. Once a loop is exited, all nllIli:>er bridges within that loop 
are II reset II for the next entry into the loop. 

Example: 

+<---------------------------- ,INID<--------+ 
I 
I 

-->OOWl'l---->THE-------------------rr7 ->MISSOURI---> 
I I I 
1<---- ,<------1 I 
I I +---rr7->SUWANEE-----> 
I I I 
1-rr7->BIG-->I I 
I I 1---rr7->MISSISSIPPI-> 
I I I 
l-rr7->WIDE-> I I 
1 1 1-rr7->OHIo--------> 
I I I 
+-rr7->MUDDY->+ I 

+---rr7->GULF--------->+ 

Valid productions include: 

IXMN THE r-1ISSOURI 
IX)WN THE BIG OHIO 
OOWN '!HE BIG OHIO, INro THE BIG, WIDE MISSISSIPPI, 

IN'IO THE BIG, WIDE, MUDDY GULF 

but not: 

IX>WN '!HE BIG OHIO, INTO THE MUDDY, MUDDY MISSISSIPPI 
JnoJN THE BIG OHIO, INTO THE MUDDY OHIO 
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RESERVED ~lIDS 

Words in uppercase letters are the reserved words in the language and 
must be written exactly as shewn in the syntax diagrams. Keywords are 
words required to complete the Ioeaning of statements. Same key words 
may be abbreviatoo byanitting letters fran the end of the word. The 
minimum required abbreviation is underlined in the syntax diagram. If a 
keyword must be used in its· entirety, then the entire word is 
underlined. Optional words having no semantic meaning are included in 
the language to improve the readability of the statement formats. They 
are never underlined in the syntax diagrams and, if used, cannot be 
abbreviated. 

Example: 

------->VOCABULARY----------------------------------> (1) 
I I I I 
+->FlLES->+ \->ARE--->I 

I I 
+-> = -->+ 

(1)--> <external file name> -->AND--> <external file name>-->. 

The reserved words are VOCABUIARY, FILES, ARE, and AND. VOCABULARY and 
AND are key lNOrds. VOCABlJ'1.ARY ma.y be abbreviated as VOCAB, VOCABUL, 
VOCABULA, and so forth. FILES and ARE are optional lNOrds, and nust be 
spelled out if they are used. '!he equal sign (=) is an optional symbol. 

R.JNCI'UATI<N 

Special characters such as the parenthesis, colon, period, and ccmna 
must be written as they appear in the syntax diagrams. Keywords, 
optional words, names, numerics, and character string constants nust be 
separated fran each other by a blank or a special character. Whenever a 
blank is used, several blanks ma.y be given. A blank may also be placed 
around special characters for readability. A blank before a period is 
not required except When the period immediately follows a numeric 
literal. 
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SYNI'AcrIC VARIABLES 

Phrases set off by angle brackets «» are syntactic variables which 
represent infonnation to be supplied by you. A particular variable may 
represent a simple language element such as an integer, character, 
string, or name, or may represent a relatively complicated language 
construct such as a Boolean expression. These variables are defined 
either by verbal description or by syntax diagrams of their 0Nl1. In 
either case, any valid language element or COllstruct derived fran U1e 
syntactic variable may be inserted into any diagram in place of the 
variable. 

Exanple: 

--->IXJWN 'lliE-> <river> -> INTO-->'lHE--> <ocean> 

<river>: 

----->MISSISSIPPI---------> 
I I 
1-->ooLDRAOO----> I 
I I 
+---->HU1EON---->+ 

<ocean>: 

------>ATIANTIC------------> 
I I 
l-->PACIFIC---> I 
I I 
+--->GULF----->+ 

In the first diagram "ri ver" and II ocean .. are syntactic variables. Both 
are defined by the diagrams that follow. Syntactically valid 
productions include: 

InVN THE MISSISSIPPI IN'IO '!HE GULF 
ro-lN THE CDIDRAOO IN'ID THE PACIFIC 
OOWN '!HE (l)LQRAIX) IN1'O '!HE GULF 
JX)WN THE MISSISSIPPI INTO THE PACIFIC 
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SEMANTIC RULES 

Semantic rules are linked to the syntax diagrams by means of letters 
which label the critical paths. The letters reference paragrafhs which 
explain the meaning associated with the corresponding syntax path, and 
explain additional rules associated with a choice in paths. These rules 
may make certain syntactically correct statements invalid. 

Example: 

-->DJWN-->'IHE---> <river> -->INIO-->rrHE--> <ocean> 

<river>: 

A 
------------>MISSISSIPPI------------> 

I I 
I B I 
1-->CX)lDRAOO--> I 
I I 
I C I 
+--->HUDSON----->+ 

<ocean> : 

A 
-------->ATIANTIC---------> 

I I 
I B I 
+--->PACIFIC----->+ 

They are written so that they pranpt you to choose the correct paths and 
supply the required infor.mation. By tracing the syntax diagram paths 
and reading the "path pranpts, " you canpose the vocabulary 
specifications WhiCh describe the application. 

The semantic rules for "river" \tJOUld be explained in accanpanying 
paragraphs labeled At B t C. The semantic rules for "ocean" would be 
given in accanpanying paragraphs labeled A and B. '!hese paragraphs 
would explain that the choice of river must correctly matCh the choice 
of ocean so that the river flows into the oorrect ocean. Semantically 
valid productions include: 
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IX)\vN THE MISSISSIPPI INTO THE ATLANTIC 
IXl"JN THE HUDSC:N INro THE ATlANTIC 
OOWN THE CX>WRAOO INTO THE PACIFIC 

but not: 

IX>WN THE MISSISSIPPI IN'ID THE PACIFIC 
DOWN THE CX>WRAOO IN'ID THE ATlANTIC 

BPSIC lANGUAGE CDNSTRUC'rS 

Vocabulary language basic constructs are used within many vocabulary 
statements. They are literals, COBOL pictures, name qualification, and 
external file names. 

LITERAlS 

A literal represents an elemt!nt which has a value identical to the value 
being described. There are two classes of literals: numeric literals 
suCh as integers or numbers, and non-numeric literals or strings. 

Numbers 

A number is defined as an element canposed of the digits 0 through 9, 
the plus sign (+) or the minus sign (-), and the decirna.l. point. The 
rules for the fonnation of a nurriber are: 

1. Only one sign character and one decimal point may be contained 
in a number. 

2. A number must contain at least one digit. 

3. The sign of a number must appear as the left.rn:>st character. 
If a sign is not present, the number is defined as a positive 
value. 

4. '!be decimal point may appear anywhere wi thin the number except 
the right.rn:>st character. The absence of a decimal point 
denotes an integer. 
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Examples: 

The forms 25.0 or 25 are L~rrect. 
The fonn 25. is incorrect. 

5. A number cannot exceed 18 Characters for B 1000, B 2000/B 
3000/B 4000 or 22 characters for A Series systems, including 
the optional sign (+ or -) character. A number cannot have 
IIDre than six digits to the right of the decimal point. The 
following are examples of numbers: 

13247 .005 +1.800 -.0968 7894.64 10 

Integers 

An integer is a nl.lIIDer which contains no decimal point. 

Strings 

A string can contain any allowable character with the exception of the 
quotation mark. The beginning and end of the string is denoted by a 
quotation mark and any character enclosed by the quotation marks is a 
part of the string. A maximum of 55 characters can be used in a string. 

Exarrples: 

"'!HIS IS A SAMPLE STRING # / $ • II 
"AClUAL SALES FIGURE" 
"1234.567" 

WOOL PIt.""lURE 

A mBOL picture is optionally used to describe how an item is to be 
printed. A (l)OOL picture, when specified as a string in the vocabulary, 
must have no blanks after the first quote and no blanks before the 
ending quote. It nulst be a valid CDBOL editing picture. It is taken as 
given and associated with a particular item in the vocabulary. That is, 
no syntax checking is perfonned by the RP3VOC program. If the option 
DOCIMAL-POINT IS ~ has been set, the correct transposition of cannas 
and decbnal. p::>ints must be given. 
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The following Characters are used in forming editing pictures: 

A alpha Character position 

X alphanumeric position 

actual decimal point (or carma (,) if DECIMAL-POINT IS 
~ set) 

* asterisk (check protect) 

ccmna (or actual decimal position if DECIlWr-POINT IS aJr.t.1A 
set) 

CR credit 

DB debit 

9 digit position 

$ dollar sign 

I insertion indicator (B 200o-B 4000 Systems only) 

I insertion of II lit character 

minus 

+ plus 

B spclce 

o zero 

Z zero suppress 
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An ANSI-74 COBOL or an ANSI-85 COBOL reference manual should be 
consulted for the exact rules for forming COBOL editing pictures. 
Examples: 

Without the option 
DECIMAL-POINr IS CCM1A 

"$(5)Z.99" 

"ZZZ,ZZZ.99" 

"X(IO)" 

"Z(5)" 

"99/99/99" 

With the option 
DECIMAL-POINr IS CCM1A 

"$(5)Z,99" 

"ZZZ.ZZZ,99" 

"X(IO)" 

"Z(5)" 

"99/99/99" 

When reporting a vocabulary item, the REPORTER III System uses the 
editing picture available in the vocabulary. You can either specify the 
edi ting picture using WITH PICIURE clause, or for IMS II, the <ASSIGN 
statement>: or you can allow RP3VOC to build default editing pictures 
from defined storage pictures. 

The conventions used by RP3VOC to generate default output editing 
pictures are: 

1. Only numeric pictures are changed. 

2. The assumed decimal point, if present, is changed to a per iod 
unless DECIMAL-POINT IS CCM1A is set, in which case it is 
changed to a comma. 

3. The picture symbol 9 is changed to a Z unless it is the least 
significant character before the decimal point or unless it 
follows the decimal point. 

4. The picture symbols S, J, and K are changed to a minus sign (-) 
when found as the first character of the picture. 

5. For A Series OMSII items, the COBOL picture representation is 
the basis for default editing pictures, with the exception of 
BOOLEAN and FIELD items. BOOLEAN items are assigned a default 
edi ting picture of X (5) for printing TRUE or FALSE. FIELD 
items are assigned a default editing picture appropriate to 
print the decimal equivalent of the binary field. 
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The following examples illustrate the default actions taken by RP3VOC 
when no output picture is specified. Implied pictures are depicted 
without the option DECTIMAL POINT IS COMMA and with the option DECIMAL 
POINI' IS COMMA. 

Input Picture Without Option With Option 

A(5) No change No change 

XXX No change No change 

99 Z9 Z9 

9(5)V99 Z(5).99 Z(5),99 

V99 .99 ,99 

9(3) Z(3) Z(3) 

9(4)9V99 Z(4)9.99 Z(4)9,99 

9V9(5) 9.9(5) 9,9(5) 

S9(5)V99 -Z(5).99 -Z(5).99 

NAME gJALIFICATIa.J 

Use name qualification to distinguish between data items or elements 
with the same name. RP3VOC cannot differentiate two data items with the 
same name. You need to qualify each identical data item name you want 
included in your vocabulary. 

Qualifiers are any higher level items that uniquely identify the data 
item or element. For example, in a COBOL source file, you would use a 
group or record name as a qualifier for a data item. For a OMS II file, 
you would use a data set name to qualify a data element. You must use 
as many qualifiers as necessary to uniquely define data. 

RP3VOC accesses data in COBOL source or DMS II data bases sequentially. 
In the following sample code, note that two data items in two different 
records have the same name. 
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01 INVmroRY 
02 PARI'-REOORD 

03 PARr-NUMBER 

01 PROOOcrION 
02 PARr-RECORD 

03 PARr-NUMBER 

Note that the <qualifier> must precede the <name> item in the mOOL 
source code. For exarrple, INVEN'IORY must precede PART-RECDRD. 

The following statements illustrate how you would qualify the data 
items: 

PARr-NUMBER Or' PARr-RECORD IN INVEN'IURY 
PARr-NUMBER OF PARf-RECDRD OF PROOOcrlOO 

HONever, it is only necessary to give the next higher level which will 
uniquely qualify the name. The follONing stateroonts shaN the minimum 
needed to qualify the data items: 

PARr-NUMBER OF INVENIDRY 
PARr-NUMBER OF PRODU<""TION 

The syntax for name qualification is as follows: 

+<-----------------------+ 
I El 

A I B D IF 
-> <data name> ---->OF---> <qualifier> ------> 

I I 
I c I 
+-->IN->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram follow. 
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Path ~lanation 

A The data item name being qualified is indicated here. 

Example: 

NAME OF PERSONNEL-RECORD 

In this example, .NMo1E is the data item name that requires 
qualification. 

B-C OF and IN are synonyrrous. 

D Indicate the name <qualifier> here. 

Exarrple: 

ADDRl OF ADDRESS OF PERSONNEL-RECORD 

In this example, ADDRESS and PERSONNEL-REa:>RD are the 
<qualifier>s. 

E Take this path as often as required to specify additional 
<qualifier>s. 

F Take this path When you have finished specifying <qualifier>s. 

EXTERNAL FILE NAME 

An external file name identifies a file to the M:P. It consists of one 
or nore strings separated by slashes with an optional disk pack 
(cartridge) clause. 
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?:. Series of by-sterns 

An external file name consists of a series of <identifier>s separated by 
slashes and enclosed in quotation marks: file <identifier>, volume 
<identifier>, and file directory <identifier>s. An <identifier> may 
contain a maximum of 17 characters. Excluding the optional CN clause, a 
maxb~ of 30 characters is allowed for and external file name, 
including slashes. The syntax is as follows: 

A c 
It ___________________________ > <identifier>" -> (1) 

I I 
1 1 
I <---------------1 
1 1 
I B 1 
+---> <identifier>/ -->+ 

D 
(1) -----------------------------------,-> 

IE 
1 F 
+----------> a.~ "<identifier>" --->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belOIT: 

Path 

A 

B 

c 

D 

Explanation 

Take this path if you do not require a volume <identifier> or 
file directory <identifier>s. 

Take this path to supply optional file directory <identifier>s 
and a volume <identifier>. 

This <identifier> represents the file name. 

Take this path if you do not specify a pack name. 
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Exarrples: 

"VGC.ABl" 

"SAVIN3S/NAME/AND/ ADDRESS" 
"A/B/C/D/E/F" 

E Take this path to specify a pack name. 

F The <identifier> represents a pack name or family name. 

Examples: 

'I PERSONNEL/FILE 'I ON "EMPLDYEES" 

~ 1000 Series of Systems 

An external file name contains a lllClximum of three <identifier>s. An 
<identifier> lllCly have a maximum of 10 Characters, and generally contains 
no special Characters. The maximum size of an external file name, 
including all identifiers and slashes, is 28 characters. The syntax is 
as fo110VJS: 

A C 
.. ---------------------------> <identifier>" -> (1) 

I 1 
1 B 1 
+--> <identifier>/ ->+ 

D 
(1)----------------------------------------------------> 

I I 
I E I 
1---------->00' "<identifier>" -->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path E;P1anation 

A Take this path if you do not supply a family name. 

B This <identifier> represents the family name. 
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C This <identifier> represents the file name. 

D Take this path if you do not specify a pack ID. 

Example: 

II VOCAB 1 II 
IIPAYROLL10/TsrvCS II 

E This <identifier> represents a pack ID. 

Example: 

I IVOCAB II 00 I'SYSTEMFILE" 

"EMPLOYEES" 00 "PAYROLL74" 

!! 2oo0/B 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems 

An external file name contains one or two <identifier>s. An 
<identifier> may contain a maximum of six dharacters. You cannot use 
special characters (space, COIIma, period, slash, hyphen, and semicolon). 
The <identifier> specified here is the file name. The syntax is as 
follONS: 

A B -> "<identifier> II __________________________________________ > 

I C I 
I D I 
+------->00 "<identifier>" ---->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belON: 

Path Explanation 

A Indicate the file name <identifier> here. 

B Take this path if you do not specify a pack ID. 
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Examples: 

"Voc:::ABI" 
"EVI" 
"12JA74II 

C Take this path to specify a pack ID. 

D The <identifier> represents a pack ID. 

Examples: 

"srAFF" 00 "SYSTEM" 
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SEcrION 3 

GENERAL LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 

This section is the first to discuss REPORTER III Vocabulary Language 
statements. In this section, you will be introduced to the vocabulary 
language by a complete syntax diagram displaying all the language 
statements. Accampanying the diagram is a table containing brief 
descriptions of eaCh statement. 

Statements in the syntax diagram are organized into four groups: 

1. General statements. 
2. D~ II statements. 
3. System file statements. 
4. Input procedure. 

General statements have the same syntax and function on all systems. 
Later in this section, each general statement has a detailed explanation 
along with a detailed syntax diagram. 

IMS II statements let you nodify and add data items fran IMS II data 
bases to your vocabulary. The functions of these statements vary 
slightly fran system to system. DMS II statements are described in 
three subsections for A Series, B 1000, and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Series 
of Systems in Section 4. 

System file statements allow you to modify and add system files to your 
vocabulary. The function of system file statements are similiar on all 
systems. System files are discussed in Section 5. 

When input routines generated by the report program cannot handle your 
needs, you can use input procedures to create illlique input methods. '!be 
function of input procedures are similiar on all systems. Input 
procedures are discussed in Section 6. 

The four groups listed above shcM the order that statements must appear 
if used in a specification. For example, general statements IWSt always 
precede DMS II statements in a specification; DMS II statements must 
precede system file statements; system file statements must precede 
input procedures. 
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Statements are listed alphabetically in the syntax diagram, but you are 
not required to use the statements in that order in a specification. 
For example, when you use IXS II statem~nts, the ASSIGN statement does 
not have to precede the DATASET statement in a specification. 

The general syntax for the REPORl'ER III Vocabulary limguage is as 
follows: 

General statements: 

----> <VOCABUlARY statement> ------------> (1) 

(1)------------------------------> (2) 
1 1 
1<------------------------------1 
1 1 
1-> <LIST statement> ------> I 
1 1 
1-> <PASSWORD statement> -----> 1 
1 1 
1--> <PURGE statement> ------> 1 
1 1 
1-> <SET option statement> --->1 
1 1 
+--> <USER NAME statement> ->+ 

(2) -----------------------------------------------> (3) 
1 1 
1<----------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 
+--> <REPlACE statement> ------------------------>·1 

I I 
+--> <CDMMENf statement> -->+ 
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OMS II statements: -------

(3) ---------------------------------------------------------------> (4) 
I 1 
1<-------------------------------------------------------\ 
1 1 
+-----> <DB -------------------------> <END DB ->+ 

statement> 1 I statement> 
1<---------------1 
I I 
1-> <ASSIGN -> I 
1 statement> I 

1 1 
1-> <DATASEr -->1 
1 statement> 1 
1 1 
1-> <EXCUJDE -> 1 
1 statement> 1 
1 I 
1-> <REDEFINE -->1 
I statement> 1 
1 I 
+-> *<SET -->+ 

statement> 

*NaI'E: The <SEr statement> is not available for B 1000 users. 
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System file statements: 

(4) ------------------------------------------------------------> (5) 
I 
1<--------------------------------------------------------- (6) 
I 
+------> <SOURCE statement> ------------------------------> (7) 

+-> <cx)OOL SOURCE> ->+ 

(5) -------------------------------------------------------------> (8) 
1 

(6) <---------------------------------------------------------1 
1 

(7) --> <FILE -------------------------------> <END FILE ->+ 
statement> 1 1 

1<----------------------1 
I 1 
1-> <DATA-NAME-cHANGE --->1 
1 statement> I 

I 1 
+-> <Q)NDITION-ADDITION ->+ 

statement> 

Input Procedure: 

statement> 

(8) ---------------------------------------------------------> (9) 
1 
1<---------------------------------------------------- (10) 
I 
+-> <INPUl' PROCEDURE --> <OOBOL cede for input -----> (11 ) 

statement> procedure> 

(9) --------------------------------------------------------> 
1 

(10) <----------------------------------------------------1 
I 

( 11) -------------------------------> <END PROCEDURE ->+ 
I statement> 

+--> <WORKING-S'IDRAGE ---->+ 
specification> 
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The following table provides brief descriptions of each statement shown 
in the preceding syntax diagram. The statements are listed in 
alphabetical order. 

Language Statement 

ASSIGN Statement 

OOBOL OODE FOR INPUl' 
PROCEIXJRE 

CONDITION-ADDITION 
Statement 

DATA-NAME-QfANGE 
Statement 

DATASEI' Statement 

DB Statement 

Explanation 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an 
editing picture for an elementary data 
i tern. This picture is used when reporting 
the data item. 

The OOBOL OODE FOR INPlJI' PROCEDURE is the 
main element of an input procedure. It is 
the actual OOBOL source code that accesses 
the data. 

Use the CONDITION-ADDITION statement to 
create a condition to describe an existing 
COOOL data item. 

Use the DATA-NAME-QfANGE staterrent to 
change OOBOL data-names and/ or assign new 
editing pictures. These pictures are used 
when reporting the data item. 
Use this statement three ways: 

1. Tb override the default total 

2. 

population for a data set. 

Tb give an alternate 
disjoint data set. 

nartE to a 

3. TO redescribe a disjoint data set 
using the REDEFIl'lE statement. 

BlOOD users must use the DATASET 
statement to add a disjoint data set 
to the vocabulary. 

Use the DB statement to specify the 
physical or logical data base to be 
included in the vocabulary. 
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END DB Staterrent Every DB statement must have a 
corresponding END DB statement. The END DB 
statement signals the end of specifications 
for the specified data base. 

For A Series ctnd B 2000 through B 4000 
systems, this statement tells RP3VOC to 
automatically add any remaining elements of 
the DB INVOKE description to the 
vocabulary • 

For the BlOOD Series of Systems, this 
statement tells RP3VOC to add the remaining 
el~Tents of the current data set COBOL 
library file to the vocabulary. 

END PROCEDURE Statement The END PROCEDURE statement signals the end 
of the input procedure. Each INPUI' 
PROCEDURE statement must lave a 
corresponding END PRcx:EDURE statement. 

EXCllJDE Statement Use the EXCllJDE statement to exclude 
elements in disjoint data sets. For A 
Series and B 2000 through B 4000 systems, 
you can also exclude an entire data set. 

FILE Statement Use the FILE statement to identify the 
source file you want added to the 
vocabulary. You can also use this 
statement to change the internal and 
external file names of tl1e file. 

INPtJl' PROCEDURE Statement Use the INPt.1l' PROCEDURE statement to 
instruct RP3VOC that the subsequent COBOL 
code is part of the input procedure. 

LIST Statement 

You can also use this statement 
system files and/or OMS II 
previously defined in tl1e 
specification. 

to access 
data bases 

vocabulary 

Use ti1e LIST statement to Obtain various 
output listings. 
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PASSWORD Statement 

PURGE Statement 

REDEFINE Statement 

REPLACE Statement 

SEl' Statement 

SET OPrION Statement 

SOURCE Statement 

USER NAME Statement 

Use tile PASSWORD statement to establish 
security for your vocabulary. Only 
individuals using the specified password 
can access the vocabulary. 

Use the PURGE statement 
RP3VOC specification after 
processed. 

to rerrove 
it has 

the 
been 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a 
disjoint data set into the vocabulary under 
a different name. This statement allows 
you to have the capability of multiple work 
areas for a data set in the generated 
report program. 

Use the REPLACE statement to define a name 
which is replaced by text during the report 
phase. This statement allONS you to use a 
convenient shorthand technique for 
expanding the report language. 

Use tile SET statement to specify an 
alternate name for a disjoint data set. B 
1000 users cannot use tilis statement. 

The SEl' OPrION statement allows you to 
override default blOCking values assigned 
to the two internal work files generatoo by 
the report program. This statement affects 
all reports using the specific vocabulary 
unless you override it in the report 
specifications. 

Use the SOURCE statement to identify the 
COBOL source containing the file and/or 
record descriptions you want to add to the 
vocabulary. This statement allONS you to 
alternately add the CDBOL source in-line 
with the vocabulary statements. 

Use the USER NAME statement 
documentation purposes only. 
statement allows you to identify 
1I0000eril or creator of tile vocabulary. 
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WORKING-SIDRAGE 
Specification 

VOCABUlARY Statement 

Use the WORKING-SIDRAGE specification to 
modify record descriptions in the 
WJRKING-STORAGE SECTIOO of the mOOL mDE 
FOR INPUT PROCEDURE. 

Use the VOCABULARY statement to assign 
names to the two files ( the vocabulary 
library and vocabulary names files) that 
are created by RP3VOC. You must use this 
statement as the first line of your 
vocabulary. There are no defaults for this 
statement. 

Individual syntax diagrams and 
statements are described below. 
alphabetical order. 

descriptions for 
The statements 

general language 
are presented in 
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Use the ~r statement to add explanations of macro names to the 
vocabulary. These macro names must be previously defined with a REPLACE 
statement. You cannot use a COMMENT statement without a REPLACE 
statement. The comments you enter are printed in the vocabulary listing 
if you specify VOCABUlARY in the LIST statement. The syntax for the 
COMMENT statement is as follows: 

----->CQMMENTS: <oamment text> END-COMMENTS. 

The <camtent text> is any string of allowable Characters starting in 
column 8 and ending in column 72. RP3VOC interprets as ccmnent text any 
text imnediately follo.ving the colon after II COMMENTS I II and ending before 
"~. II The key word "END-COMMENTS" must be the first entity on 
a line. 

You can enter an unlimited anount of text as carment text. This text 
appears in the vocabulary listing exactly as you specify it. The 
oamments are printed immedia~ely after the associated vocabulary 
element. Each line image is preceded by a percent sign (%) and a space 
on the listing. 

Example: 

REPIACE ACrr-CUST-INFO BY Acrrs-RECV I 
CUST-INFO FfO.1 Accr-RFDJ VIA NUMBER-SEl' AT 
aJS'IOMER-NUl~ = CUST-NO #:. 

REPIACE ACJ:.:r-INVOICE-INFO BY AccrS-RECV 
(INVOICE-INFO VIA INVOICES) #: • 

COMMENTS: 
USAGE: Aa::r-INVOICE-INFO SHOULD BE USED 
IN THE INPur srATEMENr AS FOUDWS: 
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END-CXJvl. 

INPur A<:rr-INVOICE-INFO. 

nus WILL ALLDW REFE.REN"CE IN SUBSEQUENT REroRr srATEMENTS 
'ID ALL INFORMATION AOOur FACE INVOICE AND ALL INFORMATION 
ABOUT EArn RELATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE RECORD. 

The ccmnents for the macro ACCf-INVOICE-INFO appear in the vocabulary 
listing as shown in Figure 3-1. 

RP3 N.NN VOCABULARY 
"CLIENI"I 

PERMANEN!' M1\CROS (REPLACE STATEMENTS). 

MACRO Accr-cusr-INFO. 

DO Mt-lM YY 
PAGE 1 

TEXT: ACCrS-RECV, CUST-INFO FROM Accr-~ VIA NUMBER-SET 
AT CUSIU-1R-NUMBER = CUST-NO # 

MACRO Accr-INVOICE-INFO. 
TEXT: Aa:TS-RECV(INVOICE-INFO VIA INVOICES) # 

% USAGE: AccrS-INVOICE-INFO SHOULD BE USED IN THE INPUI' 
% SI'ATEMENT AS FOLtDWS: 
% 
% INPUI' ACCI'-INVOICE-INFO. 
% 
% 
% 
% 

'!HIS WILL AJ..J..J:M REFERENCE IN SUBSEQUENT 
REPORI'ER STATEMENTS 'ID AIL INFORvtATION APaJr FACli 
RELATED ACOOUNTS RECEIVABLE RECORD. 

Figure 3-1. Vocabulary Listing with Carment Text 
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LIST srATEMENT 

Use the LIST statement to obtain output listings for d new or already 
existing vocabulary. RP3VOC automatically produces a listing of the 
vocabulary specifications, independent of a LIST statement. The syntax 
for the LIST statement is as follows: 

+ <-----------------------+ 
I I I EI 
I +<--, <--+ I 
I I 
I A I F 

-->LIST---------->LIBRARY--------------------------------> . 
I I I I 
I B I I G I 
I-->DICTIONARY--->I +-->NOTES---->+ 
I - I 
I c I 
1-->SYNrAX------> i 
I I 
I D I 
+-->GO----------->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belOll: 

Path ExPlanation 

A Take this path if you want a listing of the VOCABUlARY LIBRARY 
file. This file contains the COBOL source code for file 
descriptions of system files if any were input to the 
Vocabulary. 'Ibis file also contains the OOooL source code for 
input procedures if any were input to the vcx::abulary. 

B Take this path to prenuce a listing of the VOCABUlARY 
DICI'IONARY file. This file oontains information about data 
names that were input to the vocabulary. The listing appears 
in the following order: 

1. Pennanent macros (REPlACE Statement). 
2. IHSII data bases. 
3. System files. 
4. Input procedures. 
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C Use this option to produce a COBOL syntax compile of the items 
placed into the vocabulary files by RP3VOC. Any errors in 
OOBOL source cede at this level result in syntax errors in the 
generated report programs. We strongly reoornmend that you use 
this option. 

See Section 7 for important operations instructions regarding 
the syntax canpile. 

D Take this path if your vocabulary contains B 1000 Series DMSII 
data bases. With this option, RP3VOC may validate the 
physical- and/or logicdl-data-base names declared in the 
vocabulary specification. 

For each data base, this option proouces a OOBOL skeleton 
program Which is canpiled and executed to invoke, open, and 
close each data base. For the program to execute 
successfully, the data base must be present. 

The GO option overrides the action of the SYNTAX option on DMS 
II data bases. 

E Take this path to specify additional options. 

F Take this path after you have specified all list options. 

G NOTES, in combination with the other options, uses an existing 
vocabulary to obtain the requested listings. After this 
option, no further vocabulary specifications are processed. 

Exanp1e: 

LIsr LIBRARY DIcrIOOARY SYNrAX NOTES. 
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PASSWORD STATEMENr 

The PASSWORD statement provides vocabulary security so that only 
individuals using the specified password can access the vocabulary. 
Only report specifications which contain this password may use the 
vocabulary. '!he syntax for the PASSWORD statement is as follows: 

A 
->PASSWORD---------------> <literal> ----> • 

\ I I I 
\-->IS--> I I B I 
I \ +--> <word> -->+ 
+--> = ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belCM: 

Path Explanation 

A-B To specify a <literal> for your passwoni, use path A. To 
specify a <word>, use path B. 

The password must not exceed 10 characters. In report 
specifications, use this password exactly as described in the 
PASSWORD statement, including blanks and special characters. 

Exanples: 

PASSWORD= llHELI.D'I. 

PASSWORD= "012/*". 
PASSWORD PAYROLL. 
PASSWORD IS EXTRA-UNJ. 
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PURGE STATEMEr:-n' 

Use the PURGE statement to automatically remove specifications after 
they are processed by RP3VOC. The PURGE option is generally used for 
specifications residing on disk. 

TO use vocabulary specifications residing on a disk file, you must 
file-equate. On B 2oo0/B 3000/a 4000 Series of Systems, you must also 
execute RP3VOC with a VALUE statement. Refer to the appropriate 
operations instructions in Section 7 of this manual for details. 

The syntax for the PURGE statement is as follows: 

------>PURGE---------------->SPECIFlCATIONS. 
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REPLACE STATEMENr 

Use the REPLACE stateoent to define a <name> that represents a portion 
of language <text> consisting of characters, words, or phrases. You can 
use this name to reference the <text> in report specifications which use 
the vocabulary. The REPlACE statement gives you a convenient shorthand 
technique for expanding the report language. The syntax for the REPLACE 
statement is as follows: 

---->REPIACE------------------------------------------------> (1) 
I I I I I I 
+-->ALL-->+ +-->OCCURRENCES-->+ +-->OF-->+ 

+<------------------------- , <---------- (2) 
I 

A I B 
(1) ----> <name> ----------------------------------------> (3) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I +<--(97- , <---+ 
I I E I 
I I I 
I c I D I F 
+-> ( ---> <parameter> ---> ->+ 

(2) <---------------+ 
HI 

G I I 
(3) --->BY---> <text> --> # -------> • 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path ~lanation 

A Use this path to define a <nazre> that represents the <text> of 
the REPIACE statement. This <name> may then be used in the 
report language specifications to reference the text. The 
<name> is also called a macro naroo. Choose a unique word for 
the macro name. If you use a <name> that is the same as a 
report specification construct, you will lose the usage of 
that construct. 
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Example: 

REPLACE ALL OCCURRENCES OF TIMES BY **. ---
This statement defines "TIMES II as the macro name that 
represents the text 11*". The following statement is written 
in the report specifications: 

IDrAL-<x)sT IS OOANTITY TIMES UNIT-cDST. 

The REPORI'ER III program interprets this statement 
as if you wrote lI'IDI'AL--<nST IS OOANTITY 
* UNIT cnsr". 

B Take this path if the <text> replaces the macro name, 
unaltered, at every occurrence of the marco name. The same 
<text> replaces all occurrences of the macro name as report 
specifications are scanned. The example given for path A 
illustrates that "*" replaces "TIMES" wherever IrrI~lES" occurs. 

C Take this path to nodify the <text> represented by the macro 
name. The text is ItDdified before it replaces each occurrence 
of the macro name. 

Example: 

REPLACE AGED (X) BY AGE (IN WEEKS FRa-1 
X TO mTE) 7 4#. 

The text associated with "AGED" is altered each time AGED is 
referenced. For instance, if you write: 

REPORr BIILING-AGE IS AGED (INVOICE-mTE). 

you would get the same effect writing: 

REPORr BIILING-AGE IS AGE (IN WEEKS FROlv! 
INVOICE-DATE ID DATE) / 4. 

The macro as defined here acts like a new function definition. 

D Use formcU. parameters associated wi th the macro name to 
specify how you want to m::xlify <text>. A fonnal parameter is 
a word that serves as a place holder for an actual parameter. 
An actual parameter is the text you enter as a substitute for 
the formcU. parameter. Specify actual parameters in report 
specifications. 
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At the time the macro name is referenced, the actual parameter 
( the desired text) replaces the formal parameter. When the 
<text> replaces the macro name, the supplied actual parameter 
replaces the formal parameter. You can use the formal 
parameter one or more times in the body of the text associated 
wi th the macro name. 

Example: 

REPLACE TYPEl(~) BY N WHERE TYPE = 1#. 

When the macro name TYPEl is referenced, an actual parameter 
must be supplied for N. 

REroRT NAME, TYPEl (YEAR), TYPEl(NAME-QF-SUPR). 

This statement is expanded to: 

REPORl' NAME, YEAR WHERE 'rYPE = l, NAME-oF-SUPR 
WHERE TYPE = 1. 

E Use this path to specify a maxiinum of ten fonnal parameters. 
When the macro name is referenced, the actual parameters are 
assigned to the formal parameters from left to right. You 
must specify one actual parameter for each fonnal parameter. 

Example: 

REPLACE TAX (INC-RATE, CAP-GAIN-R) BY 
SALARY * INC-RATE + CAP-GAIN-R 
* CAPITAIrGAIN#. 

TAX is then referenced in a report specification as: 

REroRl' INOOME-TAX IS TAX (.15, • 0500 ~ VALUE), 
NAME. 

In the next step, .15 replaces INC-RATE, and .0500 * VALUE 
replaces CAP-GAIN-R. The follONing equivalent statement is 
tile result: 

REPORl' INCDME-TAX IS SALARY * .15 + 
.0500 ~ VAUJE * CAPITAIrGAIN, NAME. 

The same macvo could be referenced in a different report 
specification as: 

ACCEPr VAllJE-l, VAIlJE-2. 
SELECT (TAX (VALUE-l , VALUE-2» > 500.00. 
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In this example, 
replaces CAP-GAIN-R. 

VALUE-I replaces INC-RATE, and VALUE-2 
The SELEcr statement is expanded to: 

SELECr (SAIARY * VAIlJE-I + VALUE-2 * 
CAPIT~) > 500.00. 

F Take this path after you l~ve specified all formal parameters. 

G Take this path to define the <text> that replaces the macro 
name. The text consists of all characters after the "BY" and 
before the tenninating 11#". The text may not contain a "#11. 
The "#" is reserved for indicating the end of the <text>. As 
the REPLACE statement is scanned, no syntax checking is 
perfonned on the text. Syntax checking occurs as the <text> 
replaces each occurrence of a macro name. 

The macro text may contain references to the fonnal parameter 
defined in path 0 above. Actual parameters, which you specify 
in the report specifications, replace each formal parameter as 
the <text> replaces the macro name. 

The <text> may also contain references to other macro names. 
These macro nane references are not expanded into the 
associated <text> until the macro name is referenced. Ma.cros 
may be nested up to 10 deep. The examples for paths D and E 
illustrate parameters. The following examples illustrate 
nested macros: 

REPlACE A BY B + C #. 
REPIACE B BY 0 * E #. 
REPIACE C BY FIG if. 

If you write "REPORI' T IS A, X, Y. II after entering the above 
macros, the follOlling replacement steps are taken: 

REPORI' T IS A, X, Y. 
REPORl' T IS B + C, X, Y. 
REPORl' T IS D*E + C, X, Y. 
REPORl' T IS D*E + FIG, X, Y. 

Thus, the original statement is equivalent to "REPORI' T IS D*E 
+ FIG, X, Y." 

CAurION 

Macro names cannot reference themselves. '!be 
following specifications result in an infinite 
series of references and must be avoided. 

REPlACE A BY A+B =#. 
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This statement is flagged when A is seen in the text of 
the macro. 

REPLACE A BY B #. 
REPLACE B BY A #. 

An error is flagged if either A or B is referenced because 
the l~it of 10 nested macros is exceeded. 

If a period appears before the "#", problems may arise if, 
in addition, you use a period after the macro name. 

Example: 

REPLACE mE BY 1. # • 
SELECT COST > CNE. 

This statement results in SELECT COST > 1 .. , and causes an 
error. 

H Take this path as many times as necessary to define additional 
macros in one REPLACE statement. You can also define each 
macro name in a separate REPLACE statement. 

Example: 

REPLACE PLUS BY + #, INrERVAL (X, y) BY AGE ( IN 
DAYS ERQ\1 X 'ID y) /30 #. 

In this case two macros, PLUS and INTERVAL, are defined and 
added to the vocabulary. 

I Take this path after you have completed all macro definitions. 
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SET OPTICN STATEMENI' 

Use the SET OPTION statement to override default blocking factors for 
two internal work files generated by the report program, or to force or 
prevent the building of the vocabulary files with the option 
DECIMAL-POINr IS C'(N\1A. 

You may often want to speed up the report program by allocating more 
buffer space for these work files. The SET SORT-FILE and SET 
LOGICAL-PAGE-FILE statements allocate this additional space. 

Blocking factor options and DECIMAL-POINT IS C'(N\1A option set in the 
vocabulary, either by default or with a SET OPTION statement, affect all 
generated reports using the vocabulary. Use a SET OPTION statement in 
the report specifications to override the default blocking factor of 
these files; however, you cannot change the setting of DECTIMAL-POINT IS 
C'(N\1A in the report specifications. 

The syntax for the SET OPTION statement is as follows: 

A 
-----)SET-------)SORT-FILE---------------)BLOCKING--) (1) 

I I 
I B I 
I--)LOGICAL-PAGE-FILE--)+ 
I 
Ic 
I--)DECTIMAL-POINT IS C'(N\1A-------------) (2) 
I 
ID 
+--)LANGUAGE---------------------------) (3) 
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E H 
(1) -----------------------> <integer> ----------------->. 

I F I I 
1--->'1'0----> 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 Gil 
+---> = --->+ 1 

1 

I L I 
(2) ------------------------------------------>+ 

1 1 1 1 
1 J 11M 1 
I--->~--->I I---->TRUE------>1 
1 11- 1 
1 K liN 1 

+---> = --->+ +---->FALSE----->+ 

o R 
(3) ------------------------->OOBOL74-------------->+ 

1 1 1 1 
1 P 1 I S I 

I--->~--->I +---->OOBOL85--->+ 
I 1 

I Q I 
+---> = --->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path Explanation 

A Take this path to specify the blocking factor of the internal 
sort file. If you use the report specifications GROUP BY, 
ORDER BY, or RANGE BY, the internal sort file is used for 
extracting and sorting information from the data base. Its 
default blocking factor is 10. 

B Take this path to specify the blocking factor of the 
logical-page work file. This file stores logical pages for the 
physical report, and is present only in case of horizontal page 
overflow. Its default blocking factor is 1. 

C This path is used to force the building of the vocabulary files 
wi th the COBOL SPECIAL-NAMES option DECIMAL-POINT IS CCM1A if 
set to TRUE. If set to FALSE, it will prevent the building of 
the vocabulary files with DEC]MAL-POINT IS CCM1A. 
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If this option is not used, source files will be checked for a 
SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph. If a SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph is 
found, a check will be made for the DECIMAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A 
clause. If the clause is found, the vocabulary files will be 
built with the DECTIMAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A just as if the option had 
been set to TRUE. 

D Take this path to specify the language and the compiler that 
RP3GEN is to use to create the report program. 

E-G These paths indicate synonyms. 

H Enter a number to set the number of records in a block for the 
specified work file. 

I-K These paths indicate synonyms. 

L-M These paths indicate synonyms. This forces the building of the 
vocabulary files with DEC]MAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A. This is useful 
if DECIMAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A is desired and the only input to 
RP3VOC is DMSII structures or if none of the COBOL source files 
have a SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph with a DECIMAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A 
clause. 

N This path prevents the building of the vocabulary files with 
the option DECIMAL-POINT IS C(lvf\1A even though a COBOL source 
file may have a SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph with the clause 
DECIMAL- POINT IS C(lvf\1A. 

Q-Q These paths indicate synonyms. 

R Take this path to specify that RP3GEN is to create a COBOL74 
program and use the OOBOL74 compiler to compile the program. 
This is the default setting, that is, you do not have to 
specify this option to create a COBOL74 report program. 

S Take this path to specify that RP3GEN is to create a COBOL85 
program and use the OOBOL85 compiler to compile the program. 
This setting is required if any COBOL source in the vocabulary 
specifications or any external files accessed by RP3VOC contain 
COBOL85 source code. Note that COBOL85 can be used only on 
A Series Systems. 
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USER NAME STATEMENT ---- ---- ---------

Use the USER NAME statement to enter documentation in the vocabulary. 
The syntax for tile USER NAME statement is as follows: 

A 
---->USER ~~----------------------> <literal> ------> . 
--I I I I 

1 1-->18---->1 1 B 
I I +---> <word> ----->+ 
+--> = ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belOlll7: 

Path 

A-B 

Explanation 

You can enter documentation using a <literal> through path A, 
or using a <word> through path B. 

The documentation must not exceed 20 alpbanumeric characters. 

A word or literal with more than 20 
right-truncated to the first 20 characters. 
character strings of more than 30 characters. 

Examples: 

USER NM-tE IS MIGHTYlvKXJSE. 
USER NAME JONES. 
USER NAME = "JOE OOE". 
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VOCABUlARY STATEMENT 

The RP3VOC program generates two files used by the RP3REP program. 
These two files are used to communicate the data descriptions defined in 
the vocabulary specification to the report-generation phase of the 
REPORrER III System. TI1ese two files are: 

1. The Vocabulary Library file which may contain enroL source for 
system file descriptions and/or input procedures. 

2. The Vocabulary Dictionary file which contains data names and 
information related to the data names. When a data name is 
referenced in a report specification, RP3REP will search the 
dictionary for the data name and take appropriate action based 
on the infonnation found. 

The VOCABUU\RY statement must name these two files. There are no 
defaults. If you do not specify two names in the VOCABUIARY statement, 
the program is tenninated. rrbe syntax for the VOCABUlARY statement is 
as follows: 

--->VOCABULARY-------------------------------------> (1) 
I I I ! 
+-->FILES->+ !->ARE----> I 

I ! 
+--> = --->+ 

(1) --> <external file name> -->ANO --> <external file name> --->. 

The two <external file name>s in the statement are used to identify the 
vocabulary library and the vocabulary dictionary. The first <external 
file name> specified is the vocabulary library. This <external file 
name> is also the collective name for the vocabulary and is the name 
whiCh is used to identify the vocabulary in a report specification. 
RP3REP will use this file to find the name of the vocabulary dictionary. 

The VOC'ABUIARY statement must be the first statement in a vocabulary 
specification. 
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Examples: 

VOCABULARY FILES ARE "Vc:x:.AB1" AND "Voc.AB2". 
VOCAB FILES = "JLVOC1" AND "JLVOC2". 
VOCAB "AVOCAB" AND "BVOCAB". 
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SECTION 4 

LNS II LANGUAGE srATEMENTS 

This section contains three parts: 

1. A Series of Systems OMS II statements. 
2. B 1000 Series of Systems OMS II statements. 
3. B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems OMS II statements. 

Each of these parts begins with an overview of the statements used to 
add OMS II data-base descriptions to a vocabulary. FOllowing the 
overview is an example of a vocabulary specification using IMS II, with 
descriptions of each statement in the specification. 

Next, a general discussion and brief descriptions of the data-base 
infonnation statements associated wi th IXv1S II are presented. '!be 
ranainder of each part lists the statements alPhabetically, giving a 
detailed description and syntax diagram of each statement. 
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A SERIES OF SYSTEMS 
[MS-II LANGUAGE STA~ -- -- ---- -----

This section describes how to add one or nore A Series OMS II data bases 
to the vocabulary. 

Exanple: 

DB Ul'lIV. 
END DB. 

This example adds all elements in the data ba.se named UNIV to the 
vocabulary. The following is an overview of the syntax (for rrore detail 
refer to Data-Base Infonnation): 

+<-------------------------------------------------------- (1) 
I 
IA B 

-------> <DB statement> ------------------------------------> (2) 
I I 
I c I 
+--> <data-base information> -->+ 

(l) <----------------------+ 
EI 

D IF 
(2) ---> <END DB statement> ----> 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belON: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

The <DB statement> identifies an A Series LMS II data base. 
RP3VOC processes the statements for the data base by 
referencing a directory file. A utility program, RP3VDM, 
creates this directory file. RP3VDM must be run once for each 
Physical or logical data base that RP3VOC uses. RP3VOC 
automatically ex~utes RP3VDM to create the required 
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directory. You also have the option to run RP3\TD{'wl rnanually. 
(Refer to Section 7 for details on running RP3VDM). 

If the data base is a logical data base, the directory file is 
called DB/INVOKE/<data-base name>/<logical-data-base name>. 
If the data base is not a logical data base, the directory is 
called DB/INVOKE/<data-base name>. 

B Take this path to create a default vocabulary for the data 
base. RP3VOC autanatically adds all elements of the data base 
to the vocabulary. 

Default editing pictures are created for all items based on 
the item attributes specified in DASDL. These editing 
pictures are used to print items in reports. 

The default TOTAL POPUlATION of 9999 is assigned to all data 
sets. TOTAL POPULATION determines default editing pictures 
used to print out statistical summaries in reports. 

C Take this path to specify non-default information on how you 
want elements of the data base added to the vocabulary. The 
specification can change names, exclude certain elements, and 
assign editing pictures and TOTALrPOPULATIONS. 

Example: 

DB CUST-ACCT-INFQ. 
DATA SEI' ACcrS-RECV 'lUI'AL-POP = 200. 
ASSIGN EDITING PICIURE "99/99/99" 'ID 

DUE-DATE. 
EXCLUDE DATA Sl!.~ RESTARI'-AREA. 

END DB. 

This example assigns a TOTAL POPUlATION of 200 to ACCTS-RECV, 
and an editing picture of "99/99/99" to DUE-DATE, but excludes 
the data set RESTARI'-ARFA and the elements in it. All other 
elements in the data base CUST-Acx..~-INFO are added by default 
to the vocabulary. 

D The END DB statement signals the end of specifications for the 
data base. All rema.ining elements in the data base are added 
by default. 
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E Take this pa.th to add additional data bases to the vocabulary. 

Example: 

DB UNIV. 
END DB. 
DB LIBRARY - rnro. 
END DB. 

These statements add all elements of the data buses UNIV and 
LIBRARY-INFO to the vocabulary. 

F Take this pa.th when you have finished specifying all data 
bases. 
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VOCABl.JI..ARY SPECIFICATIOO EXAMPLE 
FOR A SERIES DA'I~ BASE 

The following example offers you a complete statement-by-statement 
description of a vocabulary specification for a DMS II data base. The 
data base UNIV is used in the following specification. Figure 4-1 
illustrates the DB-INVOKE listing generated by RP3VDM. This listing 
represents a DB INVOKE ALL on the data base UNIV. Be sure that you use 
a current DB-INVOKE listing. 

RP3VOC accesses items in the data base in the sequential order displayed 
in the DB-INVOKE listing, Figure 4-1. Once RP3VOC processes an item, 
you cannot reference the item again in the vocabulary specification. 
'!be follCMing is the vocabulary specification: 

DB UNIV. 
ASSIGN EDITING PIClURE "Z(3)911 TO CRS-NO. 
EXCLUDE BCX>KS FRCM VOCABUlARY. 
DATASRI' SIUDENTS TOTAL-R>P = 300000. 
DA.TASRI' UNIV-PERSONNEL TOI'AL-POP = 500. 
SET SS-U-P AS SSNo-PATH. 
ASSIGN EDITIN3 PICI'URE 11$9(4) .9(2)" TO SAlARY. 
REDEFINE UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS 

TOI'AL POPUIATION = 100. 
END DB. 

'!be DB UNIV statement causes RP3VOC to initiate several actions. RP3VOC 
looks for the data-base directory DB/INVOKE/UNIV and readies itself for 
vocabulary specifications. If DB/INVOKE/UNIV is not present, RP3VDM 
automatically executes RP3VDM to create this directory for the UNIV data 
base. 

'!be ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to begin. processing the elements of 
the data base sequentially until RP3VOC finds CRS-NO. All the elanents 
preceding CRS-NO are added by default to the vocabulary. You cannot 
reference any of these items in subsequent vocabulary specifications. 

Use the ASSIGN statement to add CRS-NO to the vocabulary with an editing 
picture of Z (3) 9. CRS-NO is printed with this picture in subsequent 
reports. 

'!be EXCLUDE statement causes RP3VOC to exclude the embedded data set 
BCX>KS, including all its items and sets, fran the vocabulary. BCX>KS 
cannot be referenced in report specifications. All data items following 
CRS-NO and preceding BCX>KS are added by default to the vocabulary. 
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The first DATASET statement causes RP3VOC to add the embedded data set 
STUDENTS to the vocabulary with an assigned 'lUI'AL POPUlATION of 300, 000. 

The next DATASET statement causes RP3VOC to add the UNIV-PERSONNEL to 
the vocabulary wi th an assigned 'IDrAL POPUlATION of 500. A DATASEr 
statement referencing the data item must precede the REDEFINE statement. 
'!he remaini03 data elements of UNIV-(x)URSES, which are items of the 
embedded data set S'IUDENTS, are added to the vocabulary by default. 

The SET statement changes the name of the set SS-U-P to SSNo-PATH. 

The ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to add SAL.l\RY to the vocabulary with 
an editing picture of $9(4) .9(2). All elements of UNIV-PERSONNEL 
preceding SAL.l\RY are added by de fau I t to the vocabulary. 

The REDEFINE statement causes RP3VOC to create another description of 
the data set UNIV-P~ under the name PROFESSORS. 'lbe data set 
UNIV-PERSONNEL and its associatoo elanents are duplicated in the data 
set PROFESSORS. PROFESSORS is assigned a TCYrAL POPUlATION of 100. 

RP3VOC can nON reprocess the elements of the data set PROFESSORS. In 
this example, hCMever, no such references occur. When RP3VOC detects 
the END DB statement, all elements of the disjoint data set 
UNIV-PERSONNEL (alias PROFESSORS) are added by default to the 
vocabulary • 

Qualification by the name PROFESSORS or UNIV-PERSONNEL is nON required 
in report specifications to uniquely identify elements within these two 
data sets. 

The END DB statement tells RP3VOC that this is the end of specifications 
for the data base UNIV. All rema.ining elements of the DB-INVOKE 
data-ba.se description are then added to the vocabulary by default. 
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DB UNIV ALL. 
* 02 NOSOFSTUDENTS 9(10) COMPo 
* 02 NOSOFCOURSES 9(5) COMPo 

* * 01 UNIV-COURSES DATA SET (#2). 
* UNIV-SET SET ('7,AUTO) OF UNIV-COURSES KEY IS CRS-NAME. 
* 02 CNTOFCRS COUNT. 
* 02 CRS-NAME. 
* 03 DEPARTMENT PIC XX DISPLAY. 
* 03 LEVEL PIC 999 COMPo 
* 03 CRS-NO PIC 9(4) COMPo 
* 02 NOPROF PIC 99 COMPo 
* 02 DAYS-OF-WEEK FIELD SIZE IS 06 BITS. 
* 03 MON BOOLEAN. 
* 03 TUES BOOLEAN. 
* 03 WEDS BOOLEAN. 
* 03 THURS BOOLEAN. 
* 03 FRI BOOLEAN. 
* 03 SAT BOOLEAN. 
* 02 BUILDING PIC 999 COMPo 
* 02 ROOM PIC XX DISLAY. 
* 02 COURSENAME PIC X(24) DISPLAY. 
* 02 FLAG-BITS FIELD SIZE IS 12 BITS. 
* 02 HOURSCRDT PIC 9(4) COMPo 
* 02 CLASS-SIZE PIC 99 COMPo 
* 02 PROFESSOR REFERENCE TO UNIV-PERSONNEL OCCURS 3. 
* 02 BOOKS DATA SET (13). 
* BOK SET (,4,MANUAL) OF BOOKS KEYDATA IS LC. 
* 03 LC PIC 9(9) COMPo 
* 03 TITLE PIC X(60) DISPLAY. 
* 03 AUTHR PIC X(30) DISPLAY. 
* 02 STUDENTS DATA SET ('5). 
* STUDSET SET (,6,AUTO) OF STUDENTS KEYS ARE LAST-NAME, 
* FIRST-NAME. 
* 03 LAST-NAME PIC X(15) DISPLAY. 
* 03 FIRST-NAME PIC X(lO) DISPLAY. 
* 01 UNIV-PERSONNEL DATA SET ('8). 
* SS-U-P SET(#9,AUTO) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL KEY IS SSNUM. 
* U-P-SET SET('lO,AUTO) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL KEY IS NAME. 
* FREEPAY SET ('23,AUTO) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL. 
* 02 USC-COUNT COUNT. 
* 02 NAME. 
* 03 LASTNAME PIC X(15) DISPLAY. 
* 03 FIRSTNAME PIC X(lO) DISLAY. 
* 02 SEX BOOLEAN. 
* 02 AGE PIC 99 COMPo 
* 02 SSNUM PIC 9(9) COMPo 
* 02 DPT PIC X(4) DISPLAY. 
* 02 RANK PIC X DISPLAY. 
* 02 SALARY PIC S9(5)V99 COMPo 
* 02 COURSES REFERENCE TO UNIV-COURSES OCCURS 8. 
* 02 SUPR REFERENCE TO UNIV-PERSONNEL. 

Figure 4-1. A Series DB INVOKE LIsrING 
Of Data Base UNIV 
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Below is a list of names and associated output edi ting pictures produced 
by the vocabulary specification: 

UNIV 
NOSOFSTIJDENTS 
NOSOFCDURSES 
UNIV-couRSFS 
UNIV-C-SEr 
CNTOFCRS 
CRS-NAME 
DEPARIMENT 
LEml., 

CRS-NO 
NOPROF 
DAYS-oF-WEEK 
mN 
'lUES 
WEllS 
THURS 
FRI 
SAT 
BUILDIOO 
ROJM 
<DURSENAME 
FIAG-BITS 
HOURSCRDI' 
CIASS-SIZE 
PROFESSOR 
SIUDENI'S 
S'l'UDSEI' 
lAST-NAME 
FIRST-NAME 
UNIV-PERSONNEL 
SSNO-PATH 
U-P-SEI' 
FREEPAY 
USC-<DUNT 
NAME 
I.ASTNAME 
FIRSTNAME 
SEX 
AGE 
SSNUM 
DPl' 
RANK 
SAlARY 
<DURSES 
SUPR 
PROFESSORS 
SS-U-P 
U-P-SEI' 

Z(lO) 
Z(5) 

Z(8) 

xx 
ZZ9 
Z(3)9 
Z9 
Z(2) 
X(5) 
X(5) 
X(5) 
X(5) 
X(5) 
X(5) 
ZZ9 
XX 
X(24) 
Z(4) 
Z(4) 
Z(9) 

X(15) 
X(lO) 

Z(8) 

X(15) 
X(lO) 
X(5) 
Z9 
Z(9) 
X(4) 
X 
$9(4) .9(2) 
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FREEPAY 
USC-<DUNT 
NAME 
I.AS'INAME 
FIRS'lNAME 
SEX 
AGE 
SSNUM 
DPr 
RANK 
SAIARY 
OOURSFS 
SUPR 

Z(8) 

X(lS) 
X(lO) 
X(S) 
Z9 
Z(9) 
X(4) 
x 
-Z(S) .99 
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DATA-BASE INFORv1A.TlOO 

The data-base information statements must access data-base items in the 
same order as these items occur in the DB-INVOKE listing. The DB-INVa<E 
listing is a COBOL listing generated by a DB INVOKE ALL. You obtain 
this listing fran running (or having RP3VOC run) RP3VIM. The data-base 
information statements cause RP3VOC to sequentially process all elements 
of the DB-INVOKE file until a specific element is referenced. These 
elements are added to the vocabulary as they are processed by RP3VOC. 

All data-base elements are treated sequentially by RP3VOC. Unlike 
system files, you do not need to add data items individually to the 
vocabulary. The entire data base or logical data base is added by 
default~ only data sets, sets, and data items that you specify are 
modified or excluded fram the vocabulary. The following is a list of 
data-base information statements and their descriptions: 

Statement 

ASSIGN Statement 

DATASEl' Statement 

Explanation 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an 
editing picture for a data item. The 
edi ting picture is used to print the data 
item in subsequent reports. 

If you do not specify an editing picture 
for a data item, RP3VOC automatically 
generates a default editing picture fram 
the description of the item given in DASDL. 
Since the default editing picture may not 
provide the best fonn for printing, you can 
specify a new editing picture to override 
the default generated by RP3VOC. 

The DATASEl' statement specifies a data set. 
You can use this statement three ways: 

1. 'lb assign a TOrAL POPUIATICN to a data 
set. The REPORTER III system uses 
rroI'AL POPUIATION to detennine the 
number of spaces required for printing 
statistical summaries. Examples of 
statistical summaries are TOTAL and 
COUNT report specifications. 

2. 'lb give an alternate 
disjoint data set. 
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EXCUJDE statement 

REDEFINE Statement 

SRI' Statement 

3. To allOW' you to redescribe a dis joint 
data set using the REDEFINE statement. 
You must add a disjoint data set with 
the DATASET statement before you use 
the REDEFINE statement. 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to delete data 
sets and associated elements from the 
vocabulary. Use this statement to exclude 
sensitive or irrelevant items. Elements 
excluded from the vocabulary cannot be 
reported or referenced in report 
specificaticns. 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a 
disjoint data set into the vocabulary under 
a different name. The REDEFllm statement 
allows you to create a duplicate of the 
disjoint set. You can then redescribe 
elements of the disjoint set of the 
vocabulary while the original data-set 
descriptions remain under the original 
name. You must previously add the disjoint 
set to the vocabulary using the DATASEI' 
statement. 

Use the SRI' statement to give an alternate 
name to a disjoint set. 
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ASSIGN Statement 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an editing picture for a data item. 
This picture is used to print the data item in reports. 

If you do not specify an editing picture for an elementary data item, 
RP3VOC generates a default editing picture fram the description of the 
data item in the DB-INVOKE listing. The syntax for the ASSIGN statement 
is as follows: 

----->ASSIGN------------------->PICTURE-----------------> (1) 
I 1-
+-->EDITING->+ 

A 
(1) -> .. <cx)OOL picture>" -->'1U--> <U1JS II item name> --> (2) 

B 

(2) -----------------------------> . 
I 
Ic 
+-> <qualification> -->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

The <Dtw1S II item name> must be an unsubscripted elementary Il.~ 
II data item. 

For example, assume a data i tern, D1\TE-NEEDED, with a NUMBER 
(6) description is used to store a date. The default edi ting 
picture is Z (6) • If the printed image of DATE-NEEDED is to be 
f:IJM/OO/"YY, then the required result is obtained in the rep:>rt 
by issuing the following statement to RP3VOC: 

ASSIGN PIC "99/99/99" ro DATE-NEEDED. 
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Examples: 

ASSIGN EDITING PIcruRE "$Z(9) .9(2) II 'ID 
SAI.ARY. 

ASSIGN PIC 11999" TO AGE. 

CAlJrION 

The COBOL editing picture cannot have any leading or 
trailing blanks. If the editing picture is sma.ller 
than the storage picture, truncation ma.y result. 

If you have set the option DECIMAL-POINT IS cn-f.1A, then the 
appropriate picture must be given to avoid misalignment or 
WOOL syntax errors. 

Examples: 

If the option DECIMAL-roINT IS cn-f.1A is not set, 

ASSIGN PIC tlZZZ,ZZZ.99" TO (If'i. 

If the option DECIMAIr-roINT IS <n+1A is set, 

ASSIGN PIC "ZZZ. ZZZ, 99 11 TO arY. 

B Take this path if you do not require <qualification>. 

C Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<IMS II item name>. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 
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DATASET Statement 

Use the ~TASET statement to give an alternate nillDe to a disjoint data 
set, or to assign a TOTAL POPULATION to a data set. 

The TOrAL POPUlATION is used to detennine hav much space to al10vV for 
the printing of statistical surnnaries, such as TOTAL and VARIANCE. It 
is used to set default editing attributes for certain statistical items. 

This statement also allOvVs you to redescribe a disjoint data set using a 
REDEFINE statement. You must add a disjoint data set to the vocabulary 
with a ~TASET statement before you use a REDEFINE statement. The 
syntax for the ~TASET statement is as follows: 

A B 
--->~TASET---> <data-set name> ---------------------------------> (1) 

D F 

I 
Ie 
+--> <qualification> -->+ 

(1) -------------------------------------------------------------> (2) 
I I I 
I E I I G H 
+-->AS--> <name> -->+ +-->TOrAL-OOPUIATION-------------> (3) 

(2) ------------------> . 
K 

(3) ----> <integer> -->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belCM: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

The <data-set name> must be a valid A Series DMS II data set 
in the DB-INVOKE listing. 

B Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the data set. 

C Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
data set. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 

D Take this path if you do not use an alternate name to identify 
the current description of the data set in the vocabulary. 
For an embedded data set, you must take this path. 

Example: 

DATASET UNIV-rotJRSES. 

E Take this perth onl y if you are using an alternate name to 
identify a disjoint data set in the vocabulary description of 
the data set. The <name> you specify becanes the internal 
name for the data set in the generated report program. If you 
take this path, the <data-set name> in path A no longer exists 
in the vocabulary, and you cannot reference that naIOO in 
report specifications. 

Example: 

DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS. 

F Take this path if you use the default TOTAL POPUIATION of 
9999. 
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G Take this path to override the default TOTAL OOPUIATION. 

Exanples: 

DA.TASET 13(X)KS TOrAL-OOP IS 300000. 
DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS 
'IUl'AL OOPUlATION = 997. 

H~ These paths are equivalent. 

K The <integer> specifies the TOl'AL OOPUlATION. 
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DB Statement 

Use the DB statement to instruct RP3VOC that the specifications refer to 
a specific A Series IHS II data base or logical data base. RP3VOC 
assumes that all statements in the vocabulary are descriptions of items 
in the specified data base until RP3VOC encounters an END DB statement. 
The syntax for the DB statement is as follows: 

A 
-->D8-----> <data-base name> --------------------------------> (1) 

I 
IB 
+---> <logical-data-base name> OF <data-base name>->+ 

c 
(1) ------------------------> . 

I 
ID 
+->AS-> <name> ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belo.-1: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

Take this path if the data base is not a logical data base. 
The <data-base name> must be a valid A Series OMS II 
<data-base name>. The DASDL description file, 
DESCRIPl'ICN/ <data-base name> , or the data-base directory 
DB/J1:NOKE/ <data-base name> must be present during the 
executicn of RP3VOC. If the data-base directory file is not 
present, RP3VOC autanatically executes RP3~ to obtain a 
directory file from the description file. 

Exanple: 

DB UNIV. 

B Take this path if the data base is a logical data ba.se. '!he 
<logical-data-base name> must be a valid A Series DMS II 
<logical-data-ba.se name> that was declared in DASDL. When a 
logical data base is specified, RP3VOC adds it to the 
vocabulary information. 
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The <data-base name> must be a valid A Series OMS II 
<data-base name>. The DASDL description file, 
DESCRIPrION/<data-base name>, or the data-base directory, 
DB/INVOKE/<data- base name>/<logical-data-base name> must be 
present during the execution of RP3VOC. If the data-base 
directory file is not present, RP3VOC automatically executes 
program RP3VDM to obtain tile directory file. 

Example: 

DB U:X;-UNIVl OF UNIV. 

C Take this path if you use the actual data base name rather 
than an internal (or alias) name. The name of the data base 
in the voc::abulary will be either the actual <data-base name> 
if you choose path B, or the <logical-data-base name> if you 
choose path c. 

D Take this path if you use an internal (or alias) name for the 
data base. The name of the data base in the vocabulary will 
be the <name> you specify here. You can add a data base to a 
vocabulary a number of times by using alias names. 

Examples: 

DB UNIV AS ALIAS-UNIV. 
DB UX;-UNIV OF UNIV AS ALIAS-LCG-UNIV. 
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END DB Statement 

The END DB statement instructs RP3VOC to add the remaining elements of 
the DB-INVOKE description to the vocabulary. Each DB statement must 
have a corresponding END DB statement. The syntax for the END DB 
statement is as follows: 

--------->END DB---------->. 

Example: 

END DB. 
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EXCLUDE Statement 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to delete data sets and associated elen~nts 

fram the vocabulary. By default, all elements in the data base are 
added to the vocabulary unless they are explicitly excluded. Use this 
statement to exclude sensitive or irrelevant information. The syntax 
for the EXCLUDE statement is as follows: 

A I 
-->EXCLUDE------------------------> <OMS II name> ---> (I) 

J 

I I 
I B I 
I->DATA SEI'----> I 

I 
c I 

-->SET--------->I 
I 

D I 
-->SUBSET------->I 

I 
E I 

-->LXNK lTEM---->I 
I 

F I 
-->OONTROL lTEM-> I 

I 
G I 

->DATA lTEM---> I 
I 

H I 
+-->GROUP lTEM--->+ 

(I) -------------------------------------------> . 
I I I I 
I K I +-->FROM VOCABUIARY->+ 
+---> <qualification> -->+ 

The pa.ths of this syntax diagram are explained belON: 

Path Explanation 

A Take this path if you do not document the type of excluded 
element. 
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Exarrple: 

EXCIlJDE SAlARY. 

B-H Take these paths to document the type of the element you are 
excluding (for documentation purposes only). 

Ex~le: 

EXCUJDE DATA SEI' UNIV-COURSES. 

I Identify a data base element by a <OMS II name>. This name 
must reference a valid A Series OMS II element described in 
the DB-INVOKE listing. Once you exclude a data base element, 
you cannot reference the element in report specifications. 

If a <OMS II name> is a data set, all its elements, including 
any embedded data sets, are deleted fran vocabulary. 

If <OMS II name> is a group item, all subordinate elements are 
deleted from tile vocabulary. 

If <Ll-1S II name> is a set or sul::>set, it is narked as excluded 
in the vocabulary file. 

J Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the <OMS II name>. 

K Take this pa:th if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<DMS II name>. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 
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REDEFINE Statement 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a disjoint data set into the 
vocabulary under an alias name. Wi tll the REDEFINE statement, you can 
create another description of a data set under a different name. You 
can change or exclude any item in the data set by follo.ving the REDEFINE 
statement with the necessary ASSIGN, EXCllJDE, or SEr statement. 

You can also have multiple REDEFINE statements referencing the san~ data 
set, creating several different descriptions of the data set under 
different names. 

'Ib use the REDEFINE statement, you must have previously added the data 
set to the vocabulary via a D.Z\TASEr statement. No other DATASh'T 
statements referencing additional disjoint data sets can be made before 
the REDEFINE statement for that particular data set. The syntax for the 
REDEFINE statement is as follows: 

A 
->REDEFINE------------------> <data-set name> ----> (1) 

I I 
+-->DATASET->+ 

B 
(1) ->AS---------> <naJOO> ----------------------> (2) 

c 
(2) -----------------------------------------------> . 

I 1 
1 D E H I 
+-->TOTALrPOPULATION--------------> <integer> -->+ 

1 I 
IF 1 
I->rs-->1 
I I 
I G I 
+--> = -->+ 
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Tne paths of this syntax diagram are explained belO\V: 

Path 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E-G 

H 

Explanation 

The <data-set name> identifying the data set must be a valid A 
Series LMS II disjoint data set described in the DB-INVOKE 
listing. 

The <name> becanes the alias name of the duplicate data set. 

Take this path if you use the default TOrAL POPUIATION of 
9999. The REPORTER III system uses TOTAL POPULATION to 
detenmine editing pictures when reporting statistics on items 
in the redefined data set. 

Take this path to override the default TOTAL POPUlATIW. 

These paths are equivalent. 

The <integer> specifies the TaI'AL POPUlATION. 

Example: 

DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL 'lOTAL-POP = 997. 
ASSIGN PIC I$ZZ,ZZ9.99" TO SAlARY. 
REDEFINE UNIV-PERSOi'lmL AS UNIV-SUPR 

TOTAL-POP = 200. 
EXCflJDE SAIARY.-

The above example allows the following INPur statement in the 
report specifications: 

INPUT UNIV-PERSONNEL, UNIV-SUPR VIA SUPR. 
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SET Statement 

Use the SET statement to Change the name of a particular disjoint set. 
Only use a SEl' statement to resolve a possible conflict in names. The 
<set name> must be a valid OMS II disjoint set described in the 
DB-INVOKE listing. The syntax for the SET statement is as follO'WS: 

A 
-->SET--> <set name> ----------------------------------> (1) 

I I 
I B I 
+--> <qualification> -->+ 

c 
(1) --> AS--> <I'lalTle> ----------------------------> . 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below. 

PA'lH Explanation 

A Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
speci~ the disjoint set. 

B Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
dis joint set. 

For a detailed description of <qualification> I see Section 2. 

C '!he <name> becanes the internal name of the set. You can no 
longer use the <set name> to reference the dis joint data set 
in the report specifications. 

Example: 

SET ss-u-p AS SSN-SET. 
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BlOOD SERIFS OF SYsrEMS --- --
Lt-1S II LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 

This section describes how to add one or nore BlOOD Series Ilv1S II data 
ba.ses to the vocabulary. 

Example: 

DB UNIV. 
END DB. 

This example adds all elements in the data base UNIV to the vocabulary. 
'!he follONing is an overview of the syntax. (For llDre detail, refer to 
Data-Base Information.) 

+<---------------------------------- (1) 
I 
IA B 

-----> <DB statement> -----------------------' -> (2) 
I I 
I c I 
+-> <data-base information> ->+ 

(1) <------------------+ 
El 

D I F 
(2) -> <END DB statement> ----> 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belOlN: 

Path Explanation 

A The <DB statement> infonns RP3VOC that the specifications 
refer to a BlOOD Series data base. RP3VOC processes BlOOD 
Series statements by accessing data-set CDBOL library files 
created by DASDL. The fonnat for the library file name is 
#<data-base name>/<disjoint-data-set name>. 
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You must specify B 1000 Series DMS II data sets individually 
to RP3VOC. You may specify these data sets in any order. The 
following data-set items are added by default to the 
vocabulary: 

1. Sets. 
2. Subsets. 
3 . Group i terns . 
4. Data items. 

You must specify disjoint data sets individually, and in the 
sequential order that disjoint data sets appear in the 
following listings: 

1. A DMPALL listing of the COBOL library file. 

2. A OOOOL canpiler listing containing an INVOKE 
stateIIEnt for the data set. 

3. A listing obtained by using the II $ SOURCE II option 
when canpiling with DASDL. 

B Take this path to specify hcJ"v you want data sets and disjoint 
data sets added to the vcx=abulary. 

Exanple: 

DB UNIV. 
DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL. 
END DB. 

These statements add only the disjoint data set UNIV-PERSONNEL 
of the data base UNIV to the vocabulary. All elements of 
UNIV-PERSONNEL are added by default. No other disjoint data 
sets are added to the vocabulary. The <END DB statement> 
signals the end of specifications for the data base. 

C Take this path to add additional data bases to the vcx=abulary. 

Example: 

DB UNIV. 

END DB. 
DB LIBRARY-lNEO. 

END DB. 

This example adds the data bases UNIV and LIBRARY-INFO to the 
vocabulary • 
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D Take this path when you have finished specifying all data 
bases. 
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RP3VOC SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE 
FOR B 1000 SERIES DATA BASE ----- ----

The following example gives you a complete statement-by-statement 
description of a vocabulary specification for a IXv1S II data base. The 
data base UNIV is used in the following vocabulary specification. 
Figure 4-2 is an example of the DASDL description of the data base UNIV. 
RP3VOC accesses items in the data base in the sequential order displayed 
in the INVOKE listing. Figure 4-3 illustrates the INVOKE listing that 
you generate by: 

1. A DMPALL listing the data-set library files. 
2. Canpiling DASDL with the $SOURCE option. 
3. Specifying "INVOKE" on the data sets in a mBOL canpilation. 

The following is the vocabulary specification: 

DB UNIV. 
DATASET OOURSES. 
ASSIGN EDITING PICIURE "z (3) 9" TO CRS-NO. 
EXCIlJDE 00Cl<S FRCM VOCABUIARY. 
DATASEr PERSONNEL '!UrAL-FOP= 999 
ASSIGN EDITING PICIURE 119 (4) .9 (2) II 'It) 

SAlARY. 
REDEFINE PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS 

'!UrAL FOruIATION 999. 
END DB. 

Each statement in this example produces the following results: 

The DB UNIV statement causes RP3VOC to ready itself for upcaning UNIV 
data base specifications. 

The first DATASEl' statement causes RP3VOC to open the mBOL library file 
#UNIV /COURSES and make an entry in the vocabulary for this dis joint data 
set. 

The first ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to begin sequentially 
processing the elements of the data set until RP3VOC finds CRS-NO. All 
the elements preceding CRS-NO are added by default to the vcx:::abulary, 
along with the RP3VOC-supplied default editing pictures. You cannot 
reference any of these items in subsequent vocabulary specifications. 
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Use the ASSIGN statement to add CRS-NO to the vocabulary with an editing 
picture of Z(3)9. CRS-NO is printed with this picture in reports. 

The EXCUJDE statement causes RP3VOC to exclude the embedded data set 
a:>oKS, including all its elements, fran the vocabulary. a:>oKS carmot be 
referenced in report specifications. All data items following CRS-NO 
and preceding a:>oKS are added to the vocabulary by default. 

The next DATASET statement causes RP3VOC to add PERSONNEL to the 
vocabulary wi th an assigned TOl'AL POPUIATION of 999. Since RP3VOC 
cannot find PERSONNEL as an e.nbedded data set of CDURSES, RP3VOC 
accesses the OOBOL library file #UNIV /PERSONNEL. The remaining elements 
of CDURSES, which are part of the subset STUDENTS, are added by default 
to the vocabulary. The DATASh"'T statement referencing the data set must 
precede the REDEFINE statement. 

The next ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to add SALARY to the vocabulary 
with an editing picture of $9(4) .9(2). All elanents of PERSONNEL 
preceding SALARY are added by default to the vocabulary. 

The REDEFINE statement causes RP3VOC to create another description of 
the data set PERSONNEL under the name PROFESSORS. PERSONNEL and its 
associated data elements are duplicated in the data set PROFESSORS. 
PROFESSORS is assigned a '!UrAL POPULA.TION of 999. 

RP3VOC can now reprocess the elements of the data set PROFESSORS. In 
this example, however, no such references occur. When RP3VOC detects 
the END DB statement, all elements of the disjoint data set PERSCNNEL 
(alias PROFESSORS) are added by default to the vocabulary. 

Qualification by the name PROFESSORS or PERSONNEL is rON required in 
report specifications to uniquely identify elements within these two 
data sets. 

The END DB statement tells RP3VOC that this is the end of the data ba.se 
specifications. 
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00000100 
00000150 
00000200 
00000300 
00000400 
00000600 
00000700 
00000800 
00000900 
00001000 
00001100 
00001200 
00001300 
00001400 
00001500 
00001600 
00001700 
00001800 
00001900 
00002000 
00002100 
00002200 
00002300 
00002400 
00002500 
00002600 
00002700 
00002800 
00002900 
00003000 
00003100 
00003200 
00003700 
00003800 
00003850 
00003900 
00004000 
00004100 
00004200 
00004300 
00004400 
00004500 
00004600 
00004700 
00004800 
00004900 
00005000 
00005100 
00005200 
00005300 
00005350 
00005400 
00005500 
00005600 
00005700 
00005800 
00005900 

:%THIS DASDL PROGRAM GIVES EXAMPLES 
:%OF THE VARIOUS CONSTRUCTS USED IN 
:%DASDL TO DESCRIBE A DATA BASE. 
: PARAMETERS ( 
: BUFFERS = 10 }; 
:COURSES DATA SET "MAIN FILE"( 

CRS-NAME GROUP ( 
DEPARTMENT ALPHA (2): 
LEVEL NUMBER(3): 
CRS-NO NUMBER (4»: 

NOPROF NUMBER (2): 
DAYS-OF-WEEK GROUP ( 

MON NUMBER(1): 
TUES NUMBER(1): 
WEDS NUMBER(1): 
THURS NUMBER(l): 
FRI NUMBER(1): 
SAT NUMBER(l»: 

BUILDING NUMBER(3): 
ROOMNUMBER ALPHA(2): 
COURSENAME ALPHA(24): 
FLAG-BITS ALPHA(12}: 
HOURSCRDT NUMBER(4): 
CLASS-SIZE NUMBER(2): 
PROFESSOR SUBSET OF PERSONNEL, POPULATION 3: 
BOOKS UNORDERED DATA SET( 

LC NUMBER ( 9) ; 
TITLES ALPHA(60): 
AUTHR ALPHA ( 30) : 

STUDENTS SUBSET OF MSF KEY IS 
(LNAME,FNAME)DUPLICATES, 
POPULATION = 300 

POPULATION = 1000: 
UNIV-C-SET ORDERED SET OF COURSES 

: KEY IS (eRS-NAME) 
:PERSONNEL DATASET( 

NAME GROUP( 
LASTNAME ALPHA ( 15): 
FIRSTNAME ALPHA(10): 

SEX NUMBER(l): 
AGE NUMBER(2): 
SSNUM NUMBER(9): 
DPT ALPHA(4): 
RANK ALPHA(1): 
SALARY NUMBER(S7.2): 
COURSES SUBSET OF COURSES, POPULATION = 8: 
ADDRES SUBSET OF ADR: 
SUPR SUBSET OF PERSONNEL): 
SS-U-P ORDERED SET OF PERSONNEL KEY IS (SSNUM): 
U-P-SET ORDERED SET OF PERSONNEL KEY IS 

(LASTNAME,FIRSTNAME) DUPLICATES: 
:MSF DATA SET( 

SSNO NUMBER(9): 
NONAM NUMBER(1): 
LNAME ALPHA ( 30 ) : 
MNAME ALPHA ( 30 ) : 
FNAME ALPHA ( 30): 

Figure 4-2. Example of B 1000 Series Data and 
Structure Definition language (DASDL) 

(Sheet 1 of 2) 
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00006000 
00006100 
00006200 
00006300 
00006400 
00006500 
00006600 
00006700 
00006800 
00006900 
00007000 
00007100 
00007200 
00007300 
00007400 
00007500 
00007600 
00007700 
00007800 
00007900 
00008000 
00008100 
00008200 
00008300 
00008400 
00008500 
00008600 
00008700 
00008800 
00008850 
00009000 
00009100 
00009200 
00009300 
00009400 
00009500 
00009600 
00009700 
00009800 
00009900 
00010500 
00010600 
00010650 
00010700 
00010800 
00010850 
00010900 
00011000 
00011100 
00011150 
00011200 
OUOl1300 
00011400 
00011450 
00011500 
00011600 

CAMPUS-ADDRESS GROUP( 
DORM ALPHA ( 6) ; 
ROOM NUMBER ( 4 ) ; 
POBOX NUMBER(4); 
PHONE NUMBER(7); 

ND NUMBER(2): 
DEGREE ALPHA(4) OCCURS 6 TIMES: 
TOTHRS NUMBER(3); 
TOTOP NUMBER(3); 
GRADE-POINT-AVG NUMBER (3.2); 
MJR NUMBER( 3) ; 
AMJR ALPHA ( 18): 
SSEX NUMBER ( 1 ) ; 
SAGE NUMBER(2); 
HOME-ADDRESS SUBSET OF ADR: 
QUARTER ORDERED DATA SET( 

QTR ALPHA ( 4) : 
QTTHRS NUMBER(2): 
QTROP NUMBER(2}; 
CORSES ORDERED DATA SET( 

TYPECOURSE NUMBER(l}; 
YR NUMBER(2); 
Q NUMBER(2}; 
GCRS SUBSET OF UNIV-COURSES; 
GGD ALPHA(2); 
TITLE-OF-PAPER ALPHA(30); 
PPRGD ALPHA(2}; 
POPULATION = 4; 
CSET ACCESS TO CORSES KEY IS 

(TYPECOURSE) DUPLICATES) 
POPULATION = 5000; 
QSET ACCESS TO QUARTER KEY IS (QTR»; 

: MSFSET ORDERED SET OF MSF KEY IS (SSNO); 
:ADR DATA SET( 

FACULTY-STUDENT NUMBER(l); 
SNO NUMBER(9); 
ADLN ALPHA ( 54) OCCURS 9 TIMES; 
ZIPC NUMBER(5): 
PHON NUMBER(10»; 

: SSAD ORDERED SET OF ADR KEY IS (SNO): 
: BOOKS ( 

AREASIZE 500, 
TYPE = UNORDERED LIST, 

: BLOCKSIZE = 5): 
:BOOKFILE STORAGE FOR BOOKS{ 

TITLE = UNIV/LIBRARY, 
AREAS = 10): 

:UNIV-C-SET{ 
TABLESIZE = 12, 
AREASIZE = 10, 
TYPE = INDEX SEQUENT1AL. 

: LUADFACTOR 9): 
: PERSONNEL ( 

PRIME, 
POPULATION 997): 

: INITIALIZE; 
:$FlLE STRUCTURE 

Figure 4-2. Example of B 1000 Series Data and 
Structure Definition Language (DASDL) 
(Sheet 2 of 2) 
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01 

01 

CDURSES mTA Sl!,""T ••••• 

UNIV-C-SEl' ORDERED SET ••••. OF COURSES ••••• 
KEY IS CRS-NO. 

02 CRS-NAME. 
03 DEPARTMENT 
03 LEVEL 
03 CRS-NO 

02 NOPROF 
02 mYS-OF-WEEK. 

03 M)N 

03 TUES 
03 WEDS 
03 THURS 
03 FRI 
03 SAT 

02 BUIIDIl.'K; 
02 . :RJCM.'IDMBER 
02 COURSENAME 
02 FI...AG-BITS 
02 fDlJRSCRD1' 
02 CIASS-SIZE 
02 PROFESSOR SUBSEl' ••••• 
02 B:X>KS Dl\TASET •••• 

03 LC 
03 TITLES 
03 AU1'HR 

02 sruDENl'S SUBSET ••••• 

PERSONNEL Dl\TA SEl' ••••• 
SS-U-P ORDERED SET ••••• 
U-P-SET ORDERED SEl' 
02 

03 
03 

02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 

NAME. 
IAS'INAME 
FIRSTNAME 

SEX 
AGE 
SSNUM 
DPl' 
RANK 
SAlARY 
<lXJRSES SUBSET ••••• 
ADORES SUBSET •••• 
SUPR SUBSET •••• 

Figure 4-3. B 1000 Series Listing 
Of Dis joint Data Sets 
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PIC X(2). 
PIC 9(3) cnlP. 
PIC 9(4) cx:w>. 
PIC 9(2) cnlP. 

PIC 9 CXlv1P. 
PIC 9 a:MP. 
PIC 9 cn1P. 
PIC 9 CD1P. 
PIC 9 CXlv1P. 
PIC 9 CCMP. 
PIC 9(3) CDMP. 
PIC X(2). 
PIC X(24). 
PIC X(12). 
PIC 9(4) CDMP. 
PIC 9(2) cnlP. 

PIC 9 a::lo1P. 
PIC X(60). 
PIC X(30). 

PIC X(lS). 
PIC X(lO). 
PIC 9 CXMP. 
PIC 9(2) CXMP. 
PIC 9(9) a:MP. 
PIC X(4). 
PIC x. 
PIC S9(6)V99 COMP. 



The followiDJ is a list of the vocabulary of names and associated 
editing pictures produced by the vocabulary specificatioo: 

UNIV 
COURSES 
UN IV-C-SET 
CRS-NAME 
DEPARIMENr 
LEVEL 
CRS-ID-Z 
NOPROF 
Il1\ys-oF-wEEK 
~ 

TUES 
WEn) 

'lHURS 
FRI 
SAT 
BUIIDIOO 
COURSENAME 
FIAG-BITS 
HOURSCRIJr 
CIASS-SIZE 
PROFESSOR 
STUDENTS 
PERSONNEL 
SS-U-P 
U-P-SEI' 
NAME 
IAb~ 

FIRSTNAME 
SEX 
AGE 
SSNUM 
DPI' 
RANK 
SAlARY 
COURSES 
SUPR 
PROFESSORS 
SS-U-P 
NAME 
LASTNAME 
FIRSTNAME 
SEX 
AGE 
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xx 
ZZ9 
Z(3)9 
Z9 

9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
ZZ9 
X(24) 
X(l2) 
Z(3)9 
Z9 

X(lS) 
X(lO) 
9 
Z9 
Z(8)9 
X(4) 
X 
$9(4).9(2) 

X(lS) 
X(lO) 
9 
Z9 



SSNUM 
DPr 
RANK 
SAlARY 
CDURSES 
SUPR 

mTA .... BASE INroNMATICN 

Z(8)9 
X(4) 
X 
-Z(5).99 

Both data sets and disjoint data sets must be specified individually to 
be added to the vocabulary. Embedded data sets and other data-set items 
are added by default once the data set is specified. 

If you want to exclude or Change any elements in a disjoint data set, 
you must present these elements in the sequential order displayed in a 
DMPALL listing. Any element not specifically referenced is added by 
default to the vocabulary with default editing pictures. The following 
is a list of data-base information statement.s and their descriptions: 

Statement 

ASSIGN Statement 

DAT~SET Statement 

Explanation 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an 
editing picture for a data item. The 
editing picture is used to print the data 
item in subsequent reports. 

If you do not specify ill1 editing picture 
for a data item, RP3VOC automatically 
generates a default editing picture from 
the description of the item given in DASDL. 
Since the default editing picture may not 
provide the best form for printing, you can 
specify a new editing picture to override 
the default generated by RP3VOC. 

The DATASET statement specifies a data set. 
You can use this statement three ways: 

1. To assign a TCJrAL roPUIATION to a data 
set. The REPORI'ER I I I system uses 
TOTAL PO~TION to determine the 
number of spaces required for printing 
statistical summaries. Examples of 
statistical summaries are TOTAL and 
COUNT report specifications. 
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EXCLUDE Statement 

REDEFINE Statement 

2. To give an alternate 
dis joint dataset. 

name to a 

J. To allow you to redescribe a disjoint 
data set using the REDEFTINE statement. 
You must add a disjoint data set with 
the DATASET statement before you use 
the REDEFINE statement. 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to delete data 
sets and associated sensitive or irrelevant 
itans. Elanents excluderl fran the 
vocabulary cannot be reported or referenced 
in report specifications. 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a 
disjoint data set into the vocabulary under 
a different name. The REDEFINE statement 
allows you to create a duplicate of the 
disjoint set. You can then redescribe 
elements of the disjoint set of the 
vocabulary While the original data-set 
descriptions remain under the original 
name. You must previously add the disjoint 
set to the vocabulary using the UZ\TASEI' 
statement. 
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ASSIGN Statement 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an editing picture for a data item. 
This picture is used to print the data item in reports. 

If you do not specify an editing picture for an elementary data item, 
RP3VOC generates a default editing picture from the description of the 
data item in the mBOL library file. The syntax for the ASSIGN 
statement is as follows: 

----->ASSIGN------------------->PICTURE-----------------> (1) 
I I 
+-->EDITING-->+ 

A 
(1) --> tI<Q)BOL picture>" -->'ro---> <OMS II item name> -> (2) 

B 

(2) -----------------------------> . 
I I 
I C I 
+---> <qualification> ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belON: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

The <J:l.1S II item name> must be an unsubscripted elementary Ilv1S 
II data item. 

For example, assume that a data item, DATE-NEEDED, with a 
NUMBER (6) description is used to store a date. The default 
editing picture is Z (6) • If the printed image of DATE-NEEDED 
is to be MM/DD/YY, then you can obtain the result required in 
this report by issuing the following statement to RP3VOC: 

ASSIGN PIC 1199/99/99" TO mTE-NEEDED. 

Exanples: 

ASSIGN EDITING PICIURE II$Z(9) .9(2) II 
TO SAIARY. 

ASSIGN PIC "999" 'IO AGE. 
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CAurION 

The COBOL editing picture cannot have any leading or 
trailing blanks. If the editing picture is smaller 
than the storage picture, truncation may result. 

If you have set the option DECIMAL-POINT IS a:M1A, then the 
appropriate picture must be given to avoid misalignment or 
(x)BOL syntax errors. 

Examples: 

If the option DECIMAL-mINT IS a:M1A is not set, 

ASSIGN PIC "ZZZ,ZZZ.99" TO arY. 

If the option DECIMAL-POINT IS CQlv'i."1A is set, 

ASSIGN PIC "ZZZ.ZZZ,99" TO arY. 

B Take this path if you do not require <qualification>. 

C Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<m5 II i tern name>. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 
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DATASET Statement 

The DATAS~T statement adds a data set to the vocabulary. Use the 
DATASET statement to give an alternate name to a disjoint data set, or 
to assign a TC1I'AL POPUlATION to a data set. The TO'rAL FDPUIATIOH is 
used to determine how much space to allow for the printing of 
statistical sUItlilaries, such as 'IDTAL and VARIANCE. 1UI'AL POPUlATION is 
also used to set default editing attributes for certain statistical 
items. 

This statement further allows you to redescribe a disjoint data set 
using a REDEFINE statement. You must use a DATASET statement to add a 
disjoint data set to the vocabulary before you use a REDEFItfJE statement 
to redescribe it. The syntax for the DA.TASET statement is as follows: 

A 
-->DATASET-----> <data-set name> -------------------------> (1) 

B D 

(1) -----------------------------------------------------> (2) 
I I 
Ie IE 
+---> <qualification> ->+ +--->AS--> <name> ->+ 

F 
(2) --------------------------------------------------------> . 

I 
IG H K 
+--->TOTALrPOPtrLATION-------------> <integer> ->+ 

I I 
I I I 
1-->1S-->1 
I 1 
I J I 
+--> = ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path Explanation 

A The <data-set name> must be a valid B 1000 Series OMS II data 
set. 
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RP3VOC first looks for an embedded data set called <data-set 
name> • If the <data-set name> is not found in the current 
COBOL library file, RPJVOC attempts to open and process d1e 
COBOL library file, #<data-base name>j<data-set name>. RP3VOC 
then looks for a disjoint data set called <data-set name>. 

If one of the following conditions is present: 

1. The COBOL library file #<data-base nillne>/<data-set 
name> is not on disk, or 

2. Toe <data-base name>, <logical-data-base name>, or 
<data-set name> is misspelled, 

then RP3VOC will wait with 
until the file is created 
message is entered. 

a NO FILE message from the MCP 
or present, or until a SOO IL 

B Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the data set. 

c 'rake this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
data set. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 

D Take this path if you do not use an alternate name to identify 
the current description of the data set in the vocabulary. 
For an embedded data set, you must take this path. 

Example: 

DATASEI' PERSOi.~. 

E Take this path only if you are using an alternate name to 
identify a disjoint data set in the vocabulary description of 
the data set. The <name> you specify becanes the internal 
name for the data set in the generated report prCXJrarn. If you 
take this path, the <data-set name> in path A no longer exists 
in the vocabulary, and you carmot reference that name in 
report specifications. 

Example: 

DATASEr PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS. 
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F Take this path if you use the default 'IUI'AL roPUlATION of 
9999. For an embedded data set, the TOrAL POPUlATION reflects 
the total number of members in the embedded data set for all 
I~rs of the owner data set. 

G 'rake this path to override the default 'IDTAL POPULATION. 

Examples: 

DATASEr .8(X)KS 'rorAL-POP IS 1500. 
DATASl:.-vr PERSOONEL AS PEOPLE 

TOI'AL-POP 100. 

H-J These pa.ths are equivalent. 

K The <integer> specifies the '!UrAL POPUlATION. 
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DB Statement 

Use the DB statement to instruct RP3VOC that ~le specifications refer to 
a B 1000 Series Jlv1S II data base. RP3VOC assumes that all statements in 
the vocabulary are descriptions of items in the specified data base 
until RP3VOC enCOl.Ulters an END DB statement. The syntax for the DB 
statement is as follows: 

A 
->OB----------------------------------------------> (1) 

- I I 
I B I 
+---> <logical-data-base name>->OF-->+ 

c 
(1) -> <data-base name> ---------------------------> 

I 
10 
+--->00 "<pack ID>II -->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path 

A 

B 

Explanation 

Ta1~e this path if the data base is not a logical data. base, 
and logical data bases will not be included. '!he <data-base 
name> must be a valid B 1000 Series <data-base name> declared 
in DASDL. If you want to add disjoint data sets, the Q)BOL 
library files must be present. 

Take this path if the data base is a logical data base. The 
<logical-data-base name> must be a valid B 1000 Series OMS II 
<logical-data-base name> declared in DASDL. If you want to 
add dis joint data sets, the Q)BOL library files rnust be 
present. 

Example: 

DB lOO-UNIV OF UNIV. 

RP3VOC cannot Check the validity of the physical <data-base 
name> , nor can it check whether the logical data base belongs 
to the physical data base. You must specify the LIsr. GO 
option to check the physical or logical data base (see LIsr 
Statement) • 
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c Take tllis path if you do not declare a <pack ID> (i.e., the 
dictionary file and all of the COBOL library files are on 
disk) . 

D Take this path if the cnBOL library files and the dictionary 
file of the data base reside on pack. The <pack ID> is a 
string wi th a maximUHl of ten characters. The cnBOL library 
files and the dictionary file of a data base must be on the 
same storage devlce ( i . e. , disk or pack) when executiug 
RP3VOC. 

Example: 

DB ID3-UNIV OF UNIV 00 "USERPAa<". 
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END DB Statement 

The END DB statement instructs RP3VOC to add the remaining elements of 
the current data-set COBOL library file to the vocabulary. Each DB 
statement must have a corresponding END DB statement. The syt1tax for 
the END DB statement is as follows: 

-------->ENO DB-------------------> . 

Exanple: 

END DB. 
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EXCLUDE Statement 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to exclude elements in a disjoint data set 
fran the vocabulary. By default, all elements in the data base are 
added to the vocabulary unless they are explici tl y excluded. Use this 
statement to exclude sensitive and irrelevant information. The syntax 
for the EXCLUDE statement is as follows: 

A G 
-->EXCLUOE----------------------> <OMS II name> --> (1) 

I 

H 

IB 
I->OATA SRr--> 
I 
Ie 
I--->SET--------> 
I 
10 
I-->SUBSET----> 
I 
IE 
I--->DA~ ITEM--> 
I 
IF 
+-->GROUP ITEM->+ 

(1) ---------------------------------------------> (2) 
I I 
I I I 
+--> <qualification> ->+ 

(2) ---------------------------------> . 
I I 
+->FROM VOCABUIARY->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belON: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

Take this path if you do not document the type of the excluded 
element. 
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Example: 

EXCLUDE SAlARY. 

B-F Take these paths to dcx:=ument the type of the element you are 
excluding. You specify the type for documentation purposes 
only. 

Exarcple: 

EXCllJDE DATA SET BCX>KS. 

G Identifies a data base element by a <OMS II nazre>. This name 
must reference a valid B 1000 Series OMS II element. Once you 
exclude a data base element, you cannot reference that element 
in the report specifications. 

If <~ II name> is a data set, it must be an enibedded data 
set. All elements in an excluded data set, including any 
enibedded data sets, are deleted fran the vocabulary. 

If <OMS II name> is a group item, all subordinate elements are 
deleted from the vocabulary. 

If <~ II name> is a set or subset, it is marked as excluded 
in the vocabulary file. 

If <I:MS II name> is an item, any group which contains the item 
is excluded from the vocabulary. 

H Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the <IMS II name>. 

I Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<ms II name>. 

For a detailed description of <qualification>, see Section 2. 
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REDEFINE Statement 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a disjoint data set in the 
vocabulary under an alias name. Wi th the REDEFINE statement, you can 
create another description of a data set under a different name. You 
can change or exclude any item in the data set by following the REDEFINE 
statement with the necessary ASSIGN or EXCLUDE statement. 

You can also use multiple REDEFINE statements referencing the same data 
set to create several different descriptions of the data set under 
different names. 

TO use the REDEFINE statement, you must have previously added the data 
set to the vocabulary via a DATASEI' statement. No other ~TASEI' 

statements referencing additional disjoint data sets can be made before 
the REDEFINE statement. The syntax for the REDEFINE statement is as 
follows: 

A 
-->REDEFINE------------------------> <data-set name> ---> (1) 

I I 
+-->DATASEI'-->+ 

B 
(1) --->AS------------> <name> ------------------------> (2) 

c 
(2) ---------------------------------------------------------> . 

I 1 
IDE H I 
+-->TCYl'AL-OOPUIATION---------------> <integer> ->+ 

I 1 
1 F I 
I-->IS->1 
I I 
I G I 
+---> = ->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E-{; 

H 

Explanation 

The <data-set name> identifying the data set must be a valid B 
1000 Series OMS II disjoint data set. 

The <name> becomes the alias name of the duplicate data set. 

Take this path if you use the default 'IUI'AL POPUlATION' of 
9999. The REPORTER III system uses TOTAL PO~TION to 
detennine editing pictures for the reporting of statistics on 
items in the redefined data set. 

Take this path to override the default TOI'AL POPUlATION. 

'Ihese paths are equivalent. 

The <integer> specifies the TOI'AL POPUlATION. 

Exarrple: 

~EI' UNIV-PERSONNEL 
rroTAL-POP = 997. 

ASSIGN PIC II$ZZ,ZZ9.99 11 ID SALARY. 
REDEFINE UNIV-PERS~ AS UNIV-SUPR 

TOTAL-POP = 200. 
EXCUJDE SAIARY. 
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B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 SERIES OF SYSTEMS 
Il1S II lANGUAGE STATEMENTS - - ---------

This section describes how to add one or more B 2000/B 3000/ B 4000 DMS 
II data bases to the vocabulary. 

Example: 

DB UNIV. 
END DB. 

This example adds all elements in the data base named UNIV to the 
vocabulary. The follONing is an overview of the syntax (for more detail 
refer to the individual statement descriptions): 

+<-------------------------------------------- (1) 
I 
IA B 

------> <DB stdtement> ----~------------------------------> (2) 
I I 
I c I 
+---> <data-base information> ->+ 

(1) <-------------------+ 
EI 

D I F 
(2) -> <END DB statement> -----> 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belcw: 

Path Explanation 

A The <DB statement> identifies the Il'1S II dictionary files 
knCMl'l as the DB-INVOKE files. These files are created by a 
utility program called RP3VI::*1. You must run RP3VDM once for 
eaCh B 2oo0/B 3000/B 4000 OMS II logical or physical data base 
that RP3VOC uses. Run RP3VDM as a separate job prior to 
executing RP3VOC. For further information, refer to Section 
7. 
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B Take this path to create a default vocabulary for the data 
base. RP3Vac automatically adds all elements of the data base 
to the vocabulary. 

Default 
editing 
DASDL. 

editing 
pictures 

pictures are creat~ for all 
are based on item attributes 

items. The 
specified in 

A default TOTAL POPULATION of 9999 is assigned to all data 
sets. You use TOTAL POPULATION to determine default editing 
pictures. You us~ the editing pictures to print out 
statistical summaries in reports. 

C Take this path when you want to use non-default information. 
You can specify h<::JN elements of the data base should be added 
to the vocabulary. This specification can dhange names, 
exclude certain elements, assign editing pictures, and change 
'IUI'AL POPUIATION. 

Example: 

DB CUST-AOCT-INFO. 
DATA SEl' AC<"~S-RECV rrorAL-EOP = 999. 
ASSIGN EDITING PICIURE "99/99/99" ro 

DUE-DATE. 
EXCllJDE DATA SEl' AccrS-cREDIT. 
END DB. 

This exanple assigns a TarAL POPUlATION to Accrs-RECV and an 
editing picture to DUE-D~, but excludes the data set 
ACCl'S-cREDIT and all elements in it. All other elements in 
the data base CUST-Accr-INED are added to the vocabulary by 
default. 

D r.rhe <END DB statement> signals the end of specifications for 
the data base. All remaining elements in the data base are 
added by default to the vocabulary. 

E Take this path to add additional data ba.ses to the VOCabulary. 

Exanple: 

DB UNIV. 
END DB. 
DB I.OO-UNIVl OF UNIV DB-INVOKE "I.OOUOB". 
END DB. 
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This example adds all elements in the physical data base UNIV 
and the logical data base I..CX;-UNIVI to the vocabulary. 

F Take this path when you have finished specifying all data 
bases. 
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RP3VOC SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE 
FOR ~ 2000/B 3000/B 4000 SERIES DATA BASE 

The following example gives you a complete statement-by-statement 
description of a vocabulary specification for a OMS II data base. The 
data base UNIV is used in the following vocabulary specification. 
Figure 4-4 illustrates the DB-INVOKE file listing generated by RP3VDM. 
This listing represents a DB-INVOKE file of the data base. 

RP3VOC accesses items in the data base in the sequential order displayed 
in the DB-INVOKE file listing. (See Figure 4-4.) Once RP3VOC processes 
an item, it carmot reference the item again in the vocabulary 
specification. The following are the vocabulary specifications: 

DB UNIV. 
ASSIGN EDITING PIcrtJRE liZ (3) 9" 'ID R(X)M. 

EXCWDE INSTRUCI'OR FRCM VOCABUIARY. 
DATASEI' BOJKS TOI'AL-POP = 99999. 
DA.TASEI' UNIV-PERSONNEL TarAL-POP= 999. 
sm' UNIV-PERS-SSNUM AS UP-SSNUM. 
ASSIGN PIC 119991-991-9999" TO SSNUM. 
REDEFINE UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PROFS 

'JX)TAL-POP 100. 
END DB. 

The DB UNIV statement causes RP3VOC to initiate several actions. RP3VOC 
looks for the DB-INVOKE file UNIVOC on disk. UNIVOC is a list of all 
the elements in the data base corresponding to E'igure 4-4. If this file 
is not on disk, the program will wait and require operator intervention. 
Rurming the RP3VDr'i program creates the DB-INVOKE file. 

The ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to begin sequentially processing the 
elements of the data base until RP3VOC finds RCX)M. All the elements 
preceding RCX:M are added by default to the vocabulary with RP3VOC 
supplied default editing pictures. You cannot reference any of these 
items in subsequent vocabulary specifications. 

Use the ASSIGN statement to add ~ to the vocabulary with an editing 
picture of Z (3) 9. RCCM is printed with this picture in re,IX>rts. 

The EXCUJDE statement causes RP3VOC to exclude the manual subset 
INSTRUCI'OR, including all its items and sets, fran the vocabulary. 
INSTRUCI'OR is not added to the vocabulary, and cannot be referenced in 
report specifications. All data items following R(Xl.1 and preceding 
INSTRUCI'OR are added by default to the vocabulary. 
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The first DATASET statement causes RP3VOC to add the embedded data set 
BOOKS to the vocabulary with an assigned TOTAL-POPUlATION of 99999. 

The next DATASET statement causes RP3VOC to add UNIV-PERSQ.~ with an 
assigned TCYI'AL roPUIATION of 999. A DA.TASET statement referencing the 
data item must precede the REDEFINE statement. The remaining elements 
of UNIV-mURSFS, which are itans of the embedded data set BOOKS, are 
added to the vocabulary by default. 

The SET statement changes the name of UNIV-PERS-SSNUM to UP-SSNUM. 

The ASSIGN statement causes RP3VOC to add SSNUM to the vocabulary with 
an editing picture of 999I-99I-9999. All elements of UNIV-PERSONNEL 
preceding SSNUM are added to the vocabulary by default. 

The REDEFINE statement causes RP3VOC to create another description of 
the data set UNIV-PERSONNEL under the name PROFS. UNIV-PERSONNEL and 
its associatErl data elements are duplicated in the data set PROFS. 
PROFS is assigned a 'lUl'AL POPUlATION of 100. 

RP3VOC can nON reprocess the elernents of the data set PROFS. In this 
example, however, no such references occur. When RP3VOC detects the END 
DB statement, all elements of the dis joint data set UNIV-PERSONNEL 
(alias PROFS) are added to the vocabulary by default. 

Qualification by the name PROFS or UNIV-PERSONNEL is rON requirErl in 
report specifications to identify elements uniquely within these two 
data sets. 

The END DB statement tells RP3VOC that this is the end of the data base 
specificaticns. All remaining elements of the DB-INVOKE data-base 
description are then added to the vocabulary b¥ default. 
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DB 
* 01 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 01 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

UNIV AIL. 
UNIV-CDURSES srANDARD DATA SET' (#3). 
UNIV-mDRSES SET' SEI' (#7) OF UNIV-CDURSES KEY IS 

cnURSE-ID. 
UNIV-COURSES-lOC SEI' (#8) OF UNIV-<DURSES KEYS ARE 

BUIIDIN3, RCXJM. 
02 Q)URSE-ID. 

03 DEPARTMENT PIC X(4} 
03 LEVEL PIC 999 COMP. 

02 DAYS-DF-wEEK FIELD. 
OJ M)N In:>LFAN • 
03 TUES OOOLEAN • 
03 WEDS B:XJ.LFAN • 
03 THURS OOOLEAN. 
03 FlU B:X)LFAN • 
03 SAT BCX>LEAN • 

02 BUIIDING PIC XXX. 
02 ROOM PIC 9(4) COMP. 
02 OOURSENAME PIC X(24). 
02 CREDIT-HOURS PIC 9(4) OOMP. 
02 CLASS-SIZE PIC 99 OOMP. 
02 INsrRlJCIDR MANUAL SUBSE:I' (#4) OF UNIV-PERSCl'lNEL 

KEY IS NAME. 
02 BOOKS STANDARD DATA SE:I' (#5). 

EO)K-SET' SEl' (#6) OF BCX)KS KEY IS BOOK-AUTHOR. 
03 BOOK-TITLE PIC X(50). 
03 BOOK-AUTHOR PIC X(15). 

UNIV-PERSONNEL srANDARD DATA SET' (#9). 
UNIV-PERS-SSNUM SET' (#11) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL KEY IS 

SSNUlw1. 
UNIV-PERS-NAME SEI' (#12) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL KEY IS 

NAME. 
UNIV-PERS-DEPT SET (#13) OF UNIV-PERSONNEL KEY IS 

DEPT. 
02 NAt-1E. 

03 LASTNAME PIC X(20). 
03 FIRSTNAME PIC X(10). 

02 SEX PIC X. 
02 SSNUM PIC 9(9) COMP. 
02 DEPT PIC X(4). 
02 CDURSES MANUAL SUBSRr (#10) OF UNIV-muRSES 

KEY IS CDURSE-ID. 

Figure 4-4. RP3VOC Specifications Sanp1e 
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'rhe follONing is a list of the vocabulary of names and dsscx;iated 
editing pictures produced by the RP3VOC specification: 

UNIV 
UNIV-COURSES-SEI' 
UNIV-CDURSES-I..D2 
CDURSE-ID 
DEP ARll-1Ei.'.fI' 
LEVEL 
DAYS-oF-WEEK 
Ma.~ 

'lUES 
WEr:s 
THURS 
FRI 
SAT 
BUILD:rn:3 
RCDM 
Q)lJRSENAME 
CREDIT-HOURS 
CLASS-SIZE 
&'x)KS 

BOOK-SEl' 
BOOK-TITLE 
BOOK-AUTHOR 
UNIV-PERSONNEL 
UP-SSNUM 
UNIV-PERS-NAME 
UNIV-PERS-DEPr 
NAl"lE 
LASTNAME 
FIRSTNAME 
SEX 
SSNUM 
DEPI' 
OJURSES 
UNIV-PERS-SSNUM 
UNIV-PERS-NAME 
UNIV-PERS-DEPl' 
NAME 
I.ASTNAME 
FIRSTNAME 
SEX 
SSNUM 
DEPl' 
OJURSES 
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X(4) 
Z(3) 
Z(2) 
XeS) 
xeS) 
xes) 
xes) 
xes) 
xeS) 
X(3) 
Z(3)9 
X(24) 
Z(4) 
Z(2) 

x(SO) 
X(lS) 

X(20) 
X(lO) 
X 
9991-991-9999 
X(4) 

X(20) 
X(lO) 
X 
Z(9) 
X(4) 



DATA-BASE IN"FORMATION 

The data-base infonnation statements must access data-base items in the 
same order as these items cx;cur in the DB-INVOKE listing. The DB-INVOKE 
listing is a CDOOL listing generated by a DB INVOKE ALL. You obtain 
this listing from RPJVDM. The data-base information statements cause 
RP3VOC to process all elements of the DB-n~OKE file sequentially, illltil 
a specific element is referenced. These elements are added to the 
vocabulary as they are processed by RP3VOC. 

RP3VOC enters all data-base elements sequentially. Unlike system files, 
you do not need to add B 2000/S 3000/B 4000 IMS II datd items 
individually to the vocabulary. The entire data base or logical data 
base is added by default. Only specified data sets, sets, and data 
items are modified or excluded fram the vocabulary. The following is a 
list of data-base infonnation stdttmlents and their descriptions: 

Statement 

ASSIGN Statement 

DATASET Statement 

Explanation 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an 
editing picture for a data item. The 
editing picture is used. to print the data 
item in subsequent reports. 

If you do not specify an editing picture 
for a data i tern, RP3VOC autanatically 
generates a default editing picture fram 
the description of the item given in DASDL. 
Since the default editing picture may not 
provide the best foon for printing, you can 
speci~ a new editing picture to override 
the default generated. by RP3VOC. 

The DATASET statement specifies a data set. 
You can use this statement three ways: 

1. To assign a TOrAL POPUlATION to a data 
set. The REPORTER III system uses 
'lUI'AL POPUlATICN to detennine the 
nunber of spaces required for printing 
statistical summaries. Examples of 
statistical summaries are TOTAL and 
CXXJNT report specifications. 

2. To give an al ternate name to a 
disjoint data set. 
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EXCLUDE Statement 

REDEFINE Statement 

SET Statement 

3. TO allow you to redescribe a disjoint 
data set using d1e REDEFll{E statement. 
You must add a disjoint data set with 
the ~TASET statement before you use 
the REDEFINE statement. 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to delete data 
sets and associated elements fram the 
vocabulary. Use this statement to exclude 
sensi ti ve or irrelevant i terns. Elements 
excluded fram the vocabulary cannot be 
reported or referenced in report 
specifications. 

Use the REDEFINE statement to reenter a 
disjoint data set into the vocabulary under 
a different name. The REDEFINE statement 
allows you to create a duplicate of the 
disjoint set. You can then redescribe 
elements of the disjoint set of the 
vocabulary while the original data-set 
descriptions remain under the original 
name. You must previously add the disjoint 
set to the vocabulary using the DA.TASEI' 
statement. 

Use the SET statanent to give an alternate 
name to a disjoint set. 
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ASSIGJ::.l Statement 

Use the ASSIGN statement to specify an editing picture for a data item. 
This picture is used to print the data i tern in reports. 

If you do not specify an editing picture for an elementary data item, 
RP3VOC generates a default editing picture from the description of the 
data item in the DB-nNOKE listing. The syntax for the ASSIGN statement 
is as follows: 

----->ASSIGt~------------------->PICTURE-----------------> (1) 
I I 
+-->EDITI1~->+ 

A 
(1) -> "<CD.80L picture>" -->'lU---> <DMS II item name> --> (2) 

B 

(2) -----------------------------> . 
I I 
I C I 
+---> <qualification> ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path E;Planatian 

A The <IMS II item name> llUst be an unsubscripted elementary J:MS 
II data item. 

For example, assume that a data item, mTE-NEEDED, with a 
NUMBER (6) description is used to store a date. The default 
editing picture is Z (6) • If the printed image of DATE-NEEDED 
is to be MH/DD/YY, then the required result is obtained at 
report time by issuing the following statement to RP3VOC: 

ASSIGN PIC "991/991/99" TO DATE-NEEDED. 

Examples: 

ASSIGN EDITING PlCI'URE II $Z ( 9) .9 (2)" 'ID 
SAIARY. 

ASSIGN PIC "999" 1:0 AGE. 
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CAlYrIOi.'1 

The COBOL editing picture cannot have any leading or 
trailing blanks. If the ~iting picture is smaller 
than the storage picture, truncation may result. 

If you have set the option DECIMAL-POINT IS (X)tiMA, then the 
appropriate picture must be given to avoid misalignment or 
COBOL syntax errors. 

Examples: 

I f the option DECIMAL-POI1'lI' IS Q.M1A is not set, 

ASSIGN PIC "ZZZ,ZZZ.99 11 TO aIY. 

If the option DECIMAL-POINT IS (X)tiMA is set, 

ASSIGN PIC "ZZZ. ZZZ, 99" TO aIY. 

B Take tllis path if you do not require <qualification>. 

C Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<OMS II i teen name>. 
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DATASET Statement 

Use the DATASET statement to assign a TOTAL POPULATION to a data set or 
to give an alternate name to a disjoint data set. This statement also 
allows you to redescribe a disjoint data set using a REDEFINE statement. 
You must use a ~TASET statement to add a disjoint data set to the 
vocabulary before you use a REDEFINE statement for it. The syntax for 
the Ql\TASET statement is as follows: 

A 
--->DATASET---> <data-set name> ------------------------> (1) 

B D 

(1) -----------------------------------------------------> (2) 
\ \ I I 
I c \ \ E I 
+---> <qualification> ->+ +--->AS--> <name> ->+ 

F 

(2) -------------------------------------------------------> . 
\ I 
\ G H K I 
+-->'IUI'AL-POP~rION---------> <integer> -->+ 

I I 
I 1 \ 
\->15-->1 
I I 
I J \ 
+-> = ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path E;Planatian 

A The <data-set name> must be a valid B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 
Series rMS II data set in the DB-INVOKE listing. 

B Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the data set. 
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C Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
data set. 

D Take this path if you do not use an alternate name to identify 
the current description of the data set in the vocabulary. 
For an embedded data set, you must take this path. 

Example: 

DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL. 

E Take this path only if you are using an alternate name to 
identify a disjoint data set in the vocabulary description of 
the data set. '!he <name> you specify becanes the inten1al 
name for the data set in the generated report program. If you 
take this path, the <data-set name> in path A no longer exists 
in the vocabulary, am you cannot reference that name in 
report specifications. 

Exanple: 

DA.TASET UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PROFESSORS. 

F Take this path if you use the default TOI'AL POPUIATION of 
9999. The REPORTER III system uses TOTAL POPULATION to 
deter.mine default editing pictures for printing statistical 
sumnaries. 

G Take this path to override the default '!UrAL POPUlATION. 

Exanples: 

DATASET BOOKS rrorAL-POP IS 1500. 
DATASET UNIV-PERSONNEL AS PEOPLE 

TOTAL-POP 100. 

H-J These paths are equivalent. 

K The <integer> specifies the TOl'AL POPUIATION. 
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DB Statement 

Use the I.J3 statement to instruct RP3V\X that the s~ifications refer to 
a specific 8 2000/8 3000/8 4000 I'MS II data base. RP3va= assumes that 
all statements in the vocabulary are descriptions of items in the 
specified data base until RP3VOC ~'1.counters an END DB statement. 

See Section 7 for additional information en the 1E-INVOKE file, and its 
creation by RP3VDM. 

The syntax for the I.J3 statement is as follows: 

A 
-->00--

I 
IB 
+--> <logical-data-base name> ->OF->+ 

c 
(1) -> <physical-data-base name> 

D 

----> (1) 

---,-> (2) 

+-->AS <name> ->+ 

E 
(2) -------------------

I 
IF G I 

---> (3) 

+-->DDF--------->PACK->II<pack 1D>" ->+ 
-I I-

I H I 
+-->00->+ 

J 
(3) --------------------

I 
IK L 

> (4) 

+-->DB-INVOKE-------------------> (5) 
I I 
I 1'1 I 
+--> "<file ~>" ->+' 
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(4) 

(5) 

--------------------------
N 

---------------
I 
I 

> I 
1 I 
10 P I 
+---------->PACK-----------, + 

I I I I 
+->CN-->+ I Q I 

+--> lI<pack ID>" ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below. 

Path ~lanation 

A Take this path to add a physical-data-base description to the 
vocabulary .. 

B Take this path to add a logical-data-base description of a 
physical data base to the vocabulary. If you use this path, 
you must also use paths K and M. 

Example: 

DB l.(X}-UNIVl OF UNIV DB-INV IIux;uoB". 

C Take this path if you use the actual data-base name rather an 
internal (or alias) name. The name of the data base in the 
vocabulary will be either the physical-data-base name 
specified in path A, or the logical-data-base name given in 
path B. 

D Take this path if you are specifying a~ internal (or alias) 
name for the data base. '!he name of the data base in the 
vocabulary will be the <name> you specify here. You can add a 
data base to the vocabulary a number of times by using 
internal names. 

Examples: 

DB UNIV AS ALIAS-UNIV. 
DB IOO-UNIV OF UNIV AS ALT-UNIV-NAME 

DB-INVOKE "l.(X}UDB"-.-
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E Take this path if the data-base-description (DDF) file is not 
on a restricted disk pack (that is, if the canpiler needs no 
file equate to find the DDF file.) 

F Take this path if the data-base-description (OOF) file is on a 
restricted disk path. 

G-H These paths are equivalent. 

I Take this path to speci fy the <pack 10> • 
indicates the location of the disk pack 
data-base-description (DDF) file. 

Example: 

DB UNIV AS ALIAS-UNIV. 
DDF PACK II REPORr" 
DB-INVOKE IiUNIVOC". 

The <pack 
containing 

10> 
the 

J Take this path only if you specified path A, and are using the 
default DB-INVOKE file name. The default DB-INVOKE file name 
is xxxVOC, where xxx is the first three characters of the 
physical-data-base name. The default device is disk. 

K Take this path to use non-default DB-INVOKE file attributes. 
If you specified path B, you must use this path and path M. 

L Take this path only if you specified path A, and use the 
default DB-INVOKE file name of xxxVOC, where xxx is the first 
three characters of the physical-data-base name. 

M Take this path to specify the <file name> containing the 
DB-INVOKE information. RP3VDM builds a DB-INVOKE file for 
each logical and physical data base you want added to the 
vocabulary. The DB-INVOKE file contains all of the elements 
in the logical or physical data base. You must take this path 
if you specified path B. 

Example: 

DB IOO-UNIVI OF UNIV 00-INVOKE II I.DGUDB II • 

N Take this path for the default hardware type of disk. 
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o Take this path if the DB-INVOKE file is on disk pack. 

P Take this path to specify the default disk pack family name of 
PACK. 

Q Take this path to specify a disk pack family name other than 
the default. 

Example: 

DB IOO-UNIVl OF UNIV DB-INV nu:x;uDB" 
PACK "REroRI"'. 
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END DB Statement 

The 'END DB statement instructs RP3Vt:X: tQ add any remaining elements of 
the IE-INVOKE file to the vocabulary. Each IE stat.emen.t must have a 
correspcnding END DB statement. The syntax for the mID DB statement is 
as follows: 

------->ENO 00-------------> . 

Example: 

END DB. 
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EXCLUDE Statement 

Use the EXCLUDE statement to exclude data sets and associated el~uents 

fran the vocabulary. By default I all elements in the data base are 
added to the vocabulary unless they are explicitly excluded. Use this 
statement to exclude sensitive and irrelevant information. The syntax 
for the EXCLUDE statement is dS follows: 

A I 
-->EXCLUDE----------------------> <DMS II name> -> (1) 

I 
IB 
I-->DATA SET-----> 
I 
Ie 
I-->SET----------> 
I 
ID 
I-->SUBSET-------> 
I 
IE 
I-->LINK l'rEM----> 
I I 
I F I 
I-->CDNTROL 1'I'EM-> I 
I I 
I G I 
I-->DATA ITEM---->I 
I I 
I H I 
+-->GROUP ITEM--->+ 

J 

(1) ---------------------------------------------------> (2) 
I I 
I K I 
+---> <qualification> ->+ 

(2) ----------------------------------------------------> . 
+--> FROlvt VOCABUI.ARY->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belo"J: 

Path 

A 

Explanation 

Take this path if you do not docwnent the type of the excluded 
element. 

Example: 

EXCIlJDE SStIDM 

B-H Take these paths to document ~le type of tile element you are 
excluding. You specify the type for documentation purposes 
only. 

Example: 

EXCUJDE DATA 8m' UNIV-COURSES. 

I Identify a data base element by a <DMS II -name> • This name 
must reference a valid B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 U15 II element 
described in the DB-INVOKE file. Once you exclude a data base 
element, you cannot reference that element in the report 
specifications. 

If a <OMS II name> is a data set, all elements in the data 
set, including any embedded data sets, are deleted fran the 
vocabulary • 

If <OMS II name> is a group item, all subordinate elements are 
deleted from the vocabulary. 

If <OMS II name> is a set or subset, it is marked as excluded 
in the vocabulary file. 

J Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the <IMS II name>. 

K Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
<IMS II name>. 
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REDEFINE Statenent 

Use the REDEFll~ statement to reenter a disjoint data set in the 
vocabulary under an alias name. With the REDEFINE statement, you can 
create another description of a data set under a different name. You 
can change or exclude any item in the data set by follONing the REDEFINE 
statement with the necessary ASSIGN, EXCIJJDE, or SEI' statement. 

You can also use multiple REDEFINE statements referencing the same data 
set to create several different descriptions of the data set under 
different names. 

Tb use the REDEFINE statement, you must have previously added the data 
set to the vocabulary via a DATASEI' statement. No other UZ\.TASE:r 
statements referencing disjoint data sets can be made before the 
REDEFINE statement. The syntax for the REDEFn-m statement is as 
follows: 

A 
-->REDEFlNE----------------------> <data-set name> ---> (1) 

I I 
+--> DATASl!."'T-->+ 

B 
(1) --->AS------------> <name> ------------------------> (2) 

c 
(2) --------------------------------------------------------->. 

I 
1 D E H 
+--->TOTALrPOPULATION---------------> <integer> -->+ 

1 I 
1 F I 
1-->18-->1 
1 I 
1 G I 
+--> = -->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E-G 

H 

Explanation 

The <data-set name> identifying the data set must be a valid B 
2000/B 3000/B 4000 OMS II disjoint data set described in the 
DB-INVOKE file. 

The <name> becanes the alias name of the duplicate data set. 

Take this path if you use the default TarAL POPUlATION of 
9999. The REPORTER III system uses the default TOTAL 
POPUIATION to detennine editing pictures for the reporting of 
statistics on items in the redefined data set. 

Take this path to override the default TOrAL POPUIATICN. 

These paths are equivalent. 

The <integer> specifies the TOl'AL POPUIATICN. 

Example: 

DATASEI' UNIV-<X>URSES. 
ASSIGN PIC IZ9" TO ClASS-SIZE. 
REDEFINE UNIV-<X>URSES AS UC-REDEF 

TOTAL-POP 10000. 
EXCLUDE SEl' UNIV-COURSES-LOC. 
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SEr Statement 

Use the SET statement to change the name of a particular disjoint set. 
Only use a SET' statement to resolve a possible conflict in names. The 
<set name> must be a valid OMS II disjoint set described in the 
DB-INVOKE file. The syntax for the SEI' statement is as follows: 

A 
-->SET--> <set name> -------------------------------> (1) 

I 
I B 
+---> <qualification> ->+ 

c 
(1) --->AS-----> <name> ----------------------------> • 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belCM: 

Path Explanation 

A Take this path if you do not require <qualification> to 
specify the disjoint set. 

B Take this path if you require <qualification> to specify the 
disjoint set. 

C The <name> becanes the internal name of the set. You can no 
longer use the <set name> to reference the disjoint data set 
in the report specifications. 

Exanple: 

SEI' UNIV-PERS-DEPr AS UP-DEPI'. 
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SEcrION 5 

SYSTEM FILE LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 

In this section, you will learn hON to specify the location of system 
file descriptions, how to m:xlify the descriptions, and haw to add system 
file descriptions to a vocabulary. Section 5 first gives you an 
overview of system file descriptions, then provides detailed 
explanations and syntax diagrams for the systernrfile statements. At the 
end of the section are tables of COBOL source storage n~ia and file 
attributes for the A Series, B 1000, and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Series of 
Systems. 

Example: 

SOURCE FILE "PAYS" IS a.~ DISK. 
FILE PAYROLL. 

B IS EXEl-1PI'IONS. 
END FILE. 

The SOURCE statement tells RP3VOC that the file and record descriptions 
may be found in the COBOL source file "PAYS". The FILE statement is 
used to add the system-file description, PAYROLL, to the vocabulary. 
The next statement changes the name of data item B to EXEJ.1PI'ION in the 
vocabulary. The END FILE statement causes RP3VOC to add the remaining 
i terns in PAYROLL to the VOCabulary by default. 

The following is an overview of the syntax (for rrore detail refer to the 
individual statement descriptions): 

+<-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I G I 
I +<------------------+ I 
I I E I I 
I A BID I IF 

-----> <SOURCE ----------------------------> <file ------> 
statement> I I specification> 

I c I 
+--> <COBOL source> -->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained belON': 

Path E!Planation 

A The SOURCE statenlent identifies the COBOL source containing 
the description of one or more system files you want added to 
the vocabulary. 

B Take this path if the SOURCE statement in path A specifies the 
<external file name> and the storage medium of the OOBOL 
source file. Use this path if you do not want to enter OOOOL 
source in-line with the vocabulary specification. 

c Take this path if the SOURCE statement in path A indicates 
that the COBOL source follows. The <COroL source> is the 
COBOL source ccxie you want to enter in-line wi th the 
specification. 

D The system file and any modlfications to its description are 
described in the <file specification>. The description of the 
file is extracted fran the current OOBOL source and added to 
the vocabulary with the desired changes. 

E Take this path if you want to add rrore system files fran the 
current cx)BOL source. These system files must be specified in 
tlle same order their OOBOL FDs occur in the OOBOL source. 
RP3VOC treats the cx)BOL source as a sequential file; it cannot 
access file descriptions or data names that have already been 
processed. 

Exanple: 

SOURCE FILE "CSTSRC" IS ON DISK. 

FILE REMIT-FILE. 
END FILE. 

FILE ACCI'-FILE. 
END FILE. 

The ED and record descriptions of both Im.uT-FILE" and 
"ACCI'-FILE" are extracted fran the same OOBOL source "CSTSRC". 
In "CSTSRC", the FD of "REMIT-FILE" must occur before that of 
"ACCT-FILEtt • 

For nore exarcples, see the SOURCE statement description. 
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F Take this path if no llore system files are extracted fran the 
current COBOL source. 

G Take this path if nore system files are extracted fran another 
OOBOL source and added to the vocabulary. 

H Take this path when you have finished specifying all system 
files. 

Example: 

SOURCE FILE "XYZ" IS CN TAPE. 
FILE STATE-VEHICLE-REOORDS. 
% THE NEXT FOUR STATEMENTS IDDIFY 
% THE REO)RD DESCRIPTION 

LICENSE-NR IS LICENSE-NUMBER WITH 
PIC "XXX/XXX". 

FOUR-IXX)R REFERS TO MODEL VA 4. 
TWO-OOOR REFERS 'ID MODEL VALUE 2. 
CDNVERI'IBLE REFERS 'ID IDDEL VAliJE 17. 

END FILE. 
SOURCE FILE "SOID" IS CN DISK. 
FILE STATE-EMPLOYEES IS E}o1PWYEES. 

WAGE IS lDURLY -wAGE. 
END FILE. 
FILE EARNINGS. % INCWDE EARNINGS FILE 
END FILE. 

In this example I the source tape file "XYZ" contains the 
description of the file STATE-VEHICLE-REOORDS I and the source 
disk file "SOLD" supplies descriptions of the files 
STATE-EMPLOYEES and EARNINGS. 
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SYSTEM FILE SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE 

The following example offers you a complete staternent-by-statement 
description of how RP3VOC processes COBOL source for system files. The 
following is the vocabulary specification: 

SOURCE FILE "PAYS" IS ON DISK. 
FILE PAYROLL. 
B IS EXEMPI'IONS. 
FILLER IS SAIARY WITH PIcruRE II $ (5) .99" . 
FILLER OF PERSONAL-DA.TA IS PERSOO-AGE. 
H IS FILLER. 
END FILE. 
FILE DEPr IS DEPARrMENT. 

The source file, PAYS, contains the following OOBOL code (written in 
Medium Systems ANSI-74 OOBOL): 

IDENTIFI~TION DIVISION. 

FD CARD-FILE 
RECORDING r-DDE 

DATA RECORD IS CARD-IMAGE • 
01 CARD-IMAGE. 

02 B PIC 99. 

02 Z PIC 9(5). 

(1) FD PAYROLL 
VAllJE OF FILENAME IS "PAYR" 
DATA REOORD IS PAY-REC. 

01 PAY-REC. 
02 A PIC 9(3). 

(2) 02 B PIC 99. 
02 C 

03 D PIC 99V99. 
(3) 03 FILLER PIC 9(S)V99. 

03 FILLER PIC XX. 
02 E PIC A(6). 
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(4) 

(5) 

02 F 
02 PERSONAL-DATA. 

03 G 
03 FIlLER 
03 FILLER 
03 H 

02 I 
02 J 

FD PRINI'-FILE 

(6) FD DEPT 

PIC X(20). 

PIC 9(4) OJMP. 
PIC 99 aMP. 
PIC 9. 
PIC x. 
PIC 9 (3) • 
PIC A(3). 

lillE 

"VALUE OF FII...ENArvlE IS" would be "VAIlJE OF TITLE IS" 
for B 1000 systems. On A Series systems it could be 
either. 

Explanations of each statement in tile preceding specification are given 
here: 

SOURCE FILE "PAYS" IS 00 DISK. 

The SOU~ statement identifies the file "PAYS" as the (x)OOL source 
program to be examined by RP3VOC. 

FILE PAYROLL. 

The FILE statement instructs ,RP3VOC to find the SELECI' statement 
and FD named PAYROLL, indicated by (1), and to store the file 
description in the vocabulary files. Since PAYROLL follows 
CARD-FIIE in the source, you cannot reference CARD-FILE. If 
CARD-FILE were to be included, a FILE CARD-FILE and END FILE 
statement would have to precede the FILE PAYROLL statement. 

B IS EXEMPrIONS. 

The next statement, B IS EXEMPrIONS, causes RP3VOC to change the 
name of item B, indicated by (2), to EXEMPrIONS. The follONing is 
added to the vocabulary: 

02 EXEMPl'IONS PIC 99. 
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PAY-REX: and A are added to the vocabulary by default. Since RP3VOC 
is posi tioned on (2), you can no longer reference PAY -REC and A in 
the specification. 

FILLER IS SAlARY WITH PICTURE 11$(5) .99 11 • 

This statement causes RP3VOC to add C and D to the vocabulary by 
default. RP3VOC recognizes tl1e COBOL reserved word FILLER. The 
first FILLER, indicated by (3), is changed to: 

03 SAlARY PIC 9(5)V99. 

SALARY, along with the editing picture $(5).99, becomes an element 
of the vocabulary. only the name changes on the (x)OOL statement. 
SALARY is stored in the data file with the original editing 
picture. The editing picture is used for the output of SALARY in 
reports. Note that the second FlILER is not affected by the RP3VOC 
statement .. 

FILLER OF PERSONAL-DATA IS AGE. 

The statement FILLER OF PERS01~-DATA causes RP3VOC to add E, F, 
PERSONAL-DATA, and G to the vocabulary by default. Qualification 
is used in this statement two ways: 

1. To uniquely identify a name. 
2. 1b position RP3VOC at the proper element. 

'!be 03 FILLER, indicated by (4), is changed to the follCNling: 

03 P~-AGE PIC 99 COMP. 

'!bus, PERSCN-AGE becanes an element of the vocabulary. 

If you do not rename FILLER fields in the specification, the FILLER 
is addErl to the vocabulary, but the REPORTER III system cannot 
access these FILLER fields for reporting. For example, the FILLER 
following (4) is not accessible for reporting. 

If, for example, you wanted to rename 
~ wi thout changing tl _ FILLER at (4), 
following statements: 

FIlLER OF PERSONAL-DATA. 

the FlILER following (4) 
you could use any of the 

FILLER IS ABC. % THIS SPECIFIES A NN~ r"UR THE 
% 2ND FILlER. 

(or) 
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FILf..El{ OF G. 
FILLER IS ABC. 

(or) 

FILLER OF FILLER OF G IS ABC. 

The preceding exampl~s illustrate that RP3VOC qualification can be 
used to both position the RP3VOC system ahead in the source file 
and to resolve ambiguities between data items. 

H IS FILLER. 

This statement protects H fron being accessed by the REPORrER III 
Systenl. Report Language statements cannot access the data in H 
because the word FILLER is added to the vocabulary instead of H. 
The OJBOL source statement, indicated by (5), is changed to: 

03 FILLER PIC X. 

Ren~ning an item FILLER is a simple way of protecting sensitive 
infonnation fran the REPORI'ER III System. 

END FILE. 

The END FILE causes RP3VOC to add tile rema~n~ng data names of the 
file description (I and J) by default to the vocabulary. RP3VOC 
will continue adding data names to the vocabulary until one of the 
follo.ving COBOL constructs is encountered: 

1. An FD. 
2. A DATA-BASE SEL""TION. 
3. A WORKING-SI'ORAGE SECI'ION 
4. A PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

FILE DEPr IS DEPAR'IMENT. 

The final statement FILE DEPI' IS DEPARrMENT causes RP3VOC to search 
for an FD named DEPl'. Upon finding the FD DEPI' at (6), RP3VOC 
changes the file name DEPl' to DEPARIMENT in the vocabulary. Note 
that no statements in the specification refer to any data names in 
the FD PRINT-FILE i therefore, no data names in PRINT-FILE are added 
to the vocabulary. 

The following is a list of the vocabulary of names and the related 
output editing pictures pDOduced by the vocabulary specification: 
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PAyroLL 
PAY-REC 
A 
EXElvIPrIONS 
c 
D 
SAIARY 
E 
F 
PERSONAL-DA.TA 
G 
PERSOO'-AGE 
I 
J 
DEPARIMENT 

Z(3) 
Z9 

Z9.99 
$ (5) .99 
A(6) 
X(20) 

Z(4) 
Z9 
Z(3) 
A(3) 

The CDBOL codes placed in the vocabulary 
REPORrER III System are as follows: 

file and used as input to the 

FD PAYROLL 
VAI1JE OF TITLE IS "PAYR" 
DATA RECDRD IS PAY-ROC. 

[VALUE OF FILENAME IS "PAYR" ] 
[A Series, B 2000-B4000] 

01 PAY-REC. 
02 A 
02 EXEMPrIONS 
02 C. 

03 D 
03 SAlARY 
03 FIlLER 

02 E 
02 F 
02 PERSONAL-DATA. 

03 G 
03 PERSON-AGE 
03 FIlLER 
03 FILLER 

02 I 
02 J 

FD DEPARIMENT 

PIC 9(3). 
PIC 99. 

PIC 99V99. 
PIC 9(S)V99. 
PIC XX. 
PIC A(6). 
PIC X(20). 

PIC 9(4) (X)Mp. 

PIC 99 Wv1P. 
PIC ~. 
PIC X. 
PIC 9(3). 
PIC A(3) • 
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FILE SPECIFICATIOO 

File specification is the combination of statements used to point RP3VOC 
to specific data-structure descriptions located in a COBOL source 
program. These statements allow you to extract the COBOL source code 
and make Changes to the description. You must have previously specified 
the source program using a SOURCE statement. 

The following is the general syntax for file specification (for more 
detail refer to the individual statement descriptions): 

A 
-------------> <FILE statement> --------------> (I) 

B G 
(1) ----------------------------------------------> (2) 

I 
I F 1 
1<-------------------------------------1 

c I I 

H 

I D 1 
1-> <Data-narre-change statement> ---> I 
I I 
lEI 
+---> <Condition-addition statement> ->+ 

(2) --> <END FILE statement> ------------> 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path 

A 

B 

Explanation 

The <FILE statement> identifies the file description you want 
added to the vocabulary. 

Take this path if you are not no:iifying the record 
descriptions containe:i in the COBOL source. All elements in 
the description are ad.ded by default to the vocabulary. Names 
are entered into the vocabulary as they appear in the COBOL 
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source description. Default editing pictures are assigned 
based on the storage pictures. 

C Take this path to nodify elements of record description in the 
OOBOL source. You must specify elements in the same order as 
they appear in the OOBOL source. ~e i tern name nay be changed 
or renoved, and an editing picture and/or conditions assigned 
to an item. If you use an editing picture, it must be 
enclosed in quotes with no leading or trailing spaces. If the 
editing picture is smaller than the storage picture, results 
within the REroRI'ER III generated reports might be truncated. 

D Use the <Data-name-change statement> to assign a new name 
and/ or edi ting picture to the COOOL description. 'll1e editing 
picture will be used for reporting the item. You may also use 
this statement to effectively delete an item fram the 
description. 

Exanple: 

X3 IS HOURS-wC>RKED WITH PIC "ZZ9. 99" • 

'!he naIIe of OOBOL elementary item X3 is changoo to 
H)URS-\-K>RKEO and is assigned the editing picture IIZZ9.99 11

• 

E Take this path to add a condition for a COOOL elementary item 
in the record description. 

Exanple: 

RED REFERS 'IO <DI.DR WITH VAllJE 3. 

The sa-level condition RED is associated wi th the OOBOL 
elem:mtary i tern OOLDR. 

F Use this path to specify additional modifications to elements 
in the record description. You must specify these 
nodifications in the same order dS the items occur in the 
COBOL source, since RP3VOC references items sequentially. 
Once it positions itself at a OOBOL item, RP3VOC cannot 
reference preceding COOOL source items. 

Exanple: 

Items in 
COBOL Source 

Sample Vocabulary Statements 
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02 SAGE PIC 99. SAGE IS S'IUDEL-n'-AGE 

02 SEX PIC 9. SEX IS FILLER. 

02 SAL 9(5)V99. SAL IS SALARY WITH PIC II $ ( 6) .99 11 
• 

Ti1e corresponding modification statements are supplied in the 
same order as the itans SAGE, SEX, and SAL appear in the Q)BOL 
source. Once it positions itself at SAL, for example, RP3VOC 
cannot reference preceding Q)OOL source itans such as SAGE or 
SEX. 

G Take this path if you are finished rrodifying the record 
descriptions. 

H The <END FILE statement> signals the end of specification for 
a specific data structure. All elements in the ())BOL record 
descriptions for the file are added by default to the 
vocabulary unless these elements are specifically modified. 
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CX>NDITION-ADDITION STATE11ENr 

The Condition-addition statement allows you to describe a condition for 
the COBOL <data name> of an existing COBOL data item. RP3VOC 
automatically generates a COBOL condition name for the specified <data 
name> • 

You can add conditions to COBOL <data name>s that already have COBOL 
condition names and to COBOL elaoentary data items that do not currently 
have conditional varidbles. 

The vocabulary statement builds the COBOL condition name and enters the 
<condition name> in the vocabulary. Several new conditions can be 
generated for the same COBOL <data name>. The SyntdX for the 
Condition-addition statement is as follows: 

A 
----> <condition name> -->REFERS--------------> <data name> -> (1) 

I I 
+-->TO-->+ 

B 
(I) --------------------------------------------->VALUES-----> (2) 

I I I I 
I c I +->WITH-->+ 
+--> <qualification> -->+ 

+------------------------ , <-----------------------+ 
I JI 
IDE I K 

(2) ------> <literal> ----------------------------------------> • 
FI I 

I G I I 
I-->THRU---------> <literal>-->+ 
I I 
I H I 
+-->THROUGH-->+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path ~lanation 

A The <data name> instructs RP3VOC where to insert the condition 
in the cnOOL source code. If you want to change a <data 
name>, you must use the DATA-NAME-OIANGE statement before you 
add a condition. Use the new data name as the <data name> in 
this statement. 

For example, RP3VOC is processing the following COBOL source 
statenents: 

02 TYPE 
02 CDDE. 

03 FIRsr 

PIC 9. 

PIC 9(3). 

Assurne you want to change the <data 
a:MPANY -TYPE, and add two conditions. The 
RP3VOC statements give the required results: 

TYPE IS a::l@ANY-TYPE. 
INDUSTRIAL REFERS ID OJMPANY-TYPE 

WI'IH VALUE 3. 
HJSPITAL REFERS ro <U1PANY-TYPE VA 5. 

narre> TYPE to 
follOlfling three 

Note that CXMPANY -TYPE is used in the statements. '!he OJBOL 
source code stored in the vocabulary files is as follows: 

02 COMPANY-TYPE 
88 INOOSTRIAL 
88 HOSPITAL 

PIC 9. 
VAllJE 3. 
VAliJE 5. 

B Take this path if no fX>si tional <qualification> is necessary. 

C Take this path if <qualification> is required to position 
RP3VOC at the <data name>. 
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Example: 

GREEN REFERS 10 c..ULOR OF EYES WITH VA 5. 

D Condition values are specified using literals. A condition 
VALUE string literal cannot exceed 30 characters. 

Example: 

DRACUlA REFERS 'IO BUX>DTYPE \-lITH 
VALUE "ABNEX3ATIVE" . 

E Take this path if you are not using the THROlX.JH option for the 
condition value(s). The THROUGH option defines the condition 
as a range of values. 

F Take this path if you are using the THROUGH option to specify 
a range of condition values. 

Example: 

FIRb"T-QI'R REFERS TO 1-.nm-I WITH 
VALUES 01 THRU 03. 

In this example, FIRST-QTR refers to MO~rH with values of 1, 
2, or 3. 

G-H These paths are equivalent. 

I The <literal> specified here must be the same type (ntunber or 
string) as the <literal> specified in path D. This <literal> 
specifies the inclusive end of a range of condition values. 

J Take this path to specify additional condition values or 
condition-value ranges. 

K Take this path when you have finished specifying condition 
values. 

Examples: 

RED REFERS ro <DIDR WITH VALUE 3. 
PINK REFERS "ID Q)IDR WITH VA 8 

THRU 11, 15, 17 THRU 20. 
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DATA-NJ\l'I£-CHAl.JGE STATEMENT 

Tne Data-name-chdflge statement allows you to replace an existing COBOL 
<data name> with a new' name. This statement can also add an optional 
editing pictur~ for the item. The SyntCiX for the Do.ta-name-change 
statement is as follows: 

A 

----> <data name> ---------------------------------> (1) 
I I 
I B I 
+--> <qualification> -->+ 

c H 

(1) ------------------------------------------------> (2) 
DI I I 
lEG I I I 
I--->IS-----> <name> -->+ +---->\UTH--------> (3) 
I - I 
I F I 
+--> = ->+ 

(2) --------------------------------------------------> . 
I 

(3) ---------------------> "<(l)OOL picture>" ->+ 
I I 
I-->PICIDRE-->I 
I I 
+-->PIC--->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path Explanation 

A Take this path if no <qualification> is required to specify 
the required <data name>. 

Example: 

SAIARY. 
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This statement causes RP 3VOC to cuntinue scanning the COBOL 
source until it finds the <data name> SAlARY. This statement 
only positions RP3VOC at the narne of the (x)BOL source file. 

B Take this path to qualify the <data name> • Qualification 
instructs RP3VOC to find higher level qualifiers in the aJOOL 
source before finding the qualified <data name>. Qualifiers 
must therefore be presented in the aequence they appear in ~le 
file. You cannot reference an item in a qualification that 
has already been processed. 

Example: 

W OF OOIDR OF EMPLDYEE IS WAGE. 

This statement instructs RP3VOC to scan the COBOL source for 
EMPLOYEE, and next for COLOR, and finally for W. 

C Take this path if you are not changing the data name. The 
name which appears in the (x)BOL record description is added to 
the vocabulary. 

D Take this path to change the <data name>. Changing the <data 
name> has several purposes: 

1. To give a 110re appropriate and meaningful name to an 
item. The <data name> is used as the default column 
heading in REPORTER III automatically fornEtted 
reports. 

2. To protect sensitive data from being accessed and 
reported. 

3. To rename data stored 
reportable. 

as FlILER, making it 

4. To eliminate undesirable but required qualifications 
from report specifications. 

The following three examples illustrate the different uses of 
the DATA-NAME-afANGE statement: 

Example: 

Xl IS ll1PLOYEE-NO. 
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This statement chanyes the <data name> to a more mear~ngful 
name. You can use the new name as a heading in the report. 

Example: 

SEX IS FILLER. 

'rhis statement prevents SEX from being reported. Explicitly 
Changing a <data name> to FILLER causes all groups and records 
which contain the <data name> to be non-reportable. 

Exanple: 

FILLER IS INrU. 

This statanent allows the information in FILLER to be 
accessible and reportable as INFO. 

E-F These paths are equivalent. 

G The name specified here becanes the new name of the item. 

H Take this path if no editing picture is specified. 
case, RP3VOC generates a default editing picture 
internal storage picture extracted from the 
description. 

In this 
fran the 

record 

I Take this path to specify an editing picture. nle default 
editing picture ma.y not provide the best fonn for printing in 
reports. TIle picture you specify here overrides the default 
editing picture generated by RP3VOC. 

Example: 

BIRrH-DATE \UTH PICIURE "99/99/99". 

The <Q)BOL picture> Irnlst be given as a <string> with no 
leading or trailing spaces. If the editing picture is smaller 
than the storage picture, the results in tlle REPORTER III 
generated reports might be truncated. RP3VOC does not check 
the validity of the supplied <COBOL picture>, so be sure you 
specify a valid COBOL editing picture. 
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Exanples: 

I f the option DOC I MAL-FOIm IS (X)t.t.1A is not 
set, 

W IS ~~GE WITH PIC "$(3) .99". 

If the option DECIl-1AL-FUINI' IS ~ is set, 

W IS WAGE WITH PIC "$(3),99". 
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END FILE STATEMENI' 

The END FILE statement signals the end of a file specification. RP3VOC 
adds the remaining elements of the system file description be the 
vocabulary by default when it encounters the END FILE statement. '!he 
syntax for the END FILE statement is as follows: 

---->END------------------> • 
I I 
+-~>FILE-->+ 

Exarrple: 

END FILE. 

Consider the CDBOL source program as containing the following system 
file descriptions: 

FD PAYS 

VALUE OF TITLE IS 
01 PAY-REOORD. 

02 EMmO 
02 NAME. 

03 LASr 
03 FIRST 
03 MI 

02 WAGE 
02 EXP 

FD CARD-FILE 

IIpAYFIL". [VAIJJE OF FILENAME IS "PAYFIL"] 
[A Series, B 2000-B 4000] 

PIC 9(6). 

PIC X(l2). 
PIC X(S). 
PIC x. 
PIC 9(3)V99. 
PIC 99. 
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The vocabulary statements are as follows: 

SOURCE FILE "pAYSOU" IS ON DISK. 
FILE PAYS. 
EMma IS EMPLDYEE-NO. 
END FILE. 

The resulting vocabulary consists of the following names: 

PAYS 
PAY-RECORD 
EMPIDYEE-N:> 
NAME 
IAST 
FIRST 
MI 
WAGE 
EXP 

(FILE NAME) 
(RECORD NAME) 
(IlZ\TA ITEM) 
(GROUP NAl-1E) 
(DATA ITEM) 
(IlZ\TA ITEM) 
(IlZ\TA ITEM) 
(DATA ITEM) 
(DATA ITEM) 

The following example shows the file description "PAYS" being added to 
the vocabulary with no name changes. 

SOURCE FILE "pAYSOU" IS 00 DISK. 
FILE PAYS. 
END FILE. 
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FILE STATEMENI' 

The FILE statement identifies the file you want added to the vocabulary. 
You can use this statement to change the internal and/or external names 
of a system file. 

Using this statement, you can also specify a TO'I'AL-roPUIATION for the 
file. The TCYrAL-POPUlATION is used by REPORI'ER III to detennine the 
number of spaces required for printing statistical summaries in reports, 
such as 'IOTAL and OOUNT. 

The FILE stat~nent points RP3VOC to the description of the file 
specified by < file name>. The description for system files is the OOBOL 
FD entry. RP3VOC processes the entire FD until it encounters one of the 
follONing COBOL constructs: 

1. FO. 
2. SD. 
3. mTA-BASE S&:I'ION. 
4. vK>RKING-STORAGE SECrION. 
5. PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

The syntax for the FILE statement is as follows: 

A 
--->FILE--> <file name> ---------------------------------------> (1) 

I 
I BeE 
+------>IS------> <file name> -->+ 

I I 
I D I 
+--> = ->+ 

F 

(1) -----------------------------------------------------------> (2) 
I 
IG H K 
+------------------->IDENTIFI~rION-------------------> (3) 

1 1 I - 1 1 I 
+->WITH->+ I I I I L I 

I-->FILENAME-----> I I-->IS-> I 
I I I I 
I J 1 I M I 
+--->TITLE---------->+ +--> = -->+ 
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o 
(2) -----------------------------------------------------------> (4) 

I 
N Ip 

(3) ---> <external file name> ->+ +--->TOT~-FOPULATIQ~------> (5) 

(4) ---------------------------------------> · 
Q T 

(5) -----------------> <integer>-->+ 
I 

I R i 
1--->18-->1 
I I 
I 8 I 
+---?' = ->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path ~lanation 

A Take this path if you are not changing the <file name>. 

Example: 

FILE ORDER. 

B Take this path to change the name of a system file. 

Example: 

FILE PAY-FILE IS PAYROLL. 

C-D These paths are synonynous. 

E This < file name> specifies the new name used for the system 
file. Use this name to reference the file in the Report 
Language INPUT statement. 
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F Take this path if you are not speci fying an <external file 
name>. The external file name is derived from the FD 
description for a system file. 

For a system file with a "VAIlJE OF TITLE IS <data name>" 
(A Series am B 1000 Series), or "VAliJE OF FILENAME IS 
<data name>" ( A Series and B 2000-B 4000 Series), if you do 
not specify an external file name here, you must enter the 
<data name> and its value by a user-created COBOL input 
procedure. 

If an external file name and pack name are specified in the 
FD, you can use this path to Change the file name and retain 
the pack name by repeating the pack name in the clause. 

Example: 

FILE PAY WITH ID "DEF" PACK "xyz". 

The FD has the internal file name PAY and the external file 
name "ABC" on pack "XYZ". The file name is to be changed to 
"DEF" but the pack name remains "XYZ". 

G Take this path to specify an <external file name>. 

H-J These paths are equivalent. Use these options to a specify an 
<external file name> for u system file. The external file 
name specified here overrides the VALUE OF TITLE (for 
A Series and B 1000 Series) and VALUE OF FILENAME or VALUE OF 
FAMILYNAME (for A Series and B 20oo-B 4000 Series) clauses in 
the COBOL FD. 

Examples: 

FILE PAY-FILE IS PAYROlL Wrn-l ID "PAYS". 
FILE PAY-FILE IS PAYROlL FII....ENAME "PAYTST". 

K~ These paths are equivalent. 

N Take this path if the <external file name> specifies both the 
<external file name> and the disk pack name for the system 
file. 

Examples: 

FILE PAY-FILE IS PAYROIL WITH ID "PAYS" ---WITH PACK "PAYRPK". ---- ---- ---------
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FILE PAY-~"ILE IS PAYROLL FII..aIAME "PAYS" 
FAMILYNAME uPAYRPKu• 

o Take this path if you are using the default 'IOI'AL-roPUIATlOO 
of 9999 records for the file. 

P Take this path to override the default TOTAL-PO~TION. The 
rorAL-POPUIATlOO is associatErl with all items in the file and 
determines the field size required by REPORTER III for 
printing statistical summaries on items in the file. 

Example: 

FILE PAY-FILE TOI'AL-POP = 50000. 

For this example, reports referencing data items in this file 
will be allocated sufficient space to print summary statistics 
(count, total, and so forth) based on a total number of 
records of 50,000. 

Q-S These paths are equivalent. 

T The integer specifies the TOTAL-POPULATION of the file. 
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SCXJRCE STATEMENT 

The SCXJRCE statement identifies the COBOL source which contains the file 
and/or record descriptions you want added to the vocabulary. The COBOL 
source must be a COBOL program having the following form: 

[any legal COBOL construct preceding 
FlLE-CCNIROL] 

FlLE-cc:N.rROL. 
[SELECT statements] 

DATA DIVISICN. 
[FD(s) for system files] 

[DATA-BASE SECrICN] 

IDRKING-STORAGE SECrICN. 

[any legal COBOL construct following WORKING
S'IORAGE SECrlOO] 

PRCCEIXJRE DIVISICN. 

System files require the COBOL statements FlLE-cc:N.rROL, DATA DIVIS 100 , 
and PRCCEIXJRE DIVISlOO. If you are using a system other than an 
A Series System, the COBOL source code must adhere to the position 
(margin) and specification rules of ANSI-74 COBOL. If you are using an 
A Series System, the COBOL source code must adhere to the rules of the 
version of COBOL that you are using, either ANSI-74 COBOL or ANSI-85 
COBOL. 

RP3VOC will continue to use the specified source file to look for data 
descriptions for each <FILE statement>, and END FILE statement. Anyone 
of the following three vocabulary statements will cause RP3VOC to 
discontinue use of the current source file: 

1. A SCXJRCE statement. 
2. An INPUT statement. 
3. An End-of-File (EDF). 

RP3VOC first scans the COBOL source to gather any SELECT statements. 
RP3VOC then readies itself to process data descriptions specified in the 
vocabulary statements. 

RP3VOC imposes a few general COBOL source language limitations. RP3VOC 
does not process the DATA DIVISION clause RENAMES; therefore, COBOL 
source statements containing the RENAMES clause are not added to the 
vocabulary. If you are using a system other than an A Series System, 
the COBOL source must conform to ANSI-74 COBOL standards. If you are 
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using an A Series System, the source must conform to the standards of 
the version of COBOL that you are using, either ANSI-74 COBOL standards 
or ANSI-aS COBOL standards. 

RP3VOC cannot analyze COBOL source statements which are continued over a 
line using a hyphen (-) in column 7. If a source statement contains a 
hyphen in column 7, an error occurs and RP3VOC deletes the statement. 
You must then reformat the source statement, eliminate continuation 
lines and rerun RP3VOC. All unrecognized COBOL constructs are 
documented in Appendices B, C, and D. 

The COBOL verb COpy allows you to add library routines contained on 
source language library files to the COBOL source program. Restrictions 
on the use of the COpy verb with RP3VQC are: 

1. The COpy statement must begin on a separate line. 
2. If the REPLACING clause exists, it is ignored. 

For more information on COPY restr ictions , see Appendix B, C, or D. 
RP3VOC treats the COBOL text in library files the same as other COBOL 
statements, allowing you to change data names, add conditions, etc. 

The syntax for the SOURCE statement is as follows: 

A 
---->SOURCE------------------------>FOLLOWs-------------------> (1) 

I I I 
+-->FILE-->+ I B 

+-----> <external file name) ----> (2) 

(1) -----------------------------------------------------------) . 
I 

C I 
(2) ----------------------------~S--------------------->+ 

I I I I I I 
+-->IS--)+ +--)QN->+ I D I 

I-->DISK------------------>I 
I - I 
I E I 
I-->LIBRARY--------------->I 
I I 
I F I 
I-->TAPE------------------>I 
I I 
I G I 
+--)DISKPACK--------------)+ 
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The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path Explanation 

A Use this path to add COBOL source in-line with RP3VOC 
statements. The COBOL source statements must immediately 
follow the SOURCE FILE FOLLOWS statement. 
This option allows you to access COBOL data descriptions not 
available on an existing COBOL source program or library file. 
You can also add necessary elements of a file description which 
do not reside in the COBOL source program, e.g., the 
specification of COBOL SELECT statement(s) for FD(s) existing 
library files. 

Example: 

SCXJRCE FILE FDLLCWS. 
FILE-<XNI'ROL. 

SELECT CARD-FILE ASSIGN 'ill READER. 
SELECT DISK-FILE ASSIGN TO DISK, 

ACCESS MJDE IS SEQ,JENrIAL. 
DATA DIVISICN. 
ill CARD-FILE 

VALUE OF TITLE [VALUE OF FILENAME IS "TRANS"] 
IS "TRANS" [A Series, B 2000 - B 4000] 

DATA RECORD IS CARD-IMAGE. 
01 CARD-IMAGE. 

02 TYPE 
02 FILLER 
02 TRANS-OQDE 
02 FILLER 
02 TRANS-TYPE 
02 FILLER 

ED DISK-FILE 

PIC 99. 
PIC X(8) • 
PIC 9(8). 
PIC X(2) • 
PIC 9 (4) . 
PIC X(56) • 

VALUE OF TITLE [VALUE OF FILENAME IS "TRDSK"] 
IS "TRDSK" [A Series, B 2000 - B 4000] 

DATA RECORD IS T-REC. 
01 T-REC. 

02 N) 

02 TDATE 
02 FILLER 
02 DESCRIPrION 

END-OF-JOB. 

PIC 9(8) ro1P. 
PIC 9(6) CQ\1P. 
PIC X(5). 
PIC A(20) • 

% VOCABULARY STATEMFNrS PERTAINING 'ill SYSTEM FILE 
% DESCRIPrICNS ARE GIVEN HERE 
FILE CARD-FILE. 
END FILE. 
FILE DISK-FILE. 
TDATE WITH PICTURE "99/99/99". 
END FILE. 
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In this example the <COBOL source> consists of COBOL statements 
beginning with "FILE-CCNrROL." and ending with "END-OF-JOB.". 
The following example shows how you use COBOL SELECT statements 
to access COBOL FDs residing in library files: 

Example: 

SOORCE FILE FDLLCWS. 
FIrE-CCNrROL. 

SELECT PERSrnNEL ASSIGN 'IO DISK. 
SELECT PAYROLL ASSIGN 'IO DISK 

ACCESS MJDE IS RANID1 
ACIUAL KEY IS PAYKEY. 

DATA DIVISICN. 
FD PERSONNEL 
COpy "LIBPER". 
FD PAYROLL 
COpy "LIBPAY". 
END-OF-JOB. 
FIrE PERSCNNEL. 
END FIrE. 
FIrE PAYROLL. 
END FILE. 

B Take this path if you do not want to add COBOL source in-line 
with vocabulary statements, i.e., if you are adding the COBOL 
source file to the vocabulary by identifying the <external file 
name> and storage medium. The <external file name> identifies 
the COBOL source file. 

C-G Take these paths to specify the COBOL source storage media and 
file attributes for the different systems. Refer to Table 5-1 
for A Series Systems, Table 5-2 for BlOOD Series Systems, or 
Table 5-3 for B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Series Systems for more 
information. 

Examples: 

1177177-003 

SOORCE FIrE "CBSOLD" IS ON DISK. 
SOURCE "CBSOLT" CN TAPE. --
SOORCE "ILL005" IS LIBRARY. 
SOORCE "FDRTDB" IS rn DISK. 
SOORCE "64FILE" IS CN CARDs. 
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Storage 
Path Medium 

C Cards 

D Disk 

E Library 

F Tape 

G Disk pack 

Storage 
Path Medium 

C Cards 

D Disk 

E Library 

F Tape 

G Disk pack 

Table 5-1 

Storage Media and File Attributes 
A Series Systems 

File Attributes 

80-column card file. 

Card image disk file. 

COBOL library file. 

Tape File. 

Card-image file on disk pack. 

Table 5-2 

COBOL Source 
Storage Media and File Attributes 

BlOOD Series Systems 

File Attributes 

80- or 96-column card file. 

Characters per record and blocking 
assigned DEFAULT. 

Characters per record and blocking 
assigned DEFAULT. 

is 

is 

80-character/record tape file, blocked 9. 

Characters per record and blocking is 
assigned DEFAULT. 
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Storage 
Path Medium 

C Cards 

D Disk 

E Library 

F Tape/SOLT 

G Disk pack 

Table 5-3 

COBOL Source 
Storage Media and File Attributes 

B 2000/8 3000/B 4000 
Series Systems 

File Attributes 

SO-character card file. 

SO-character/record disk file, blocked 9.* I 

COBOL SO-character/record disk file, 1 

blocked 9.**1 

BO-character/record tape file, blocked 9. 

SO-character/record disk-pack file, 
blocked 9. * 

* For information on reblocking files, see the introduction in 
Appendix c. 
** For more information, refer to the COpy statement in Appendix c. 
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SECrICN 6 

INPUT PROCEDURES 

Section 6 first outlines the requirements and procedures for creating 
input procedures not provided by REPORTER III System input routines. 
The section then gives a detailed example of the use of an input 
procedure, and provides information on the COBOL source code and file 
input processes. The latter part of the section includes syntax 
diagrams and expanded explanations of input statements and 
specifications. 

The report portion of the REPORTER III System generates input routines 
capable of obtaining most types of input. Sometimes these routines 
cannot access certain input. For example, you cannot use generated 
input routines for any of the following cases: 

1. To distinguish between two similiar files. 

2. To add default values to data items. 

3. To add conditions that determine if data is used as input for 
the report. 

In general, you would create an input procedure any time a 
report-generated input routine does not satisfy your needs. 

Before a report can be generated, the input procedure must produce a 
logical record which describes all the information required to generate 
the report. Generated input routines associate each logical record with 
one physical record, and the program accesses and inputs one record at a 
time. If you want several physical records to be accessed and input as 
one logical record, you must create an input procedure. 

You can use an unlimited number of input procedures. You can supply 
several different input procedures for a data structure or group of 
structures. In addition, if you are using a system other than an 
A Ser ies System, any COBOL source used in the input procedure must 
conform to ANSI-74 COBOL standards. If you are using an A Series 
System,.the COBOL source used in the input procedure must conform to the 
standards of the version of COBOL that you are using, either ANSI-74 
COBOL standards or ANSI-85 COBOL standards. 
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An overview of the syntax for an input procedure is as follows: 

+<----------------------------------------------------- (1) 
I 
IA B 

------> <INPUT PROCEDURE ---> <COBOL code for input ----> (2) 
statement> procedure> 

(1) <--------------------------------------------------+ 
FI 

C E IG 
(2) --------------------------------> <END PROCEDURE ------> 

I I statement> 
I D I 
+--> <WORKING-STORAGE -->+ 

specification> 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path EXplanation 

A Use the <INPur PROCEDURE statement> to name the input 
procedure. You must name your input procedure. This name is 
entered into the vocabulary and used to reference the input 
procedure in report specifications. 

You can also use the <INPUT PROCEDURE statement> to access data 
files and OMS II data sets previously defined in the vocabulary 
specification. When you reference the input procedure name in 
report specifications, these data structures can be reported. 

B The <COBOL code for input procedure> is the COBOL code for the 
input procedure. During report generation, control is passed 
to the input procedure, which must produce a complete logical 
record before control is returned to the report routines. 

The <COBOL code for input procedure> may include any of the 
following COBOL or OMS II constructs: 

1. Open/close routines. 
2. WORKING-S'IDRAGE areas (77 and 01). 
3. File declarations. 
4. Sort descriptions. 
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When you reference the input procedure. name in report 
specifications, items within the WORKING-STORAGE 01 areas are 
reported. 

C Take this path if you do not want to rocx:iify any elementary 
item descriptions in the ~RKING-STORAGE sEcrroN of the <<X>BOL 
code for input procedure>. RP3VOC automatically includes the 
record descriptions in the vocabulary, and assigns default 
editing pictures to the elementary data items. 

D Take this path to nodify elementary item descriptions in the 
WORKING-STORAGE SECrION of the <OOBOL code for input 
procedure>. You can m::x:lify names, assign editing pictures, 
and make condition additions. 

, E The <END PROCEDURE statement> indicates the end of the 
specification of the current input procedure. 

F Take this path to specify additional input procaJ.ures. 

G Take. this path if you have finished specifying all input 
procedures. 
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INPl1I' PRCX:EDURE EXAMPLE 

The University of Echo Park has all the information about its students 
in one file. Due to the large amount of data on each student, three 
records of the file have been allotted to eaCh student. 

REPORTER III-generated input routines assume each physical reL~rd of a 
systen file corresponds to a logical record; that is, all the 
infonnation about a student is assumed to be in one physical record. 
Therefore, the university cannot access all the infor.mation in the 
student file with a generated input routine. The university staff must 
create their own i~ut procedure. 

Note that the following input procedure does not contain OPEl'1 or CIDSE 
routines. In this case, the generated routines are adequate. If 
generated OPEN/CLOSE routines do not satisfy your needs, you may need to 
create OPEN or CLOSE routines for your own input procedure. 

The following is an input procedure the university could use to access 
the three physical records fran the student file, and to build one 
logical record to be used as input for reports: 

INPUT PROCEDURE ACCESS USES SIDDENT. 
DATA DIVISION. 
WJRKING-S'IDRAGE SECl'IOO. 
77 SWITCH PIC 9 COMP VALUE ZERO. 
01 INFORMATION-IN-FIRST-RECDRD. 

03 FILLER PIC X(50). 
03 NAME PIC X(20). 
03 FILLER PIC X(14). 

01 INFORMATION-IN-SECDND-RECDRD. 
03 FILLER PIC X(lO). 
03 ~-IN-SCHOOL PIC 9. 
03 FILLER PIC X(73). 

01 INFORMATION-IN-THIRD-RECDRD. 
03 STUDENT-ADDRESS PIC X(50). 
03 FILLER PIC X(34). 

PIDCEDURE DIVISION. 
INPUl'-ROUl'INE. 

READ sruoENT AT END 
IDVE 1 TO END-OF-INPUl' 
GO TO EXIT-ROUTINE. 

ADD 1 TO SWITai. 
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IF SWITCH = 3 
IDVE 0 TO SWITCH 
IDVE STUDENr-RECORD TO 

INFORMATlOO-IN-THIRD-RECORD 
00 TO EXIT-RCXJrINE. 

IF SWITCH = 1 
IDVE STUDENr-RECORD TO 

INFORMATIOO-IN-FIRST-RECORD. 
IF SWITCH = 2 

IDVE STUDENr-RECORD TO 
INFORMATIOO-IN-SECCND-RECORD. 

00 'IO INPUr-RCXJrlNE. 
EtID-OF-JOB. 
END PROCIDJRE. 

The input procedure assumes that the file STUDENT was presented to 
RP3VOC in a previous FILE statement. STUDENT-RECORD is the record 
description for the student file. Each time INPUT-RCXJrlNE is called, it 
returns a logical record. In this case a logical record consists of all 
information about a student contained in the record areas 
INFORMATIOO-IN-FIRST-RECORD, INFORMATIOO-IN-SECCND-RECORD, and 
INFORMATICN-IN-THIRD-RECORD. 
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COBOL CODE FOR INPur PROCEIXJRE -------

The COBOL code for input procedure is the main element of an input 
procedure. It is the actual COBOL source code that accesses the data. 
The code in the PROCEIXJRE DIVISION may contain file input processes. 
These processes obtain and manipulate data before passing the data to 
report formatting routines. The source code must be written following 
the appropriate ANSI-standard COBOL syntax. 

Some input routines require more than the procedure code to obtain data. 
The following are some examples of code you might want to include in 
your input procedure: 

1. System files and/or OMSII data sets that are not previously 
described in the vocabulary specification. In this case OPEN 
and CLOSE routines must be provided for all system files and/or 
DMSII data bases. 

2. Code that requires temporary storage, i.e., WORKING-STORAGE. 

3. User-created OPEN or CLOSE routines for instances in which 
generated OPEN/CLOSE routines are insufficient. OPEN and CLOSE 
routines must be provided when the USES clause is not used or 
if any system files and/or DMSII appear in the COBOL code for 
input procedure. 

Some input routines may require a combination of all the preceding 
conditions. 

RP3VOC gives you flexibility by accepting the COBOL source statements in 
the form of a skeleton COBOL program. The form is similar to the SOURCE 
FILE FOLLOWS, described in Section 5, with some extensions. The COBOL 
source must conform to the appropriate ANSI-standard COBOL syntax. The 
skeleton takes the form shown in the following example. 
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[any legal COBOL construct preceding FILE-coNTROL] 

FILE-CCNIROL. 
[SELECT statements] (OPTIONAL) 

DATA DIVISICN. 
FILE SECrICN. 

[FD(s) for system files not defined to VOCAL] (OPTIONAL) 
VORKING-S'IORAGE SECrIOO. 

[ 77(s) ] (OPTIONAL) 
[ 01(5) ] 

PROCEDURE DIVISICN. 

OPEN-RrurINE. (OPTIONAL) 

[open set code] 
[open file code] 

00 TO EXIT-RrurINE. 

CIDSE-RrurINE. (OPrIONAL) 

. 
[close set code] 
[close file code] 

00 TO EXIT-RrurINE. 

INPUr-RrurINE • 

[input accessing code] 

MJVE 1 TO END-OF-INPur • 
00 TO-EXrT-RrurINE. --

END-OF-JOB. 
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RP3VOC requires that the skeletal COBOL program contain the following 
constructs and paragraph names: 

1. FlLE-CCNrROL. 
2. DATA DIVISION. 
3. PRCCEIXJRE DIVISION. 
4. INPUT-ROUTINE. 
S. END-OF-JOB. 

The rules of ANSI-74 and ANSI-85 COBOL for column position and 
specification apply to all COBOL source code except END-OF-JOB, which 
must begin in column 8, and the COpy statement, which must begin on a 
separate line. For more information on the COpy statement, see 
Appendix B, C, or D. 

The USING clause of the PRCCEIXJRE DIVISION is ignored for the A Series, 
and not applicable for the B 2000-B 4000 Series of Systems. 

The optional OPEN and CLOSE routines must have the paragraph name and 
OPEl'J-Rc:urlNE and CIDSE-Rc:urlNE. If the OPEN and/or CIDSE routines are 
used, all files referenced by the INPUT PRCCEIXJRE must be opened and/or 
closed. 

The input procedure must contain the paragraph name INPUT-ROUTINE. Each 
routine must return control to the REPORTER III-generated label 
EXIT-Rc:urlNE after execution of the routine. 

When no more logical records will be passed to the reporting program, 
the INPUT-RcurlNE must set END-OF-INPUT 'ID 1. REPORTER III 
automatically puts END-OF-INPUT in the generated COBOL source. 
END-OF-INPUT should not appear in the WORKING-STORAGE section of the 
input procedure. 

In addition to referencing item names in system files and/or DMS II 
structures, the INPUT PRCCEIXJRE can reference data names in the report 
ACCEPT statement. The examples below show an RP3VOC specification and a 
REPORTER III specification in which accepted data is used. 

RP3VOC Specification: 

VOCAB ARE "INPUT" /"V1" AND 
" INPUI'" /"V2" . 

LIST VOCAB LIB SYNTAX. 
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SOURCE FILE FOLI.D\JS. 
FILE-CX>NTROL. 

SELEcr STUDENT ASSIGN 'ID DISK. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FD SIUDEl:IT 

VAllJE OF FILENAME IS SI'UDENT-FILE-NAME 
RECORD CX>NTAINS 84 ClIARAcrERS 
BLOCK lDNTAINS 30 RECX>RDS. 

01 S'IUDENT-RECX>RD 
END-oF-JOB. 

PIC X(84). 

FILE STUDENT. 
END FILE. 
INPUT PROCEDURE ACCESS USES SIUDENT. 
DATA DIVISION. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECI'ION. 
77 SWITai PIC 9 cntP VALUE ZERO. 

01 SIUDENI'-FILE-NAME PIC X(6). 

01 INFORMA.TION-IN-FIRST-RECORD. 
03 FILLER PIC X(50). 
03 NAME PIC X(20). 
03 FILLER PIC X(14). 

01 INFORMA.TION-IN-SEOJND-RECDRD. 
03 FILLER PIC X(10). 
03 YEAR-IN-SCHOOL PIC 9. 
03 FILLER PIC X(7J). 

01 INFORMATION-IN-THIRD RECDRD. 
03 STUDENT-ADDRESS PIC X(50). 
03 FILLER PIC X(34). 

PRCCEDURE DIVISION. 
OPEN-ROUTINE. 

IDVE o-IDDAYS-FILE TO 
STUDENT-FILE-NAME • 

OPEN INPtJI' SI'UDENT. 
GO TO EXIT-ROUrINE. 

INPUT-ROUrINE • 
READ SWDENl' AT END 

l-DVE 1 'IO END-OF-INPUT 
GO TO EXIT-ROurINE. 

ADD 1 'IO SWITCH. 
IF SWITCE = 3 

IDVE 0 TO SWITCH 
IDVE SWDENT-RECDRD TO 

Il-m:>RMATION-IN-THIRD-REOORD. 
GO TO EXIT-ROOTINE 

IF SWITCH = 1 
MOVE S'IUDENT-RECORD 'IO 

INFORMATION-IN-FIRST-RECORD. 
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IF SWITCH = 2 
r-DVE srlJDENr-RECORD TO 

INFORMATION-IN-SEmND-REmRD. 
GO '10 INPtJr-ROUTlNE. 

END-OF-~JOB • 
END PRCX:!EDURE. 

REPORTER III Reporter Specification: 

VOC'AB "INPUl'''jIVl" 

SUPPRESS WOOL. 
SAVE PARAMETERS AS "INPlJT"/"PARAM" • 
SAVE WOOL SOURCE AS "INPur" /" SOURCE II • 

SAVE OBJECr AS "INPUT"j"OBJEC...'T" • 
ASSIGN Aa::EPrED-DATA 'IO ODT. 
ACCEPI' 'roDAYS-FILE b"TRING ( 6 ) DISPLAY 
"ENTER 'roMYS FILE NAME WITH PERIOD{EX.STINr.)" 
INPur ACCESS. 
REPORI' NAME, sruDENT-ADDRESS, YFJ\R-IN-SCHOOL. 

If the accepted data name has less than 22 characters, this name must be 
prefixed by "0-" when referenced in the WOOL code for input procedure. 
If the accepted data name is nore than 22 characters, do not use a 
prefix. 

If the 77-items are present in IDRKING SI'ORAGE, they must appear before 
any 01 level. The 77-items do not becane entries in the vocabulary but 
are included in the general report program. All Ols and the associated 
elementary item <data names> are added to the vocabulary. You can 
assign editing pictures to elementary items by using the 
Data-name-change statement (see WORKING-STORAGE specification). 

Files presented in the DATA DIVISlot~ must have COBOL SELECT statements 
following the required FILE~r.ROL construct~ These files are 
considered part of the input procedure, are not added to the vocabulary, 
and cannot be reported. To report on any data item in a system file 
andj or LMSII data structure it must be noved to a WORKING-S'lORAGE data 
name other than a 77-level item. 
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The following example shows the skeleton OOBOL ccxie in the minimum fonn: 

FILE--<XlNrmL. 
DATA DrvrslOO. 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
INPl1r-ROUTINE • 

M:>VE 1 'IO END-OF-lNPt1I'. 
GO TO EXIT-murINE. 

END-QF-JOB. 
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END PROCEOORE srATEMEN!' 

The END PROCEIXJRE statement indicates the end of the input procedure. 
RP3VOC adds any remaining WORKING-S'roRAGE data names to the vocabulary, 
and then stores the OOBOL code in the PROCEIXJRE DIVISION. RP3VOC is 
then ready to accept another INPUT statement if present. 

Every INPur statement must have an accanpanying END-PROCEDURE statement. 
The syntax for the END PROCEDURE statement is as follOYJS: 

A 
--->END--------->PROCEDURE----------> • 

Path 

A-B 

I I 
I B I 
+--->ROUTINE--->+ 

Explanation 

These paths are equivalent. 

Examples: 

END PROCEDURE. 
END ROurINE. 
END PROC. 
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INPUT PROCEDURE STATEMENT 

The INPur PROCEDURE statement instructs RP3VOC that the mOOL code which 
follows is to be catalogued as an input procedure. 

You can also use the USES clause of the input procedure to access 
previously defined data structures (system files and/or OMS II data 
sets) • The syntax for the INPUl' PROCEDURE statement is as follOlNS: 

A c D 
--->INPUT-------->PROCEDURE----> <name> --------------------> (1) 

I \ I 
\B I IE 
+--->ROUTINE--->+ +--->USES----> (2) 

L 
(1) ------------------------------------------------------------> . 

I 
+<--------------------- , <------------+ I 
I KI I 
I F G I I 

(2) --------> <data-structure ----------------------------->+ 
name> I I 

I H I 
I-->SEQUENTIALLY-> I 
I - I 
I I I 
1->RANfX)MLY----> I 
I I 
I J I 
+--> DYNAMICAILY->+ 

'!he paths of this syntax diagram are described be1011: 

Path 

A-B 

c 

Explanation 

These paths are equivalent. 

Specify the name of the input procedure here. This name is 
entered into the vocabulary and may be referenced in the INPur 
statement of the report specification •. 
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D Take this path if you do not want the input procedure to 
access previously defined data structures. Use this path if 
tile COBOL code for input procedure declares all the necessary 
files and record descriptions, and properly opens and closes 
these files. 

E 

Example: 

INPUT PRCX:EDURE TRANS-INFO. 

The USES clause allows the input procedure 
previously defined data structures. 

Exanple: 

INPUT PRCX:EDURE INPUT-CUST USES CUST-INFO. 

to access 

F The <data-structure name> is the first part of ti1e USES 
clause. The data-structure name identifies the data 
structures that you want the input procedure to access. If 
you include an embedded data set in the USES clause, you must 
first specify its higher data set in the clause. 

G Take ti1is path if the data structure is not a system file or 
for system files if the input routine accesses the system file 
sequentially. Sequential access is the default. 

H-J These paths only apply if the data structure is a system file. 
Use these paths to specify if the input routine accesses the 
system file RANlXMLY, SEQUENTIAILY, or DYNAMICALLY. You can 
specify DYNAMICALLY only if tl1e system file organization is 
INDEXED or RElATIVE. 

If you specify RANDOMLY with a sequentially organized file, 
the Q)OOL SELECT statement generated by the rep:>rt routines 
declares a random fil~ access mode, and specifies an ACTUAL 
KEY clause. The name of the key is in the fonna.t QK<file 
name>. For example, for the randan access file PAY-ROLL, the 
key name is QKPAY-ROLL. A 77-level item is also generated to 
declare the key. Therefore, the input routine must follow the 
naming convention When accessing a randan file. 

Example: 

INPUI' PROC PAYROLL-INPur USES PAYROLL-FILE 
RANDOMLY. 
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K Take this path if you want the input procedure to access 
additional data structures. 

Example: 

INPUT PROCEDURE ACCESS-TRANS-ACcr 
USES ACcr-TRANS, Accr-FILE RANIXMLY. 

In this example, two system files are used. Accr-TRANS is 
accessed sequentially; Accr-FILE is accessed randomly. 

L Take this path when you have finished specifying all the data 
structures. 
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IDRKIt\lG-S'IORAGE SPECIFICATICN 

Use the WORKIt\lG-STORAGE specification to modify record elementary item 
descriptions in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the <COBOL code for input 
procedure). The COBOL source must conform to the appropriate ANSI 
standards. 

Except for 77-level items, all COBOL data names pertaining to the 
declaration of a IDRKING-S'IORAGE record automatically become elements of 
the vocabulary. By default, RP3VOC assigns editing pictures to each 
data item based on storage picture. 

Since RP3VOC processes the IDRKING-STORAGE SECTION sequentially, the 
modification statements must be specified in the same order as the 
occurrence of the data names. 

The IDRKING-STORAGE specification must immediately follow the ENDHQF-JOB 
construct. It is not preceded by a FILE statement, or terminated by an 
END FILE statement. 

Example: 

INPur PROCEIXJRE ACCESS USES S'IUDENr. 
DATA DIVISICN. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTICN. 
77 SWITCH PIC 9 CCl1P VALUE ZERO. 
01 INFORMATICN-IN-FIRST-RECORD. 

03 FILLER PIC X(50). 
03 NAME PIC X(20) . 
03 FILLER PIC X(14). 

01 INFORMATICN-IN-SECCND-RECORD. 
03 FILLER PIC X(IO). 
03 YEAR-IN-SCHOOL PIC 9. 
03 FILLER PIC X(73). 

01 INFDRMATICN-IN-THIRD-RECORD. 
03 STUDENT-ADDRESS PIC X(50). 
03 FILLER PIC X(34). 

PROCEIXJRE DIVISION. 
INPur-RoorINE . 

READ STUDENT AT END 
M)VE 1 TO END-OF-INPur 
00 TO EXIT-RCXJrINE. 

ADD 1 TO SWITCH. 
IF SWITCH = 3 
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roDVE 0 ro SWITCli 
MJVE STUDENT-RECORD 'lU 

INFO~~TION-IN-THIRD-RECORD 

GO TO EXIT-ROurINE. 
IF SWITal = 1 

MJVE STUDENT-RECORD ro 
INFORMATION-IN-FIRST-RECORD. 

IF SWlTOf = 2 
MJVE STUDENT-RECORD ro 

INFORMATION-IN-SECOND-RECDRD. 
GO ro INPl1r-ROUTINE. 

ElID-oF-JOB. 
FILLER OF NAME OF INFORMATIOO-IN-FIRST-REOORD 

IS STUDENJi-m HITH PIC "9(14)". 
END PROCEDURE. 

The syntax for the IDRKING-S'IDRAGE specification is as follows: 

+<----------------------------------------------+ 
I cl 
I A I D 

-------------> <data-name-change statement> ------------> 
I 
I B 
+---> <condition-addition statement> -->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are explained below: 

Path Explanation 

A Use the <Data-name-change statement> to assign a new name 
and/or editing picture to a group or data item in the COBOL 
description. rIhe name and/or an editing picture is used to 
re,POrt the i tern. 

You can also use this statement to effectively delete an 
item from the description. For details, refer to the 
Data-name-change statement in Section 5. 

B Use the <Condi tion-addi tion statement> to add a condition 
for a (l)OOL elementary item in the OOBOL description. For 
details, refer to the Condition-addition statement in 
Section 5. 
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C Take this path to specify additional modifications. 

D Take this path when the <VK>RKING-S'lDRAGE specification> is 
canplete. 
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SECrIOO 7 

SYSTEM OPERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
VOCABUlARY PREPARATIOO 

This section contains information on system operations associated with 
REPORTER III vocabulary preparation on each of the following: 

1. A Series of Systems. 
2. B 1000 Series of Systems. 
3. B 2000/8 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems. 

The information is presented separately (under a different main 
paragraph heading) for each of the three series of systems. 

CAurICN 

The report generation programs (RP3REP 
and RP3GEN) should not be run during 
execution of the vocabulary programs 
(RP3VOC, RP3VLM, and RP3VGN). Running 
these programs simultaneously can cause 
corruption or loss of the new vocabulary 
files. 

A SERIES OPERATIONS 

The following subjects are discussed below with respect to use of the 
REPORTER III System on a computer in the A Series of Systems: 

1. The files which must be present on disk before a vocabulary can 
be prepared. 

2. The sequence of statements needed to execute the entire process 
from input of the vocabulary specifications to vocabulary 
output. 

3. The types of procedures you can use to execute the RP3VDM 
program: 

a. Automatic execution procedure. 
b. User-controlled execution procedure. 
c. Execution using Work Flow Language (WFL). 
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FILES RgpIRED FOR EXECUrlOO 

The REPORTER III System consists of the following four files for 
specifying and generating the vocabulary files. The files are supplied 
on the REPORTER III System tape and must be present on disk when 
vocabulary specifications are analyzed and a vocabulary program 
generated. 

1. RP3VOC contains the object code for the REPORTER III Vocabulary 
Language parsing program. 

2. RP3VGM contains the REPORTER III Vocabulary Language syntax 
definitions used by RP3VQC to parse the vocabulary 
specifications. 

3. RP3VDM contains the object code to build the description of OMS 
II data bases when required in the vocabulary specifications. 

4. RP3VGN contains the object code for the COBOL program 
generator. The RP3VGN program generates a skeletal program if 
you specify the syntax option in the LIST statement (see 
Section 3). 

In addition to the above files, other files must be present on disk or 
disk pack, as follows: 

1. The COBOL74 compiler or COBOL85 compiler must be present to 
compile the generated program. COBOL74 or COBOL85 is used for 
all applications, including those that access OMS II data 
structures. 

2. If IMS II files are to be accessed, the program 
DATABASE/INTERFACE as well as the description file 
DESCRIPTlOO/<data-base name> must be on disk or disk pack. 

The RP3VOC program also requires that the DB/INVOKE files must 
be present. The complete file name is DB/INVOKE/<data-base 
name>, or DB/ INVOKE/<data-base name>/<logical-data-base name>. 
If the required DB/INVOKE file is not present, RP3VOC will 
automatically run RP3VDM to create it. 
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INPUI' REQUIRED FOR EXECUTICN 

The process of REPORrER III vocabulary specification analysis and 
vocabulary producticn is autanatic. You neErl inp.tt. only one sinple 
sequence of statements to execute the entire process f~ specifications 
input to vocabulary output. 
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The Work Flow Language (WFL) input execution deck consists of the 
following components, in the order presented: 

1. RUN statement 
2. FILE statement 
3. mTA statement 
4. Vocabulary specifications file 
5. ?END statement 

Descriptions of each of these fi ve canponents follow. For those users 
using card input, the RUN, FILE, and DATA statements must be preceeded 
by an invalid punch. 

RUN Statement 

The RUN statement instructs the Master COntrol Program (rep) to schedule 
the RP3VOC program for execution of specification p3.rsing. The syntax 
is as follows: 

RUN RP3VOC 

FILE Statement(s) 

The FILE statement is optional. It allows you to Change the external 
file name and/or ha~are device for one or more of the files used by 
RP3VOC. Any number of FILE statements can be included. (Refer to the A 
Series Work FICM Language Reference Manual for the syntax of the FILE 
statement. ) 

Each file used has t\ftlO names associated with it. 

1. '!he internal file name is the name by ~ch a program refers 
to the file. 

2. The external file name is the name by which the ~ refers to 
the file. 

The two names can be the same, but this is not a requirement. To change 
file names at execution time, you need to "equate" the internal file 
name to the new extemal file name through use of a FILE statement. A 
hardware device different fran the one nonnally used to contain the file 
can be specified together with the new external file name. 
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To use a FILg statement, you must know the internal file name of each 
file that is to be equated. Table 7-1 gives the internal file names, 
the default values for the external file runnes, the hardware device, and 
a description of each file used by the analysis program, RP3VOC. 

You can use the following FILE statement to change the name of the 
RP3VCR input file: 

FILE RP3VCR (TITLE = MYSPECS, KIND = DISK) 

Table 7-1 

RP3VOC File Equates for A Series of Systems 

Internal 
File Name 

RP3VGM 

RP3VCR 

RP3VPR 

DATA Statement 

Default External 
File Name & Kind 

RP3VGM, disk 

RP3VCR, card reader 

RP3VPR, printer 

Description 

Gramnar definition file. 

Vocabulary specifications 
input from card reader. 

File where the vocabulaxy 
specifications are printed 
(and error messages listErl). 

The ~TA statement is placed immediately before the vocabulary 
specifications for card decks or WFL decks (the statement is not usErl if 
input of the vocabulary specifications is from disk). '!he two syntax 
fonnats for the statement are as follows: 

1. D.Z\TA RP3VCR 
2. EBCDIC RP3VCR 
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RP3VOC does not accept BCL-coded input. 

Vocabulary Specifications File 

The vocabulary specifications file consists of all the language 
statements which you have constructed in designing your vocabulary. 
This file is placed between the DATA statement and the END statement. 
If the vocabulary specifications are a disk file, the DATA and END cards 
are not used. The file must be structured similarly to files containing 
COBOL source code. The sequence numbers may appear in columns 1 through 
6, column 7 is blank, and the report specifications appear in columns 8 
through 72. 

?END Statement 

The ?END statement, which signals the end of your input, must be the 
last statement in the input execution deck. The syntax is as follows: 

?END 

EXECUrICN PRc:x:EXJRE 

Before you can process your vocabulary specifications, the REPORTER III 
System programs and files must be loaded to disk. The COBOL74 compiler 
or OOBOL85 compiler must be accessible for processing. If a OMS II data 
base is used, the DATABASE/INI'ERFACE file and the DESCRIPTICN/<data-base 
name> file must be accessible for processing. 

The REPORTER III System has the capability to proceed automatically from 
specifications input to vocabulary output. You can also use the Work 
Flow Language (WFL) in connection with REPORTER IlIon the A Series of 
Systems. These two capabilities are discussed below. 

Automatic Execution Procedure 

The procedure for the default automatic execution of the REPORTER III 
vocabulary preparation process is as follows: 
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1. You input the execution deck (from the card reader or terminal, 
whichever applies) to begin execution of RP3VOC. The RP3VOC 
execution can result in the creation of two disk files: a 
vocabulary library file, which contains the COBOL source code 
extracted from specified source programs, and a file containing 
a vocabulary of names. 

RP3VOC is the first phase in the vocabulary preparation 
process. It parses the vocabulary specifications and produces 
the vocabulary files used by RP3REP. If you specify a syntax 
compile, RP3VOC will automatically run RP3VGN. 

2. If DB/INVOKE files are not available for data bases described 
in the vocabulary specification, RP3VOC automatically executes 
RP3\lIlv1. 

3. If you specify the syntax option of the LIST statement, a 
syntax compile is performed on the vocabulary. In this case, 
once RP3VOC is terminated and no errors occur in the vocabulary 
specification, RP3VOC automatically executes RP3VGN. 

RP3VGN is run to generate a source program based on the 
vocabulary files produced by RP3VOC. 

When RP3VGN terminates, the COBOL source program is passed to 
the COBOL74 compiler or COBOL85 compiler automatically for a . I 
SYNrAX compile. 

4. If you do not specify a syntax compile, the execution is 
complete when RP3VOC terminates. 

User-Controlled Execution Procedure 

You also have the option to run RP3\lIlv1 stand-alone. Program RP3VDM 
creates a file called DB/INVOKE/<data-base name> or DB-INVOKE/<data-base 
name>/<logical-data-base name>. This file is a directory of the A 
Series DMS II data base or logical data base used by RP3VOC. 

If RP3VDM is to be run stand-alone, it must be run once for every OMS II 
data base whose description is added to the vocabulary through RP3VOC. 
Once the DB-INVOKE file has been created, it need only be recreated if 
the DASDL description of the data base is altered. 
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Required Files: 

The following files must be present to run RP3VDM: 

1. CDBOL 7 4 CQ\1PILER or CDBOL85 CQ\1PILER. 
2. DATABASE/INrERFACE. 
3. DESCRIPTION/<data-base name>. 

Running RP3VI:l'4: 

Input the <data-base name> in the following manner: 

----->RUN RP3VDM (" DB--------------------------------------> (1) 

(1)------> <data-base name> ---------------------------------> (2) 
1 I 
+--> <logical-data-base name> OF <data-base name> -->+ 

(2)--------------------------------------------------------> 
1 1 1 1 
+--> ,LIST--------------------I 1--> ,CDBOL74-->1 

- 1 II I 

+--> ,SYNTAX---->+ +--> ,CDBOL85-->+ 

The <data-base name> must be a valid A Series OMS II data 
must reference data base descriptions in sequential 
specifying the data base to RP3VOC. 

In addition, RP3VDM offers you the following options: 

") --> 

base. 
order 

You 
when 

1. The LIST option provides a listing of the DB/INVOKE file 
created by RP3VDM. Use this listing to see if all data 
elements from the data base have been included in the DB/INVOKE 
file. 

2. The SYNTAX option prevents the DB/INVOKE file from being saved. 
RP3VDM compiles with the OOBOL74 compiler or OOBOL85 compiler 
to check the syntax of the data base without saving the 
DB/INVOKE file. 

3. The OOBOL74 option selects the COBOL74 compiler. This is the 
default option. If you do not designate either the OOBOL74 or 
the OOBOL85 option, the COBOL74 compiler is used. 

4. The OOBOL85 option selects the COBOL85 compiler. 
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Examples: 

RUN RP3VIl'1 ("DB UNIV") 
RUN RP3VIl'1 ("DB UNIV, LIST") 
RUN RP3VIl'1 ("DB UNIV, LIST, SYNTAX") 
RUN RP3VIl'1 ("DB UNIVERSITY OF UN IV , LIST") 
RUN RP3vrM ("DB UNN, LIST, COBOL85") 

Execution Using Work Flow Language (WFL) 

A Work Flow Language capability can be used in connection with the 
REPORTER III System on the A Series of Systems to facilitate user 
control of the REPORTER III System, and take maximum advantage of the 
M:P. The use of WFL is optional. 

The following is an example of a WFL execution deck for vocabulary 
production: 

BEGIN JOB VOCAB/SYS'I'fIvt/WFL; %SPECIFIC WFL EXAMPLE 
USER = g;JSV123/PASSWJRD 
CHARGE = AR/DEVEIDPEMNr/095; 
PRIORITY = 55; 
RUN RP3VOC; 
DATA RP3VCR 

VOCAB FILE ARE "VOCFlLEl" AND "VOCFlLE2". 

?END 

Additional WFL statements may precede the RUN statement depending on 
your system's individual requirements. 

RUNNING THRCXJGH THE om 

The following is an example of running RP3VOC through the Operator 
Display Terminal (Om). It assumes the vocabulary specifications are in 
a disk file called NEW/VOC/SPECS: 

RUN RP3VOC; FILE RP3VCR 
(TITI.E=NE.W/VOC/SPECS, KIND=DISK). 
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BlOOD OPERATIONS 

The following subjects are discussed below with respect to use of the 
REPORTER III System on a computer in the BlOOD Series of Systems: 

1. The files which must be present on disk before a vocabulary can 
be prepared. 

2. The sequence of statements needed to execute the entire process 
from input of the vocabulary specifications to vocabulary 
output. 

FlIES REX}JlRED FOR EXECUTION 

The REPORTER III System consists of the following three files for 
specifying and generating the vocabulary files. The files are supplied 
on the REPORTER III System tape and must be present on disk when 
vocabulary specifications are analyzed and a vocabulary program 
generated. 

1. RP3VOC contains the object code for the REPORTER III Vocabulary 
Language parsing program. 

2. RP3VGM contains the REPORTER III Vocabulary Language syntax 
definitions used by RP3VOC to parse the vocabulary 
specifications. 

3. RP3VGN contains the object code for the COBOL program 
generator. The RP3VGN program generates a skeletal program if 
you specify the syntax option in the LIST statement (see 
Section 3). 

In addition to the above files, other files must be present on disk or 
disk pack: 

1. The COBOL74 compiler must be present to compile the generated 
program. The COBOL74 interpreter is required for RP3VGN. 
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2. If OMS II files are to be accessed, the following dictionary 
and library files created by DASDL must be present on disk or 
disk pack: 

a. <data-base name> /DlcrICNARY 
b. #<data-base name>/disjoint-data-set name> 

INPUT REQJlRED FOR EXECUI'IOO 

The process of REPORTER III vocabulary specification analysis and 
vocabulary production is automatic. You need input only one simple 
sequence of statements to execute the entire process from specifications 
input to vocabulary output. The input execution deck consists of the 
following components, in the order presented: 

1. ?EXECUrE statement 
2. ?FIIE statement 
3. ?DATA statement 
4. Vocabulary specifications file 
5. ?END statement 

Descriptions of each of these five components follow. 

?EXECUrE Statement 

The ?EXECUTE statement instructs the Master Control Program (MCP) to 
schedule the RP3VOC program for execution of specification parsing. The 
syntax is as follows: 

?EXECUrE RP3VCC 

?FlLE Statement(s) 

The ?FlIE statement is optional. It allows you to change the external 
file ID and/or hardware device for one or more of the files used by 
RP3VOC. Any number of ?FlLE statements can be included. The syntax is 
as follows: 

?FlLE internal file name NAME external file ID 
<output device>; 
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Each file used has two names associated with it. 

1. The internal file name is the name by which a program refers 
to the file. 

2. The external file ID is the name by which the M::P refers to 
the file. 

The two names can be the same, but this is not a requirement. To change 
file names at execution time, you need to "equate" the internal file 
name to the new external file ID through use of a ?FILE statement. A 
hardware device different than the one normally used for a file can be 
specified together with the new external file ID. 

To use a ?FlLE statement, you must knc:1N the internal file name of each 
file that is to be equated. Table 7-2 gives the internal file names, 
the default values for the external file IDs, the hardware device, and a 
description of each file used by the analysis program, RP3VOC. 

Internal 
File Name 

RP3VGM 

RP3VCR 

RP3VPR 

Table 7-2 

RP3VOC File Equates for BlOOD 
Series of Systems 

Default External 
File Name & Kind 

RP3VGM, disk 

RP3VCR, card reader 

RP3VPR, printer 

Description 

Grammar definition file. 

Vocabulary specifications 
input fran card reader. 

File where the vocabulary 
specifications are printed 
(arrl error messages listed). 

If a disk file is equated to RP3VCR, use the word 
DEFAULT or DEF after the external file 10. DEFAULT 
matches the block and record size of the disk file 
to RP3VCR. 
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Example: 

The name of the RP3GRM file is to be changed to I£VlS001. The 
?FlLE statement for the Change is as follows: 

?FILE RP3GRM NAME 1MS001; 

It is possible to change the hardware medium for one or rrore flles. For 
example, if you want the output file RP3PRT to be sent to printer backup 
disk without changing tlle name of the file, the ?FILE statement for the 
Change in output medium is as fOllows: 

?FILE RP3PRT NAME RP3PRI' BACKUP. DISK NO HARDvlARE; 

If the name of the input file is to be Changed, for example, to 
PAY-ROIL/REPORT /EMPIDYEES and the input medium is to be changed to disk 
cartridge, the ?FILE statement for the change is as follows: 

?FILE RP3CRD NAME PAY-ROIL/REPORT /rJ-1PIDYEES 
DISK. CARTRIIX;E DEF; 

For further information, refer to the B 1000 Systems 
Operational Guide. 

?DATA Statement 

Software 

The '?DATA statement names the vocabulary specifications for the MCP and 
tells the computer the character set used for the input execution deck. 
The statement is placed linmediately before the vocabulary specifications 
for card decks or pseudo-reader decks. The DATA card is not used in 
vocabulary specification files Which are disk files. If you use card 
input, only cards punched in EBCDIC can be input to RP3VOC. 

The syntax for the statement is as follows: 

?DATA RP3VCR 
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Yocabulary ~ifications File 

The vocabulary specifications file consists of all the language 
statements which you have constructed in designing your vocabulary. 
This file is placed between the ?~TA statement and the ?END statement. 
If the vocabulary specifications are a diSK file, the ~~ and END cards 
are not used. The file must be structured similarly to the file 
containing COBOL source code. The sequence numbers may appear in 
columns 1 through 6, colunn 7 is blank, and the report specifications 
appear in columns 8 through 72. 

?END Statement 

The ?END statement, which signals the end of your input, must be the 
last statement in the input execution deck. The syntax is as follows: 

?END 

EXEn1I'ION PRCCEDURE 

Before you can process your vocabulary specifications, the REPORTER III 
System programs and files must be loaded to diSK or diSK paCK. The 
C080L74 compiler must be accessible for processing. If a IJ.1S II data 
base is to be used, the r:MS II dictionary and library files must be 
accessible. 

The REroRrER III System has the capability to proceed automatically from 
specifications input to vocabulary output. This capability is discusse1 
below. 

Automatic Execution Procedure 

The procedure for the default automatic execution of the REPORTER III 
vocabulary preparation process is as follows: 

1. You input the execution deck ( from the card 
terminal, whichever applies) to begin execution 
The following message is displayed: 

RP3VOC = <mix#> BOJ 
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The RP3VOC execution can result in the creation of two disk 
files: a vocabulary library file, which contains the COBOL 
source code extracted from speci fied source programs, and a 
file containing a vocabulary of names. 

RP3VOC is the first phase in the vocabulary preparation 
process. It parses the vocabulary specifications and produces 
the vocabulary files used by RP3REP. If you specify a syntax 
compile, RP3VOC executes RP3VGN. 

2. If you specify the syntax option of the LIST statement, a 
syntax compile is performed on the vocabulary. In this case, 
once RP3VOC is terminated and no errors occur in the 
vocabulary specification, RP3VOC automatically executes 
RP3VGN. The following message is displayed: 

3. 

RP3VGN = <mix#> BOJ. 
RP3VOC = <mix#> EOJ. 

RP3VGN is run to generate a source program based on the 
vocabulary files produced by RP3VOC. 

When RP3VGN terminates, the mOOL source program is passed to 
the COOOL74 compiler automatically. The following message is 
displayed: 

COBOL74: COBOL-program = <mix#> OOJ. 
RP3VGN = <mix#> EOJ. 

At the end of compilation, the following message is produced: 

COOOL74: mOOL-prograrn = <mix#> EOJ. 

If you do not specify a syntax 
complete when RP3VOC terminates. 
displayed: 

RP3VOC= <mix> EOJ. 

compile, the execution 
The following message 

is 
is 

EXOCurION THROUGH THE our ---- ---- -- --

The following is an example of running RP3VOC through the Operator 
Display Terminal (ODT). It assumes the vocabulary specifications are in 
a disk file called l~.VOC/SPECS: 

RP3VOC; FILE RP3VCR NAME NEW. VOC/SPECS DISK DEF. 
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B 2oo0/B 3000/8 4000 OPERATIOOS 

The following subjects are discussed below with respect to use of the 
REPORTER III System an a computer in the B 2oo0/B 3OO0/B 4000 Series of 
Systems: 

1. The files which must be present an disK before a vocabulary 
can be prepared. 

2. The sequence of statements needed to execute the entire 
process fram input of the vocabulary specifications to 
vocabulary output. 

3. RP3VIM execution procedure. 

FILES REXlUIRED FOR EXECUI'IOO 

The REPORTER III System consists of the following five files for 
specifying and generating the vocabllary files. The files are supplied 
on the REroRI'ER III System tape and must be present on disk when 
vocabulary specifications are analyzed and a vocabulary program 
generated. 

1. RP3VCC contains the object ccrle for the RERlRI'ER III 
Vocabulary Language parsing program. 

2. RP3VGM contains the REPORrER III Vocabulary Language syntax 
definitions used by RP3VOC to parse the vocabulary 
specifications. 

3. RP3VDM contains 
J:MS II data 
specifications. 

the object code to build the description of 
bases when required in the vocabulary 

4. RP3VGN contains the object ccrle for the COBOL program 
generator. The RP3VGN program generates a skeletal program if 
you specify the syntax option in the LIST statement (see 
Section 3). 
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In addition to the aoove files, other files must be present on disk or 
disk pack, as follows: 

1. The COBOL compiler must be present to compile the ~enerated 
program. OOBOL is used. for all applicaticnS. 

2. If D1S II files are to be accessed, the files created bY 
RP3VDM must be available. Refer to the section describing 
RP3VDM operations for the naming conventions for these files. 

INPl1r REQUIRED FOR EXEnJrION 

The process of REPORTER III vocabulary specification analysis. and 
vocabulary production is automatic. You need input only one simple 
sequence of statements to execute the entire process from specifications 
input to vocabulary output. The input execution deck consists of the 
following components, in the order presented: 

1. ?EXECUI'E statement 
2. ?FlLE statement 
3. ?Di\TA statement 
4. Vocabulary specifications file 
5. ?END statement 

Descriptions of each of these five components follow. 

?EXECUI'E Statement 

The ?EXECurE statement instructs the f1.1aster Control Program ,(K:P) to 
schedule the RP3VOC program for execution of speci fication parsing ~ The 
following are examples of executing RP3VOC using different media files. 

1. For card or pseudo-reader files: 

?EXECUI'E RP3VOC 
?Di\TA RP3VCR 

Vocabulary specification 

?END 
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2. Fbr disk files (assuming the vocabulary file name is VOCSPC): 

?EXEClJI'E RP3VOC VA 0 3 FILE RP3VDK VOCSPC 

In this 
Tenninal 
type file 

case, 
(om) • 

enter the 
VOCSPC 

oammand an the Operator Display 
resides on disk as a DATA or COBOL 

3. Fbr disk pack files (assuming the vocabulary file name is 
VOCSPC) : 

?EXEClJI'E RP3VOC VA 0 3 FILE RP3VDK 
REPORr /VOCSPC DPK 

In this case, enter this carmand through an our. 
resides on pack REPORT as a DA.TA or COBOL type file. 

?FlLE Statement(s) 

VOCSPC 

The ?FILE statement is optional. It allows you to change the external 
file ID and/or hardware device for one or more of the files used by 
RP3VOC. Any nUIriber of FILE statements can be included. 

Each file used has bNo names associated with it. 

1. The internal file name is the name by which a program refers 
to the file. 

2. The external file ID is the name by which the M:P refers to 
the file. 

The two names can be the same, but this is not a requirement. To change 
file names at execution tirre, you need to "equate" the internal file 
name to the new external file ID through use of a FILE statement. A 
backup output device other than the one nonnally used for a file can be 
specified together with the new external file ID. 

To use a ?FILE statenent, you must knCM the internal file name of each 
file that is to be equated. Table 7-3 gives the internal file names, 
the default values for the external file IDs, the hardware device, and a 
description of each file used by the analysis program, RP3VOC. 
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Internal 
File Name 

RP3VGl'1 

RP3VCR 

RP3VPR 

RP3VDK 

Example: 

Table 7-3 

RP3VOC File Equates for B 2000/ 
B 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems 

Default External 
File Name & Kind 

RP3VGM, disk 

RP3VCR, card reader 

RP3VPR, printer 

RP3VDK, disk 

Description 

Grammar definition file. 

Vocabulary specifications 
input fran card reader. 

File Where the vocabulary 
specifications are printed 
(and error messages listed). 

Vocabulary specifications 
input fran disk. Use VA 0=3 
in the EXECl1I'E statement to 
speci~ disk input. 

The name of the RP3GRM file is to be changed to IMSOO1. The 
?FILE statement for the change is as follows: 

?FILE RP3GRM = IMSOOI 

It is possible to specify that a backup file be used instead of the 
physical hardware device. For example, if you want the output file 
RP3PRI' to be sent to printer backup disk without changing the name of 
the file, the ?FILE statement for the change in the .output medium is as 
follows: 

?FILE RP3PRI' = RP3PRI' PRINT DISK 

For further infonnation, refer to the B 2oo0/B 3OO0/B 4000 Systems 
Software Operational Guide. 
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?DATA Statement 

The ?DA.TA statement names the vocabulary specifications for the t-CP and 
tells the computer the Character set used for the input execution deck. 
The statement is placed immediately before the vocabulary specifications 
for card decks or pseudo-reader decks. The ~TA card is not used in 
vocabulary specification files Which are disk files. If you use card 
inplt, only cards punched in EBCDIC can be inp.lt to RP3V'CX::. 

The syntax for the ?DATA statement is as follows: 

?DATA RP3VCR 

Vocabulary Specifications File 

The vocabulary specifications consist of all the language statements 
which you have constructed in designing your vocabulary. The 
specifications are placed between the ?~TA statement and the ?END 
statement. If the vocabulary specifications are a disk file, the ~TA 
and END card are not used. The file must be structured similarly to a 
file containing COBOL source code. The sequence numbers may appear in 
columns 1 through 6, column 7 is blank, and the report specifications 
appear in column 8 through 72. 

?lliD Statement 

The ?END statement, which signals the end of your input, must be the 
last statement in the input execution deck. The syntax is as follows: 

?END 

EXEX:urION PROCEDURE 

Before you can process your vocabulary specifications, the REPORTER III 
System programs and files must be loaded to disk. Note that the COBOL 
compiler must be accessible for processing. 

The REPORrER III System has the capability to proceed autanatically from 
specifications input to vocabulary output. This capability is discussed 
below. 
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Automatic Execution Procedure 

The procedure for the default automatic execution of the REPORTER III 
vocabulary preparation process is as follows: 

1. You input the execution deck (from the card reader or 
terminal, whichever applies) to begin execution of RP3VOC. 
The following message is displayed on the OlJl': 

BOJ RP3VOC 

The RP3VOC execution results in the creation of two disk 
files: a vocabulary library file, Which contains the COBOL 
source code extracted from specified source programs, and a 
file containing a vocabulary of names. 

RP3VOC is the first phase in the vocabulary preparation 
process. It parses the vocabulary specifications and produces 
the vocabulary files used by RP3REP. If you specify a syntax 
compile, RP3VOC executes RP3VGN. 

2. If you specify the syntax option of the LIS!' statement, a 
syntax compile is performed on the vocabulary. In this case, 
once RP3VOC is terminated and no errors occur in the 
vocabulary specification, RP3VOC automatically executes 
RP3VGN. The following message is displayed: 

BOJ RP3VGN 
IDJ RP3VOC 

RP3VGN is run to generate a source program based on the 
vocabulary files produced by RP3VOC. 

When RP3VGN terminates, the COBOL source program is passed to 
the COBOL compiler automatically. 

3. If you do not specify a syntax compile, the execution is 
complete when RP3VOC terminates. 
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RP3VDM 

The RP3VDM prCXjrarn creates DB-INVOKE files for RP3VOC. The DB-INVOKE 
file is an SO-byte/record, 9-record/block sequential file and contains a 
list of all the elements in the specified logical or physical data base. 

RP3VDM creates DB-INVOKE files by invoking the logical or physical data 
base in a dummy COBOL program. RP3VDM then processes the oampiler 
listing to extract the data base description. RP3VOC can then read the 
DB-INVOKE files and build the vocabulary files. The REPORTER III System 
uses the the vocabulary files to generate a report program that accesses 
the data base. 

You must execute RP3VDM once for every B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 system OMS 
II logical or physical data base that RP3VOC uses. Once the DB-INVOKE 
file is created, it need be recreated only if the DASDL description of 
the data base is altered (if logical data bases, rema.ps, data sets, 
sets, or data i terns are added or deleted fran the DASDL). 

The following files must be present for RP3VDM to run: 

1. CDBOL (ANSI-74) canpiler. 

2. The DDF file. The DDF file is created When the DASDL 
description is compiled. If the DDF file is on a restricted 
disk pa.ck, you specify the pack name to RP3VDM. 

RP3VDM-INPur SP:OC 

Use the RP3VDM-INPUT SPEC to provide three pieces of information to 
RP3VOC: 

1. The logical- and/or physical-data-base name. 
2. Run-time options. 
3. The DB-INVOKE file name. 

The RP3VIM-INPUT SPEC is given in free form fonnat I appearing in colUllUlS 
1 through 72 (8 through 72 for CDOOL type disk and pack files), and can 
be on muLtiple input records. 

You can enter the RP3V[Xvl-INPUT SPEC using the "following media. 
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1. The card reader or pseudo-reader. 

Example: 

?EX RP3VDM 
?uz\TA CARD 
DB LDBl OF DASD LIST 
?END 

2. A disk file. 

Example: 

?EX RP3VJ:Xvl VAWE 0 = 1 
?FILE RP3DDK = INSPC 

3. A pack file. 

Example: 

?EX RP3VDM VA 0 1 
?FILE RP3DDK SYsrFM/INSPC DPK 

4. The Operator Display Tenninal (OIY.I'). 

Exanple: 

?EX RP3VDM VA 0 10 
<mix#>AX DB !DBI OF DASD 
<mix# > AX "LIST DB-INVOKE IffiDB2 II 
<mix#>AX END 

The second accepted input line requires quotes because of the 
hyphen in DB-INVOKE. 

If you enter a RP3~-INPUI' SPOC with the our, the last entry 
must be END. 

The syntax for the RP3VDM-li~UI' SPEC is as follows: 

A 
---> DB---------------------------------> (1) 

I I 
I B I 
+--> <lCXJical-data-base name> ->OF->+ 
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c 
(1) --> <physical-data-base name> ---------------------> (2) 

H 

I I 
I G I 
/<---- , <-I 
I I 
I D I 
1->L1ST---->I 
1- / 
I E I 
1->SYNrAX-> I 
I - I 
I F I 
+-->DEBOO-->+ 

(2) --------------------------------------------------------> 
I I 
I N I 
1<----------------------------------1 
I I 
I I I 
I--->DDF-PACK-------------> <pack 1D> ------->1 
1 I 
lJ K I 
+--->DB-INVOKE------> <file name> ------------->1 

I 1 
1 L I 
1---> <pack 1D>/<file name> --->1 
I I 
I M I 
+--> <pack 1D>/ --------->+ 

The paths of this syntax diagram are described below: 

Path ~lanatian 

A Take this path to describe a physical data base. RP3VDM. uses 
the <physical-data-base name> to create a OOOOL data base 
invoke statement in a dunmy CDBOL program. '!he CClIpiler 
produces a printer backup listing that RP3VI:l1 processes and 
saves as the DB-INVOKE file. 

The default name of the DB-INVOKE file is the first three 
letters of the <physical-data-base name> f011011ed by VOC. To 
specify a non-defau1t name, use path J in the syntax diagram. 
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B Take this path to describe a logical data base. RP3VDM uses 
the <logical-> and <physical-data-base name>s to create a 
mBOL data base invoke statement in a dumny mBOL program. 
The compiler produces a printer backup listing that RP3VDM 
processes and saves as the DB-INVOKE file. 

You must use path J and K or path L to specify a <file name> 
for the DB-INVOKE file. Be sure that you specify a different 
name for each DB-INVOKE file. 

C Take this path when you want to use default run-time options. 
The defaults are as follows: 

1. No listing of the DB-INVOKE file. 
2. The DB-INVOKE file is saved. 
3. No debug listing is produced. 

D Take this path if you want a listing of the DB-INVOKE file. 
You can get the same result from a simple DMPALL listing of 
the DB-INVOKE file after RP3VDM has been run. 

E Take this path if you want a SYNTAX Check of the RP3VDM run 
without producing the DB-INVOKE file. 

F Take this path if you want debugging infonnation. This option 
can also be set at run-time by setting switch 3 to 1. 

Exanple: 

?EX RP3VDM VAlliE 0=100 

G Take this path to specify additional run-time options. 

H Take this path if you want to use default file attributes. 
You can only use this path if you have not specified a 
<logical-data-base name> using path B. The default file 
attributes are: 

1. The DDF file is not on a restricted disk pack (the 
compiler needs no file equate to find the DDF file). 

2. The DB-INVOKE file is saved as xxxVOC, where xxx are 
the first three characters of the 
<physical-data-base name>. The DB-INVOKE file is an 
aD-byte/record, 9-record/block sequential file. 
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I Take this path if the DDF file is on a restricted disk pack. 
The <pack ID> indicates the location of the disk pack 
containing the DDF file. 

J Take this path to specify a non-defaul t name for the DB-INVOKE 
file. If you specified a <logical-data-base name> in path C, 
you must use this path or path M. 

K Take this path to assign the <file name> to the DB-INVOKE 
file. Any <file name> exceeding six characters is truncated 
to the first six Characters. A <file name> must not appear 
within quotes. The default device is DISK. 

Exanples: 

DB LDBl OF DASD 
DB-INVOKE DBWBl 

L Take this path to assign the DB-INVOKE file to a <pack ID> 
under a specified < file name>. The device will be PACK. The 
<file name> and <pack ID> must not be within quotes. 

Exanples: 

DB IDBl OF DASD 
DB-INVOKE DBLDBl/TRDPER 

M Take this path to assign the DB-INVOKE file to a <pack ID> 
under the default <file name> of xxxVOC, Where xxx is the 
first three characters of the data-base name. The device will 
be PACK. If you used path B, you carmot use this p3.th. 

N Take this path to assign additional non-default attributes 
through paths I or J. 
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APPENDIX A 

RP3VOC SYSTEM FI.J::M 

Input to the RP3VOC program consists of vocabulary specification 
statements. These statement may be used to obtain file information fram 
one or more COBOL source programs, A Series and B 2000 - B 4000 Series 
DMS II Directory files (DB INVOKE files ), and/or B 1000 Series OMS II 
data set o)BOL library files. cx)BOL source prCXJrams used as input to 
RP3VOC may reside on disk, tape, card, disk pack, or library files. A 
Series and B 2000 - B 4000 [115 II DB INVOKE files, data ba.se 
descriptions files, and B 1000 Series OMS II data set COBOL library 
files may reside on disk or disk pack. A schematic representation of 
the RP3VOC System is illustrated in Figure A-I. 

RP3VOC produces two disk files whiCh the RP3REP program uses to generate 
report requirements. The vocabulary file is a directory of names and 
their corresponding characteristics, such as COBOL pictures and levels. 
The other file, a enOOL library file, consists of COBOL source code 
describing the various files, records, and <input procedure>s specified 
for RP3VOC. When a REPORrER Language INPUT statement specifies input 
file(s), the proper data-file descriptions and FDs are obtained from 
this second file. The output listings of RP3VOC include: 

1. A listing of the RP3VOC specification cards used as input to 
the RP3VOC System. 

2. The contents of tile two disk files. 

RP3VOC recognizes only one data definition per line of source code. 
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DA TA SASE SYSIDI 

A Series OMSII 
(lIS II DB I NVOKE fl1 e 

B 1(0) (lIS II 

DISK FILE 

DB/INVOI<EI<OB nus> ~ 
OBI I NVOI<E/<OB nue>/ 

<logtcal DB RUe> 

xxxVOC M xxxxxx 

<DB nua>I<DS RUe> -
data sat aBlL library files 

AfIllOR 

FILE lESCRIPTIONS 
RR SYSltM FILES 

VOCABUlARY r----------
t 
I , , 
I , 

ZIP 
TO 

SYNTAX 
aJl'lLE 

I 
I 
I FILE I L ____________ --l 

Figure A-I. SChematic Representation 
of the RP3VOC System 
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APPENDIX B 

UNRECCX:;NIZED COBOL CCNSTRtJCrS 
A SERIES OF SYSTEMS 

The RP3VOC portion of the REPORTER III System analyzes user-supplied 
ANSI-standard COBOL source code, which provides data definitions for 
elements being included in a vocabulary. 

RP3VOC accepts all COBOL constructs as defined in . the A Series COBOL 
reference manuals, with the exception of the continuation indicator. 
However, some of the COBOL constructs are ignored by RP3VCC. Below is a 
synopsis of COBOL language structure (as defined in the reference 
manual), with comments indicating whether the constructs are: 

1. Recognized by RP3VOC. 
2. Not recognized by RP3VOC. 
3. Not applicable to data definition. 
4. Accepted when defining an < input procedure>. 

COBOL LANGUAGE CCNSTRTJCrS 

RP3VCC recognizes only one data definition per line of source code. The 
following are the COBOL language constructs recognized by RP3VOC: 

1. IDENrIFICATICN DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition. 

2. ENVIRCN-1ENI' DIVISION 

a. CCNFlGURATICN SEcrICN 

This section is not applicable to data definition. 
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b. INPur-a.r.rPur SECrIrn 

1) FILE-<XNI'ROL 

The entire SELECT statement is accepted in defining 
an <input procedure>. RP3VOC recognizes the 
following SELECT clauses: 

a) ASSIGN 

The hardware device name in the ASSIGN clause 
may not exceed 12 characters, and may not 
contain optional sub-clauses or more than one 
word. 

b) COpy 

The COpy statement is recognized by RP3VOC, 
including FRCl-1 ••• THRU; however, the REPIACING 
clause is ignored by RP3VOC. The COpy statement 
must begin on a new line. 

The following are examples of COpy statements 
accepted by RP3VOC. 

COPY "DEV /LIBRARYOl" . 

COpy "DEV/LIBRARY02" rn "DEVPACK" FRQ\1 100 
THROUGH 250. 

In the following example, RP3VOC ignores the 
REPIACING clause of the COpy statement. 

COpy "LIBOl" FRCM 500 THRU 600 REPIACING NAME BY 
WS-NAME. 

In the next example, an error will result 
because the COpy statement does not begin on a 
separate line. 

ED INV-FILE COpy "LIB02". 

c) ORGANIZATION 

d) RECORD KEY 

Any qualifiers given for the RECORD KEY are 
ignored. The data item referenced as the key 
must be unique within the record description 
entries for the file. 
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RP3VOC recognizes, 
following clauses: 

a) ACCESS M)DE 
b) FILE STATUS 

but does not process the 

All other clauses are either not recognized by 
RP3VOC or are not applicable to data definition. 

2) I--o-aJNTROL 

I --o-aJNTROL is not recognized by RP3VOC. 

3. DATA DIVISION 

a. FILE SECTION 

1) FILE DESCRIPTION 

RP3VOC recognizes the entire FD and all clauses 
except the REPIACIN3 clause of the (X)PY statement. 
Refer to the (l)PY statement under FILE-<DNTROL for 
nore infonnation. SO is not applicable to data 
definition. All options under FILE DESCRIPI'ICN are 
accepted in defining an <input procedure>. 

The "VALUE OF TITLE IS <data name> .. clause is 
accepted in file descriptions supplied to RP3VOC. 
You must supply the TI~~ value in the 
specifications using either: 1) the WITH ID clause 
of the FILE statement, or 2) an <input procedure>. 

2) REOJRD DESCRIPrICN 

Except for the REPIACIN3 ••• BY clause of the ropy 
statement, all COPY clauses are recognize1 by 
RP3VOC. However, sane may not be applicable to data 
definition. When usec1, the COPY statement must 
begin on a new line. For a discussion of additional 
limitaticns, refer to the (X)PY statement under 
FILE-<DNI'IDL. 

The 66 RENAMES is not recognized by RP3VOC. The 
entire 88 condition name is recognized by RP3VOC. 

b. DA.TA-BASE SEC"fION 

This section is not applicable to data definition. It is 
accepted by RP3VOC when defining an <input procedure>. 
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c. \'K)RKIN3-S'IORAGE SECI'ICl-I 

I) 77-LEVEL ITEMS 

The 77-LEVEL ITEMS are accepted by RP3VOC within the 
<input procedure> , but are not reportable wi thin 
report specifications. 

2) OI-LEVEL ITEMS 

The Ol-LEVEL ITEMS are recognized by RP3VOC for 
<input procedure>s only and have the same 
limitations described under the heading RECORD 
DESCRIPrIOO. For a discussicn of additional 
limitations, refer to the (l)PY statement under 
FILE-a::N1'ROL. DEBUG lines are excluded an:l a 
~g is given. 

d. CXM1UNICATICN SECrION 

This section is not applicable to data definition. 

e. REPORT SECrION 

This section is not applicable to data definition. 

4. PROCEDURE DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition but is 
accepted by RP3VOC when defining an <input procedure>. Refer 
to the Cl)PY statement under FILE-<DNTROL for a discussion of 
additional limitations. RP3VOC ignores the USING clause of 
the PRCX:EDURE DIVISION. If present, DEBOO lines are ignored 
and a warning is given. 
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APPENDIX C 

UNREcxx;NlZED mBOL mNsrRUcrS 
~ 2000/E 3000/E 4000 SERIES OF SYS'r.ENS 

The RP3VOC portion of the REPORTER III System can analyze user-supplied 
ANSI-74 mBOL source code. This code provides data definitions for 
elements being included in a vocabulary. 

Except for card input, all cx)BOL source code lTUlst be blocked 9 (see 
Table 5-3). Check source and library files for proper blocking by using 
the ODI' KA catmand for files on disk, and the PA carmand for files on 
disk pack. Refer to MCPVI Keyboard Messages in the B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 
Series MCPVI System Software Operations Guide for detailed information. 

The blocking check should sl'1cM each file to be 160 digits (80 
characters) , blocked 9. If a file is not blocked 9, you can use Il'1PAIL 
to reblock it. The folla.ving two exanples shoN the way you reblock a 
file on disk or on disk pack using DMPALL. 

Examples: 

If a KA listing shCMS a disk file named PROOI to be blocked 5, use 
an our cannand to execute rMPALL to change the blocking, as slx1wn: 

PFM DSKOSK PROOI 80 5 PRCX;l 80 9 

If a PA listing shows the PROOI file blocked 5 on a disk pack named 
TROPER, the follC1Ning oor camand would be used to execute rMPAIL: 

PEM DPKDPK TROPER/PROOI 80 5 
TROPER/PRCGl 80 9 

For rrore information regarding rMPALL, refer to the B 2oo0/B 3000/B 4000 
Series MCPVI System Software Operations Guide. 

RP3VOC accepts all ANSI-74 COBOL oonstructs as defined in the B 4oo0/B 
3000/B 2000 Systems WBOL ANSI-74 Reference Manual, with the exception 
of the oontinuation irrlicator. lk:Mever, sane CDBOL oonstructs. are 
ignored by RP3VOC. BeIC1.\T is a synopsis of CoBOL language structure, 
with ccmnents indicating whether the constructs are: 
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1. Recognized by RP3VOC. 
2. Not recognized by RP3VOC. 
3. Not applicable to data definition. 
4. Accepted when defining an <input procedure>. 

CDBOL LANGUAGE CDNSTRUcrS 

RP3VOC rea:>gnizes only one data definition per line of source ccrle. The 
following are the mBOL language constructs recognized by RP3VOC: 

1. PRE-IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition. 

2. IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition. 

3. ENVIRCNMENI' DIVISION 

a. CDNFIGURATION SECTION 

This section is not applicable to data definition. 

b. INPl1I'-oUTPl1I' SECI'ION 

1) FILE-CONTROL 

The entire SELECT statement 
an <input procedure> • 
following SELECT clauses: 

a) ASSIGN 

is accepted in defining 
RP3VOC recognizes the 

The hardware device name in the ASSIGN clause 
may not exceed 12 characters, and may not 
contain optional sUb-clauses or more than one 
word. 

b) cx)PY 

The cx)PY statement is recognized by RP3VOC, 
including FRGi ••• TO; however, RP3VOC ignores 
the REPIACnG clause. '!he CX)PY statement must 
begin on a new line. 
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The following are examples of COPY' statements 
accepted by RP3VOC: 

COPY' "PRCX;l". 

roPY "pRCX;l" CN "TR()PER". 

roPY' "pROG1" ON "TROPER" FRCl-1 100 ID 300. 

In this exanple of a COPY' statenent, RP3VOC 
ignores the REPIACIN3 clause. 

ropy "PR:X;2" REPlACING NAME BY WS-N1\ME. 

The following e~le results in an error 
because the cnPY' statement does not begin on a 
new' line. 

FD INV-FILE cnPY' "PRX21". 

'!he block.in:J factor should be given when you 
use CANOE EDITOR to create library files. For 
exarcple, to copy an entire EDI'IDR file named 
LBOl to pack TIDPER with the naue LIBOO1, use 
an EDITOR ccmnand as shown: 

cnFY AIL OF LBOl 'lO PAC< TR)PER AS LIBOOl 9 

The 9 in the previous exanple is the blocking 
factor. For nore information on library files, 
refer to the OOP'l statement in the 
B 2oo0/B 3000/B 4000 Series CDBOL ANSI-74 
Reference Manual. 

c) ORGANIZATION 

d) RECDRD ~ 

Any qualifiers given for the REXDRD KE.Y are 
ignored. '!he data item referenced as the key 
m.1st be unique within the record description 
entries for the file. 

RP3VOC recx>gnizes, but does rx:>t process the 
follc7t\ring clauses: 

a) ACCFSS MJDE 
b) FILE S'mTUS 

Sort file and all other clauses are either. not 
reoognized by RP3VOC or not applicable to data 
definition • 
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2) I-o-cDNTROL 

I -{)-CDNTROL is not recognized by RP3VOC. 

4. DATA DIVISION 

a. FILE SECTION 

l) FILE DESCRIPTION 

The entire FD is recognized by RP3VOC, with the 
exception of LINAGE and (x)DE-Sl:.~. 50s are not 
applicable to data definition. All options under 
FILE DESCRIPrION are accepted in defining an <input 
procedure> • 

The "VAllJE OF FILENAME IS <data name>" clause is 
accepterl in FDs supplied to RP3VOC. You must supply 
the FILENAME value in the ~cifications using 
either: I) the WITH ID clause of the RP3VOC FILE 
statement, or 2) an <input procedure>. 

2) RE(x)RD DFSCRIPTICN 

Except for the (x)PY ••• REPIACING clause of the OOPY 
statement, all (X)PY clauses are recognized by 
RP3VOC. The ropy statanent must begin on a new 
line. Refer to FILE-a:>NTROL for nore infonna.tion on 
the (X)PY statement. 

The 66 RFNAMES is not recognized by RP JVOC. '!he 
entire 88 condition name is recognized by RP3VOC. 

b. mTA-BASE SECl'ICN 

The DATA-BASE SECl'ICN - is not applicable to data 
definition, but it is accepted by RP3VOC for defining the 
<input procedure>. 

c. IDRKI:OO-Sl'ORAGE 5ECI'ION 

I) 77-LEVEL ITEMS 

The 77-LEVEL ITEMS are accepted by RP3VOC within the 
<input procedure>, but are not reportable in report 
specifications. 
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2) Ol-LEVEL ITEMS 

The Ol-LEVEL ITEMS are recognized by RP3VOC for 
<input procedure>s only and have the same 
limitations described under the heading RECORD 
DESCRIPI'ION. Refer to the mpy statement under 
FILE-CONTROL for additional restrictions. 

If present, DEBUG lines are not included and a 
warning is given. 

5. PROCEDURE DIVISION 

~lis division is not applicable to data definition, but it is 
accepte::l by RP3VOC when defining an <input procedure>. Refer 
to the CDPY statement under FILE-<DNTROL for additional 
restrictions. 

If present, DEBUG lines are not included and a warning is 
given. 
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APPENDIX D 

UNREOXiNIZED o)BOL CDNSTRUcrS 
B 1000 SERIES OF SYSTElvlS 

The RP3VOC portion of the REPORTER III System analyzes user-supplied 
ANSI-74 (l)BOL source code. 'Ibis code provides data definitions for 
elements being included in a vocabulary. 

RP3VOC accepts all ANSI-74 o)BOL constructs as defined in the B 1000 
Systems OOBJL 74 Reference Manual, with the exception' of the continuation 
indicator. lbwever, sane o)BOL constructs are ignored by RPJVOC. Below 
is a synopsis of OOOOL language structure, wi th carments indicating 
whether the oonstructs are: 

1. Recx>gnized by RP3VOC. 
2. Not recognized by RP3VOC. 
3. Not applicable to data definition. 
4. Accepted when defining an <input procedure>. 

(l)BOL LANGUAGE <DNSTRUcrs 

RP3VOC recognizes only one data definition per line of OOBOL source 
code. The following are the (l)BOL language constructs recognized by 
RP3VOC: 

1. PRE-IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition. 

2. IDmI'IFICATION DIVISION 

This division is not applicable to data definition. 

3. ENVIRONMENl' DIVISICN 

a. ClNFIGURATION SErI'ION 

'Dlis section is not applicable to data definition. 

b. INPUT-ouPt1I' SECrICN 

1) FILE-<DNrROL 
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The entire S~ statement is accepted in defining 
an <input procedure>. RP3VOC recognizes the 
following SELECT clauses: 

a) ASSIGN 

The hardware device name in the ASSIGN clause 
may not exceed 12 characters I and may not 
contain optional sub-clauses or more than one 
word. 

b) (x)PY 

The OOPY statement is recognized by RP3VOC, 
includi03 FRCM ••• TO i l'lowever, RP3VOC ignores 
the REPLACING clause. The OOPY stateroont nust 
begin on a new line. 

Examples of (x)PY statements accepted by RP3VOC: 

OOPY II INFILE" • 

COPY "RECDES/PROOI ON MYPACK". 

COPY "INFILE ON MYPACK" 
FROM 1200 TO 1400. 

In the following example of a COPY statement, 
the REPIACING clause is ignored. 

COPY IILIBI ON DEVEr.. II 
REPLACING NAME BY REC-NAME. 

The following example results in an error 
because the ropy statement does not begin on a 
separate line. 

FD INV-FILE roPY 
lIMASTER/IN'VENroRY ON MYPACK11

• 

c) ORGANIZATICN 

d) REXX>RD KEY 

Any qualifiers, given for the REXDRD KEY are 
ignored. The data item referenced as the key 
must be unique within the record description 
entries for the files. 

RP3VOC recognizes but does not process the following 
clauses: 
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a) ACCESS ~DE 
b) FILE STATUS 

All other clauses are either not recognized by 
RP3VOC or not applicable to data definition. 

I~L is not recognized by RP3VOC. 

4. ~~ DIVISION 

a. FILE SECl'ION 

1) FILE DESCRIPrICN 

RP3VOC recognizes FILE DESCRIPl'IONS (FD) except for 
the following clauses: 

a) LINAGE 
b) cnOE-SET 

See (l)PY statement restrictions under FILE--<nNrROL. 

SORr-MERGE FILE DESCRIPl'IONS (SD) are not applicable 
to data definition. 

All options under FILE DESCRIPl'ION (FD) are accepted 
in defining an <input procedure>. 

The"VALUE OF TITLE IS <data name>" clause is 
accepted in file descriptions supplied to RP3VOC. 
You nust supply the TITLE value in the specificatons 
usin3 either: I) the WI'lH ID clause of the FILE 
statement, or 2) an <input procedure>. 

2) RECDRD DESCRIPl'ION 

Except for the cnpy ••• REPlACING clause of the (l)PY 
statement, all cx)PY clauses are recognized by 
RP3VOC. The cnpy statement nust begin on a new 
line. See the CX)PY statement under FILE-<DNTROL for 
additional restrictions. 

The 66 RENAMES is not recognized by RP3VOC. The 
entire 88 condition name is recognized by RP3VOC. 

b. DATA-BASE ~ION 

The Dl\TA-BASE ~ION is not applicable to· data 
definition, but it is accepted by RP3VOC for defining the 
<input procedure>. 
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c. WJRI<IID-S'IDRAGE SOCTION 

1) 77-LFNEL ITEMS 

The 77-LFNEL ITEMS are accepted by RP3VOC within the 
<input procedure>, but are not reportable in report 
specifications. 

2) Ol-LFNEL ITEMS 

The Ol-LFNEL ITEMS are recognized by RP3VOC for 
<input procedure>s only am have the same 
limitations described under the heading REXDRD 
DESCRIPl'ION. For additional limitations, refer to 
the cnFY statement Wlder FILE-<DNl'ROL. 

If DEBUG lines are present, they are not included 
and a warning is given. 

d. c:nMJNIC'ATICN SECI'ION 

This section is not applicable to data definition. 

5. PROCEDURE DIVISION 

The PRCXEXJRE DIVISION is not applicable to data definition, 
but it is accepted by RP3VOC in defining the <input 
procedure> • See the cnFY statement under FILE-<DNl'ROL for 
limitations • 

RP3VOC ignores the USING clause of the PRCXEXJRE DIVISION. 

If DEBUG lines are present, they are not included arX1 a 
warning is given. 
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APPFlIDIX E 

DEFAULTS AND LIMITS 

This appendix lists default values, limits, and general comments for 
reference when using RP3VOC. 

QUALIFICATION 

You can use a maximum of three name qualifiers on all systems. 

SUBSCRIPl'ED DATA NAMES 

You can use a maximum of three sUbscripts. 
subscript are as follows: 

The maximum values for a 

System 

A Series of Systems 

Cobol 
Maximum 
Value 

65535 

I>1S II 
Maximum 

Value 

1023 

B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems 999999 1023 

8 1000 Series of Systems 999999 1023 

EXTERNAL FILE NAMES 

The maximum length of an identifier in an <external file name> is: 

Characters System 

17 A Series of Systems 

6 B 2000/8 3000/B 4000 Series of Systems 

10 B 1000 Series of Systems 

In addition, on the A Series of Systems, you are all~ed a maximum of 14 
identifiers in an <external file name> as long as the total length does 
not exceed 30 characters (including .. / .. ) • 
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On the B 1000 Series of Systems, you are allowed a maximum of two 
identifiers in the <external file name>. (This does not apply to the ON 
clause. ) 

EDITING PICTURES 

The maximum length of an editing picture is 30 characters. The maximum 
number of decimal digits represented is 18 for the B 1000 systemS, and 
the maximum number is 23 for the A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 
systems. (For default editing pictures, refer to the discussion on 
editing pictures in Section 2.) 

STATEMENI'S 

The following 
statements: 

are defaults and limits for the RP3VOC language 

Statement 

PASSWORD Statement 

USER-NAME Statement 

SET Statement 

REPLACE Statement 

DMS II Statements 

Default/Limit 

The maximum length of a password is 10 
characters. 

The maximum length of the <user name> is 30 
Characters, but only the first 20 characters 
are used. 

The default blocking factor is 10 for 
SORT-FILE, 1 for lOOICAL-PAGE-FILE. 

The maximum number of nested macros is 10. 
The maximum length of each formal parameter 
is 30 characters with a maximum of 10 formal 
parameters. 

1lle maximwn length of a data base <item 
name> is 17 characters. The maximum length 
of an <alias name> is 17 characters. The 
population default is 9999. The default 
editing picture is obtained from the 
data-item description stored in the A Series 
and B 2000-B 4000 Series data-base INVOKE 
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System File Statements 

Input Prcx:::edures 

ALL listing or the B 1000 Series of Systems 
disjoint data set COBOL library files. 

'!be total population default is 9999. The 
maximum length of each condition-addition 
literal value is 30 characters. 

You can use an unlimited number of <input 
prcx:::edure>s. H:Jwever, only 20 structures 
may be specified in the USES clause. 
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APPENDIX F 

RP3VC:C RESERVED IDRDS 

Below is a list of all RP3VOC reserved words. Be careful when using 
these words as names. In certain contexts, the names may be confused 
with reserved words and cause syntax errors. 

In the following list, some reserved words have the first few letters 
underlined. Any abbreviated form of the word that includes the 
underlined letters is interpreted as a reserved word. For example, 
"CCl1" and "CCM.'1EN" are both valid versions of "CCM.\1ENrS" 0 

ALL ID 
AND IDENrIFICAT100 
ANSI74 INPUT 
ARE INI'ERCHANGE 
AS IS 
ASSIGN ITEM 

BASE LANGUAGE 
BY LIBRARY 

LCX:;ICAL-PAGE-FlIE 
CARDS 
COBOL74 IDrES 
COBOL85 
CCM.\1ENrS OCClJRREt\ICES 
cc:t'1I'ROL OF 

ON 
DATA 
DATASET PACK 
DB PACK-ID 
DB INVOKE PACKNAME 
DISK PASSIDRD 
DISKPACK PlcrtJRE 
DYNAMICALLY PROCEDURE 

PURGE 
EDITING 
END RANIXl\1LY 
END-CQ\1\1ENrS RECORDS 
EXCLUDE REDEFINE 

REFERS 
FIlE RELATES 
FlIES REPLACE 
FOLIONS ROtJrlNE 
FRQ\1 

SEQJENrIALLY 
OJ SET 
GROOP SORT-FILE 
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SOORCE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
SUBSET 
SYNTAX 

TAPE 
THROOGH 
THRU 
TO 
TOrAL-POPUIATION 

USAGE 
USER-NAME 
USES 

VALUES 
VOCABULARY 
RP3VOC 

WITH 
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APPENDIX G 

REPORTER LANGUAGE RESERVED WORDS 

Be careful When using REPORTER reserved words as names. In certain 
contexts these names may be confused with reserved words, arxi cause 
syntax errors. 

If you use a reserved word dS a <macro name> , the word is no longer 
recognized as a reserved word. If you use a key word as a <macro name>, 
the key word function becanes inoperative. If a vocabulary name is 
identical to a REOORrER reserved word, the name may be renamed via an 
extension ( ACCT-AGE IS REDEFINITION OF AGE) • 

In the follCMing list, sane reserved words have the first feN letters of 
the word underlined. lmy abbreviated foon of the word that includes the 
underlined letters is interpreted as a reserved ward. FOr e~le, 
"ASC" and "ASCEND" are both valid versions of "AS~ING". 

ABBREVIATED 
ABSTRACl' 
A~ 

ACCEPrED-DATA 
AGE 
ALL 
AND 
APPIDXIMATELY 
ARE'AS 
AS 
ASCENDING 
ASSIGN 
AT 
AVERAGE 
AVG 

BACKUP 
BASE-DATE 
m;-
BIANK 
BIDCK-aJNTAINS 
BUIID 
BY 

CALENDAR-DATE 
CENl'URY-OATE 
CliANGES 
CliANNEL 
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Q)BOL 
<DllJMN-SPACIm 
CXMBINE 
cn-1PIIE 
CDNTIGUOUS 
CDUNT 

DATE 
mys 
DDDDD-DATE 
DIM+1YY-DATE 
DJ:M.1YY -DATE 
DECRFASES 
DELIMITED 
DESCENDn\lG 
DEVICE 
DISK 
DISKPACK 
DISPIAYING 
IXJPLICATES 
OOPS 



EXECurION 
EXTRACr 
EXTRACr-VOCABUIARY 
EXTRAcr-RP3VOC 

FAlSE 
FILE 
FINAL 
FOLLOWS 
FOOI'IN3 
FCXY.rNCJrE 
FOR 
FORMS 
FORM-LENGIH 
FORM-NUMBER 
FORM-PA'ITERNS 
FORM-oVERFLOW 
FORM-TYPE 
FORM-wIDIH 
FRACTION-SIZE 
FR(M 

FULL-LENGIH 

GENERATION 
GEQ 
GlDBAL-mTA 
GRFATER 
GROOORIAN-DATE 
GROUP 
GROUPING 
GTR 

IDENTIFICATION 
IF 
IN 
INCIlJDING 
INCREASES 
INFORMATION 
INPUI' 
INI'EX3ER-SIZE 
INTERrnANGE 
INTO 
IS 

JULIAN-DATE 

KEY 
KEY-OM'A 
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LEQ 
LFSS 

LINE-NUMBER 
LINE-oVERFI..aV 
LIsr 
LISTING 
IroICAL-PAGE-FILE 
iDWER-BOUNDS 
LSS 
LT 

MAb'TER 
MA'I'<llIN3 
MAXIMUM 
MEAN-SQUARES 
MILITARY -Ill\TE 
MINIMUM 
I+ffibyy -LV\TE 
MOD 
t-DDE 
M:NrH 
mNTHS 

NAl-1E 
NEQ 
NEXT 
NEW 
NF 
NL 
N:Yr 
wrING 
NULL 
NULL-OOOLE1-\N-ITEMS 
NULL-NUMERIC-ITEMS 
NULL-STRING-ITEMS 
NUMERIC 

OBJEX:!' 
OCCURRENCES 
OF 
OFF 
CNLY 
OR 
ORDER 
OI'HERS 
our 
OVERF.U:M 
OVERFlOW-NUMBER 

PACK-ID 
PACKNAME 



PAGES STD-DEVIATION 
PAGE-LENGTH STRATA 
PAGE-NUMBERS srRll.'JG 
PAGE-o\1ERFL.CJd STRING-SIZE 
PAGE-WIDrH SUFr"'IXED 
PARAMETERS SUIv1-SQUARES 
PAS&WORD SlM-WUZE 
PATI'ERN SUl'-MARY 
PERCENT SUPPRESS 
PIcrlJRE SYSTEMATICALLY 
POSITION 
POSITIONS TABLE 
PREFIXED TAPE 
PRESELECl' TERMINAL 
PRINr TEXT 
PRINTER THAN 
PROCESSIID TI:iEN 
PUNCH TIME 

TITLE 
QUARrERS TO 
QUCYI'ES 'roP-oF-FORM-cHANNEL 

rroTAL 
RANDC:MLY IDI'AL-roPUlATION 
RANGE TRUE 
READER 
RECORDS UNlvlA.TCHED 
REDEFINITION UNSORrED 
RELATED UNl'IL 
REPLACE UPPER-13QUNIE 
REroRrS 
ROUNDED VAllJE 
RUNNlNG-CDUNI' VARIANCE 
RUNNING-'IDrAL VERI'ICAL-SPACING 

VIA 
SAMPLED VOCABUlARY 
SAVE 
SEED WEEKS 
SELECI' WHERE 
SET WHICH 
SIZE WIlli 
SORT-FILE WITHOUr 
SOURCE 
SPACES YEARS 
SPECIFICATIONS YYDDD-DATE 
sm YYl+1DD-DATE 
srANDARD 
srARI'-rolNI' ZEROS 
srARI'ING 
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APPENDIX H 

ERROR MESSAGES 

This appendix explains error or wrdrning messages Which are issued by the 
RP3VOC program and appear on the output listing of RP3VOC 
specifications. 

Error (or warning) messages 
error occurs. The numbers 
output listing correspond 
documentation. 

immediately follow the line in Which the 
to the left of the error message in the 

to the m.mber in the left coltnm of this 

If an asterisk appears in an error message, it appears directly beneath 
the expression causing the error, or beneath the adjacent expression. 

000 (not in use) 

001 MISSING I IS I OR 1=. 

The word "IS" or "=" was expected at this p:>int in the statement but 
was not given. 

002 OOBOL IDRD EXP~ 

A OOOOL lNOrd fran the RP3VOC specifications was expected, but none 
was given. 

003 II...LIDAL PASSWORD 

The password IIRlst be a <string> or <word> of 10 characters or less. 

004 PICIURE TOO I.DNG 

The maximum length of the picture is 30 characters. 

005 <X>OOL NAME Nor IN THIS FD 

The ~ given in the RP3VOC specifications was not found in the 
particular file description of the <X>BOL 
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source file. Names within a file description or SD in an <input 
procooure> cannot be referenced or changed. 

00t> HISSING KEYWORD: I VAllJES I 

"VA", "VAIlJE", or "VAllJES" is needed following the word "WITH" in 
the condition-addition statement of the RP3VOC specifications. 

007 ILLEX3AL cnIDITIONAL VAWE 

A <nllIIi::>er> or <string> must follow "VAil, "VAUJE", "VAllJES" , "THRU", 
or "THROUGH" in the condition-addition statement. 

008 FD NOr IN THIS FILE 

The file named in the FILE statement of the RP3VOC specifications 
was not fourrl in the CDroL source file. Since RP3VOC accesses i tans 
in the CDBOL source file sequentially, the FDs must be referenced in 
the sequence presented in the source file. 

009 MISSING PERIOD: I.' 

A period was expected at this point, but none was found. 

010 INOJRRECI' HAID'VARE DEVICE SPECIFICATION 

The hardware m:rlium up::>n which the CDBOL source file resides has 
been incorrectly specified. The valid media are disk, tape, card, 
disk pack, or library. OJBOL source may also be listed as 
imnediately following the SOURCE statement in the RP3VOC 
specifications. 

all MISSING QUALIFIER 

A <name> is expected follOlNing the word "OF" or "IN" in the 
statement. 

012 (X)MVJA II, II OR ACCESS MEIHOD EXPECI'ED 

The word SEDUENrIALLY (SEQ), RAN1Xl-1LY (RANDCM), DYNAMICALLY (DYN), 
or a ccmna (,) was expected at this point, but none was found. This 
might happen if SOOUENTIALLY, RAN1Xl-1LY, or DYNAMICALLY was 
misspelled. 
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For A Series Systems only: 
013 THE DEFAULT STORAGE PICTURE OF <storage picture> WILL BE 

USED FOR <data name>. REPORTING CN THIS ITEM MAY RESULT 
IN ERRORS. 

RP3VOC found a data name with an unrecognizable storage picture so 
one will be assigned. An example of this would be an item in a data 
base which was declared as a REAL but the size was not given. 
Reporting on this item may result in syntax errors in the generated 
source program depending on the level of the COBOL compiler, or if 
the program compiles possible truncation of data may result. 

014 EDRTE & FDRTE/2 ARE NJr SUPPORTED. 

A EDRTE or FORTE/2 structure was found in the vocabulary 
specification. These structures are not supported in ANSI-74 COBOL. 

015 'ID' EXPECrED 

The word '''IO'' was expected at this point in the statement but was 
not given. 

016 BOlli VOCABUIARY FlIES HAVE THE SAME NAME 

The two <external file name>s in the VOCABULARY statement are used 
to identify two files that contain the vocabulary. The two 
<external file name>s should be different. 

017 'USAGE ANSI-74' IS NOT REQUIRED. 

The clause "USAGE ANSI-74" was 
specification. This is a warning 
since only ANSI-74 COBOL is used. 

018 ILLEGAL RP3VOC STATEMENT 

found in the vocabulary 
that the clause has no effect 

This statement is not a legal statement in the vocabulary language 
(RP3VOC) . 

For A Series Systems only: 
019 INVALID LANGUAGE SPECIFIED. EXPECTING EITHER 'COBOL 7 4' OR 'COBOL8S' 

An invalid language name was specified in the SET OPTICN statement. 
The valid COBOL languages are COBOL74 and COBOL8S. 
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020 (not in use) 

021 ILLEGAL OPTION SPECIFIED 

This can be either a warning message or an error message. It is a 
warning if the option statement in the RP3VOC specification contains 
an illegal option or an unrecognized construct. This message is an 
error if an illegal option is specified in the SET statement. 

022 PASSWJRD IS 'JXX) I..CNG 

A password can contain no more than 10 characters. 

023 MISSIl\JG KEYWJRD: ' PRcx:EXJRE ' 

"PROC", "PRcx:EXJRE", or "RaJrlNE" was expected after the word 
"INPUT" in the RP3VOC INPUT PRcx:EXJRE statement. 

024 (not in use) 

025 NAME WITH QUALIFICATICN EXCEEDS 60 CHARACIERS 

A data name with its associated qualifiers can total no more than 60 
characters. 

026 KEYWJRD "WITH" EXPECTED 

If no period follows the new <data name> in a data-name-change 
statement, RP3VOC expects the word "WITH" followed by a picture 
clause. 

027 MISSIl\JG FIIE--crnrROL OR DATA DIVISION 

A FILE--crnrROL or DATA-DIVISICN was not found in the COBOL source 
file. 

028 ':' EXPECTED 

A colon (:) was expected at this point in the statement, but none 
was given. 

029 (not in use) 

030 KEYWJRD 'AND' EXPECTED 
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The VOCABULARY statement requires two file names separated by the 
word "AND". 

031 NOr VALID COBOL SYNTAX 

Invalid syntax in the COBOL source file. Recompile the COBOL source 
file to ensure an error-free source file. 

032 MISSING END FILE STATEMENT OR FIIE STATEMENT SPECIFIED 
IS oor OF CCNrEXT 

Every FILE statement must have an accompanying END FILE statement. 
This error occurs in an <input procedure> if the FILE statement or 
END FILE statement should not have been included. 

033 A VALID FILE STATEMENT MUST PRECEDE THIS 

The current RP3VOC statement must occur within a FILE/END FILE 
block. 

For B 2000/B 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
034 THE WJRD 'PACK' WAS EXPECrED 

The word 'PACK' was expected in the statement DDF CN PACK "<pack 
ID>", but it was not found. 

035 INVALID EXr.ERNAL-FIIE-NAME 

An invalid format for an <external file name> for this hardware 
device has been specified. 

036 INrEGER EXPECrED 

An integer was expected at this point in the statement, but none was 
given. 

037 INVALID STATEMENT -- MAY CAUSE FURTHER ERROR 

The key word does not introduce a valid RP3VOC statement. The 
statement will be ignored. 

038 S1RING OR W)RD EXPECrED 

A <string> or <word> was expected at this point in the statement, 
but none was given. 
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039 INPUT PROCEIXJRE MUST HAVE AN INPur-RCXJrINE 

The user-written <input procedure> must have a paragraph labelled 
"INPur-RaJrINE" . 

040 INPur PROCEIXJRE STATEMENT MUST PRECEDE THIS 

An END PROCEDURE statement has been encountered without the 
corresponding INPlT.r PROCEIXJRE or INPUI' RaJrINE statement. 

041 MISSING PROCEIXJRE DIVISION 

"PROCEDURE DIVISICN" is missing from the COBOL source file .. 

042 'END PROCEIXJRE' EXPECIED 

"END PROCEDURE" is required to match the corresponding "INPur 
PROCEDURE" statement. None was encountered. 

043 STRING EXPECIED 

A <string> was expected at this point in the statement, but none was 
given. 

044 INVALID COBOL SYNI'AX -- RESULTS UNPREDIcrABLE 

Refer to the appropriate Unisys ANSI-standard COBOL reference 
manual. 

045 STRING IS 'IOJ I.(NG 

The <string> is too long. 

046 EXTERNAL-FILE-NAME IS 'IOJ LCNG 

On A Series Systems, the maximum length of a particular file 
identifier is 17 characters. The maximum length for an <external 
file name> is 30 characters, including quotes and slashes (not 
applicable to the ON clause). On B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems, the 
maximum length of a file identifier is six characters. On B 1000 
Systems, the maximum identifier is 10 characters. 
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047 COBOL WJRDS CANIDr EXCEED 30 CHARACI'ERS 

A COBOL word was found that exceeded 30 characters in length. 

048 (not in use) 

049 00 SELECI' GIVEN FOR 'IBIS FILE OR SELECI' GIVEN WAS oor 
VALID COBOL SYNrAX 

No SELECI' statement was found for this file in the COBOL source 
file, or the SELECI' statement contained unrecognized COBOL74 or 
COBOL85 syntax. 

050 USING NUMERIC EDITED ITEMS IN REPORTS WILL CAUSE COBOL 
SYNrAX ERRORS 

Data names processed by RP3VOC that have numeric edited pictures 
(characters "Z", "*", ".", ",", "S", "$") must not be used in the 
report syntax. Doing so results in syntax errors during the 
compilation of the generated COBOL74 or COBOL85 program. 

For B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
051 INVALID PACK-ID 

The PACK-ID name exceeded six characters. 

052 BAD DB INVOKE RECORD 

A bad record was detected in the fixed-format DB INVOKE/<data-base 
name> (interface) file. 

053 SEl'-NAME EXPECI'ED 

A valid <set name> was expected in the DMS II SEl' statement. 

054 ITEM NJr FOOND 

The referenced item does not exist (currently applies to DMS II 
items) . 

055 INVALID ASSIGN CCNSTRucr 

RP3VOC does not recognize the word following "ASSIGN" in the DMS II 
ASSIGN statement. 
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056 ITEM NAME EXPECIED 

A name is expected in the OMS II statement in the RP3VOC 
specifications. 

057 MULTIPlE DATASET STATEMENTS FOR SAME DISJOIN!' DATA SET 

A disjoint data set may be referenced by only one DATASET statement. 
Additional references must be made by REDEFINE statements. 

058 W::>RD 'AS' EXPECIED 

The word "AS" was expected in the fl.\1S II statement. 

For B 1000 Systems: 
059 UNRECCXNIZED DMS II COOS'IRUCT IN COBOL LIBRARY FIlE <NAME> 

RP3VOC was unable to identify a fl.\1S II construct in the COBOL 
library file with the name given. 

For A Series and B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
059 UNREC'C:CNIZED DMS II cx:l.JSTRUCT IN INVOKE SOORCE FILE 

RP3VOC was unable to identify a OMS II construct in the DB INVOKE 
source file. 

For B 1000 Systems: 
060 UNEXPEcrED END OF COBOL LIBRARY FILE 

The end of the COBOL library file was encountered before all 
required data-base information was found. 

For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
060 UNEXPECIED END OF INVOKE SOORCE FILE 

The end of the DB INVOKE file was encountered before all required 
data-base information was found. 

For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
061 ERRORS IN INVOKE SOURCE FILE. SKIPPING 'IO END DB CLAUSE 

Errors detected in the DB INVOKE file. All RP3VOC data-base 
information specifications present were ignored. 
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For A Series am B 2000/B 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
062 ~TA BASE SEX:TlOO oor PRFBENl' IN IN'JOKE s:xna 

nm.TA-BASE ~IOOn was not found in the DB IN'JOI<E file. 
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063 HIGHER DATASEl' Nor SEEN IN I USES I CLAUSE 

An embedded data set has been specified in the USES clause in a 
user-written <input procedure>; hONever, the owner data set has not 
been previously specified in the USES clause. 

064 PRCX3RAM INTERNAL ERROR. ENI'ERED Il+-VOCAL-INTERFACE WITH INTERFACE 
OPEN. 

This error applies to the A Series systems only. It indicates the 
vocabulary language program had an internal error and the 
J:l.1-VOCAL-INTERFACE paragraph is/was being perfonned wi til the 
INTERFACE file open. If this error occurs, all the specification 
files and all additional files needed to reproduce the prOblem 
should be su1::mitted to Burroughs for analysis. 

065 IroIC'AL DATABASE INOORRECI'LY DECIARED AS PHYSICAL IN 
RP3VOC SPECS. 

The I:MS II data ba.se declared in the <data-base nama> of the DB 
statement in the RP3VOC specs is actually a logical data base. 

066 t.JNRECXX2NIZED ITEM 'NPE 

Unrecognized item type. 

067 NAME EXPECI'ED 

A <name> was expected at this point in the statement, but none was 
given. 

068 \JORD • DB I EXPECI'ED 

The word uDB" was expected in the RP3VOC specifications, but none 
was fotmd. 

069 RP3VDM ABORl'ED 

No DB INVOKE file was present. Therefore, RP3VOC unsuccessfully 
atterrpted to run RP3VIl-1 (A Series of Systems). 
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For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
070 DASDL DESCRIPTION FILE IS NOr ON DISK 

No DB INVOKE file was present and one could not be generated because 
the DASDL description file is missing. 

For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
071 RP3VIlv1 NO!' ON DISK 

No DB INVOKE file was present and one could not be generated because 
RP3VDM was missing. 

For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
072 I/O ERROR IN DB INVOKE FILE 

A read of the DB INVOKE file tenninated with a condition other than 
End-of-File. 

For A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
073 DB INVOKE FILE SOURCE FILE IS EMPl'Y 

The DB INVOKE source file accessed by RP3VOC did not contain any 
infonnation. 

074 DATA SEl' NAME EXPECI'ED 

A <name> given in a DATASEr statement or a REDEFINE statement does 
not reference a data set. 

075 REDEFINE STATEMENT OOES NOr REFERENCE IAST DISJOINT DATA 
SEl' 

The REDEFINE statement IIUlst cane after the specified data set has 
been processed. 

076 EMBEDDED SEl'S CANNOT BE GIVEN AN ALIAS 

A SEl' statement references an enU:>edded set, which makes an AS clause 
illegal. 

077 ONLY ONE DATABASE ALLDWED IN INPUI' 

Infonnation fran one, and only one, data base may be reported. 
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078 DATA-NAME WILL BE UNDEFINED IN SYNTAX CHECK; USER INPlJr 
PROCEDURE MUsr DEFINE AND SEr DATA-NAME 

This warning occurs only if the WITH ID clause of the FILE statement 
is not in the RP3VOC specifications, and a file description contains 
either a: 

a) "VAllJE OF TITLE IS <data name>1I clduse (B 1000 and A Series of 
Systems) I or 

b) "VALUE OF FILENAME IS <data name> II or "VAI.1JE OF FAMILYNAME IS 
<data name>" clause (A Series and B 2000/B 3000/B 4000). 

Under these conditions the RP3VOC syntax check produces an undefined 
symbol error for <data name>. This should be ignored if the data 
name is defined in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of an <input 
procedure>. The input procedure should nove a data value into <data 
name> before the file is opened. For files not assigned to an input 
procedure I you can use the WITH ID clause of the FILE statement to 
assign a name. 

079 DATA STRUCIURE Nor PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 'ID RP3VOC 

In a user~itten <input procedure>, a system file or OMS II data 
set declared in the USES clause has not been previously defined to 
RP3VOC. 

080 (not in use) 

081 LIMIT ON DATA STRUClURFS EXCEEDED 

The user-written <input procedure> may have a maximum of five data 
structures specified in the USES clause of the <input procedure> 
statement. 

082 MISSING END-OF-JOB. (MUST Sl"'ARI' IN OOL. 8) • JOB 
ABORTED. 

The input routine source was missing an END-OF-JOB paragraph, or it 
did not begin in column 8. 
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083 I # I NOT Fa.JND FOR MACRO 

The number sign (:#) marks the end of each nacro definition in the 
REPLACE statement. Since I'X) number sign was found, all the 
subsequent RP3VOC specifications were assumed to be part of the 
macro text. 

084 (not in use) 

085 MACRO ERROR 

This is a general error in the REPLACE staterrent. '!he following are 
the specific error messages which can arise: 

OOPLICATE FORMAL p~ NAME 

The parameters named in the parameter list must be unique anong 
themselves. 

IDENTIFIER PREVIOOSLY DEUARED 

The <macro name> must be unique. 

ITlEGAL IDENTIFIER 

Integers, strings, and special characters may not be used as 
fonnal parameters or <macro name>si only words may be so usErl. 

U J.mAL MACRO INVOKE 

A macro cannot be used to define itself, for example: 

REPLACE A BY A + B#. 

MACRO DEFINE LIMIT EXCEEDED 

Macros may only be defined to a level IQ-deep. 
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MISSING K.EYVl)RD - 'BY' 

"BY" must separate the <macro name) from the macro text. 

MISSING RIGHT PARENrHESIS - ')' 

Left and right parenthesis must correspond. In particular, a 
right parenthesis must mark the end of the list of formal 
parameters. 

TO) MANY FORMAL PARAMETERS 

A maximum of 10 formal parameters is permitted. 

086-88 (not in use) 

089 THE WJRD 'IS' WAS EXPECI'ED 

The word 'IS' was expected in the statement SET DECIMAL-POINT IS 
CQ\1.\1A, but it was not found. 

The word "CQ\1.\1A" was expected in the statement SEl' DECIMAL-POINT IS 
CQ\1.\1A, but it was not found. 

091 A PERIOD WAS EXPECIED 

A period terminating the statement SET DECIMAL-POINT IS CQ\1.\1A was 
expected but not found. 

092-104 (not in use) 

105 VA ILLEGAL IN ANSI-74 AND ANSI-8S COBOL. CHANGED 'IO VALUE. 

Since the word VALUE rather than VA is preferred and in some cases 
required, RP3VOC changed VA to VALUE. 

106 PC ILLEGAL IN ANSI -74 AND ANSI -85 COBOL. CHANGED 'IO PIC. 

Since the word PIC rather than PC is preferred and in some cases 
required, RP3VOC changed PC to PIC. 
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107 OC ILLEGAL IN ANSI-74 AND ANSI-85 COOOL. CHANGED TO OCCURS. 

Since the word OCCURS rather than OC is preferred and in some cases 
required, RP3VOC changed OC to OCCURS. 

108 USAGE TYPE ILLEGAL IN ANSI-74 AND ANSI-85 COOOL. 

One of the following picture usage types was seen in a COOOL74 
source file or in a COOOL85 source file: 

ASCII 
eM> 
O1P-l 
01P-3 
C01P-2 
CQ\1P-3 
C01P-4 
C01P-5 
CQ\1PUrATIONAL-l 
CQ\1PUrATIONAL-2 
CQ\1PUrATIONAL-3 
CQ\1PUrATIONAL-4 
C01PurATIONAL-5 
DISPLAY-l 

The above usage types are COBOL68. The user must make appropriate 
changes to the COOOL74 source file or 0000L85 source file to ensure 
that the picture and usage type given match the data field in the 
file. 

For B 1000 Systems: 
109 IDENTIFICATION ILLEGAL IN ANSI-74 COOOL. CHANGED TO TITrE. 

While examining the file, the clause VALUE OF IDENTIFICATION was 
found. This is 0000L68 syntax. The word IDENTIFICATICN was changed 
to TITrE to conform with COBOL74 syntax. 

For A Series and B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
109 IDENTIFICATION ILLEGAL IN ANSI-74 AND ANSI-85 COBOL. CHANGED 'ID 

FILENAME. 

While examining the file, the clause VALUE OF IDENTIFICATION was 
found. This is COBOL68 syntax. The word IDENTIFICATICN was changed 
to FILENAME to conform with COOOL74 or COBOL85 syntax as 
appropriate. Note that COBOL85 is available only on A Series 
Systems. 

110 (not in use) 
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III PICIURE FOR THIS ITEM EXCEEDS MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DIGITS 

A maximum number of 18 digits is allowed in numeric picture clauses 
for B 1000 Systems by the ANSI-74 COBOL compiler. The printed 
item's numeric picture clause has exceeded this limit. 

A maximum number of 23 digits is allowed in numeric picture clauses 
for B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems by the ANSI-74 COBOL compiler. The 
printed item's numeric picture clause has exceeded this limit. 

A maximum number of 23 digits is allowed in numeric picture clauses 
for A Series Systems by the ANSI-74 and ANSI-8S COBOL compilers. 
The printed item's numeric picture clause has exceeded this limit. 

For A Series and B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
112 INVOKE SOORCE ERROR. PERIOD NJr FUJND. 

An error was detected in the DB INVOKE file. A period was expected 
but was not found. 

For A Series and B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
113 "DB <DB-NAME>" FOR THIS DATABASE NJr FUJND 

A DMS II data-base invocation statement was not found in the DB 
INVOKE file for this data base. 

114 DATABASE NAME MUST BE 3 OR MJRE CHARS. 

A B 2000/8 3000/B 4000 series DMS II data-base name must be at least 
three characters long. 

115 UNEXPECIED DATABASE. IGNORED. 

The data-base name found in the DB INVOKE file does not match the 
<data-base name> specified in the DB statement. The data-base name 
found in the DB INVOKE file is ignored. 

116 NEW VERSlOOS OF DB INVOKE FlIES ARE BEING CREATED 

No file with either the name DB/INVOKE/<data base>, or the name 
DB/INVOKE/<data base>/<logical data base> was found. RP3VDM will be 
run to create the file. A new DB-INVOKE file was created (A 
Series) • 

117 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS EXCEEDED - LIMIT IS 3 

A maximum of three subscript levels is allowed for a subscripted 
<data name>. 
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118 Il\JCClv1PATIBIE RELEASE VERSlOO 

The vocabulary is incompatible with the current release version of 
RP3VOC. 

119 EMPrY LIBRARY FILE ENCOUNI'ERED 

A library file with no COBOL statements in it was encountered during 
the processing of a COpy statement. 

120 INVALID COBOL LEVEL NUMBER 

A data item with an invalid number was encountered. The RP3VOC 
specification should be rerun using the LIST SYNTAX option to 
identify these items. 

121 EDITING PIC LENGI'H GREATER THAN 3 DIGITS: CHANGED TO 
999. 

Specified "PIC 9" editing picture length was greater than 999. 
Editing picture has been changed to a length of 999. 

122 EDITING PIC FRACTION SIZE GREATER THAN 2 DIGITS: 
CHANGED 'ill 99. 

Specified fraction size of a "PIC 9" editing picture was greater 
than two digits. Fraction of editing picture has been changed to a 
length of 99. 

123 EDITING PIC GREATER THAN 132 aIARAcrERS. MAY RESULT IN 
ERRORS IN REP IF ITEM IS REPORTED ON 

A total editing picture length is greater than 132 characters is 
allowed in RP3VOC, and may result in errors in the REPORTER III 
System if the i tern is reported on. 

124 END FILE, PROCEDURE, OR RourlNE EXPECI'ED 

The word FILE, PROCEDURE (PRCC), or RaJrlNE was expected. This 
error will occur if END PROCEDURE or END ROUTINE is not found after 
processing all input routines. This might happen if PROCEDURE or 
RaJrlNE is misspelled. 
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For A Series systems: 
125 DB/INVCl<E/ <data base> IS THE INCORRECr VERSION. 

PLEASE REM:NE IT AND RUN RP3VOC: AGAIN. 

The DB/INVOKE file was created with VOCOOI. 
carmot be used by RP3VOC. 

This DB/INVOKE file 

126 (NCYI' IN USE) 

For B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
125 <DB-INVOKE file name> IS THE INmRRECr VERSION. 

PLEASE REM:NE IT AND RUN RP3VIl1 THEN RP3VOC AGAIN. 

The DB/INVOKE file was created with V~. This DB/INVOKE file 
carmot be used by RP3VOC. 

126 PICl'URE FOR TIllS lTa'1 EXCEEDS REPORrER III DESIGN LIMIT. 

A data name with a numeric picture greater than 23 digits in length 
was found. Although REIDRI'ER III allows this data name to be used 
in statements such as REPORI', PRINT, and BUILD, using this data name 
in an extension can truncate the final result for numeric pictures 
that are longer than 23 digits. If truncation occurs, an exception 
is issued. 

The follo.ving are errors an:1 warnings not prefixed by a nuniber. 

* *ERROR* * INVALID DUPLICATE NAME IN Voc.ABUI.ARY, FILES WILL BE PURGED 
-<DATA-NAME> 

Names given to RP3VOC which cannot legally be qualified must be 
unique. 

**ERROR** MISSING VOC'ABUIARY srATEMENI' -- JOB ABORTED. 

The <VOCABUIARY staterrent> was missing or given incorrectly. This 
can occur if the statement did not fall within columns 8-72 of 
either the card deck or a CANOE file of type mBOL or data. 

*** FATAL ERroR *** RP3VOC CAN NO!' HANDLE BCL FIlES 

Only EBCDIC files are acceptable. 
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**WARNING** TTJ.FX3AL CHARACTER IN CDL. 7. LINE IGNORED. 

Acceptable characters in column 7 are /, *, am L: continuation 
hyphens are rot recognized. All other characters are considered 
illegal. 

*~J1.\RNlN;** WE ARE CURRENTLY tNABLE rro HANDLE CDNTINUATION. 
RER>RMAT SOURCE. 

PLEASE 

RP3VOC currently does not recognize <DOOL source statements which 
are continued over a line through the use of a hyphen (-) in column 
7. '!he source should be refonnatted, continuations eliminated, and 
RP3VOC rerun. 

* *WARNING * * REFERENCE MADE 'ID UNDEFINED USER PROCEDURE 

*** SOFIWARE INm1PATmILI'lY ERROR *** 

This message ~curs on A Series systems. A roore recent ~p version 
is required to run the REPORl'ER III System. 

The next six messages are internal errors of the RP3VOC System. 'l1ley 
are follCMed by the message: SEND AIL LIsrrroS ro BURROUGHS. 

INVALID KEY WHILE ACCESSING FD-FlLE 

INVALID ~ WHIlE RFADnl3 VOCAF 

INVALID KEY WHILE READING IDRKV 

INVALID ~ WHILE WRITIm FD-FlLE 

INVALID KEY WHILE WRITING VOCAF 

INVALID KEY WHILE WRITThG WORKV 
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APPENDIX I 

RP3VIl'-1 ERROR MESSAGES 

This appendix explains error or warning messages issued by the RP3VDM 
program. These messages appear on the output listing of the DB INVOKE 
listing. 

001 EMPrY INPur SPECIFICATICN FILE 

The data-base name, run-time options, or non-default file attributed 
to the DB INVOKE file was expected, but none was given. 

002 DB EXPECrED 

The word "DB" was expected at this point in the RP3VIM input 
specification, but none was encountered. 

003 DATABASE NAME EXPECrED 

A <data-base name> was expected in the DB statement in the RP3VDM 
input specification. 

004 INVALID DATA BASE NAME 

The data-base name specified had more than six characters 
(B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems only). The data-base name specified 
had more than 17 characters (A Series Systems only). 

005 DB LISTING NO LONGER SUPPORTED 

For B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems only, the DB LISTING option is no 
longer available. 

006 INVALID L(X;ICAL DATABASE NAME OR PHYSICAL DATABASE NAME 
SPECIFIED 

An invalid format for a physical-data-base name or a 
logical-data-base name has been specified The logical- or 
physical-data-base name cannot exceed 17 characters. Valid 
data-base names consist of the following characters: A-Z, 0-9. 

007 PHYSICAL DATABASE NAME EXPECIED 
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A physical-data-base name was expected at this point in the 
statement, but none was given. 

008 INVALID RUN-TIME OPTICN - LIST, SYNI'AX, OR DEBUG 
EXPECI'ED 

A run-time option is expected. RP3VIl\1 does not recognize the word; 
only "LIST", "SYNTAX", "ooooL74 " , "ooooL85", and "DEBUG" are valid. 

009 LIST OPTION PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 

The word "LIST" was previously specified as a run-time option. 

010 SYNTAX OPTION PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 

The word "SYNTAX" was previously specified as a run-time option. 

011 DEBUG OPTION PREVIOUSLY SPECtFIED 

The word "DEBUG" was previously specified as a run-time option. 

012 LIST, SYNTAX, OR DEBUG EXPECI'ED 

A run-time option was expected at this point in the statement, but 
none was found. 

For B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
013 INVALID DATA DEFINITION FIlE OR DB INVOKE FIlE ATTRIBUTE 

SPECIFIED 

RP3VIl.\1 expects to find the option words "DDF-PACK" or DB-INVOKE." 

For B 2000/8 3000/8 4000 Systems: 
014 DDF-PACK PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 

The data-definition file attribute was previously specified. 

015 DB INVOKE PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 

The DB INVOKE file attribute was previously specified. 
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For B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
016 PACK-ID EXPECI'ED 

The restricted disk pack name was expected in DDF-PACK statement. 

For B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
017 n~ALID PACK-ID 

Tne PACK-ID name exceeded six characters. 
only) • 

018 DB INVOKE FILE ATI'RIBurE SPECIFIED 

B 3000/B 4000 systems 

The family <PACK-ID> or the <file name> of the DB INVOKE file was 
not specified in the DB INVOKE statement. 

019 INVALID DB INVOKE FILE A'ITRIBUTE SPECIFIED 

An invalid fonnat for the DB INVOKE file attribute was specifiErl. 

020 INVALID PACK-ID, II/II NOT ALLOWED IN PACK-ID 

A "/" is not allONed in the character string of the PAO<-ID. 

021 INVALID DB INVOKE FILENAME, .. /" NOT ALI.DWED IN DB INVOKE 
FILENAME 

A II / II is not allONed in the character string of the DB INVOKE file 
name. 

For B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 Systems: 
022 FILENAME TRUNCATED ID 6 CHARACI'ERS 

The maximum length of a DB nWOKE file name is six characters. 

023 INVALID RP3VJl1.1 OPrION SPECIFIED 

An invalid fonnat for RP3VDM option was specified. 

024 MAXIMUM TIME ALI.DWED FOR cx)BOL CXl'-1PILE EXCEEDED 

RP3VD-1 will wait for a maximum of 7295 seconds (2 hours arrl 5 
seconds) for the cx)OOL carpile to finish. 
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025 DATA-:s.ASE SECI'ION IN DB INVOKE FILE WAS MISSING I A 
PRIN'IDUI' OF Q)MpILE LISTIID WAS GENERATED 

The data-base section in DB INVOKE file was IClissing. A printout of 
the compile listing was generated. 

026 ERROR DErECrED IN Q)MpILER LISTING, PRlNIOUT OF LISTING 
AS FO~: 

Syntax error was found in DB INVOKE file. 
compile listing was generated. 

027-031 [unused] 

032 ClM-1A EXPECI'ED 

'fue printout of the 

A carma (,) was expected at this point in the statement, but none 
was given. 

033 T<X> MANY CXX+fAS SPECIFIED 

If a carma is seen, the foll~ token is expected to be listed as 
a run-tiIoo option (LIsr, SYNTAX, OR DEBOO), but a run-tiIoo option 
was not given. 

034 PRECEDING ClM-1A IGNORED 

If a carma follows the data-base name or file name and no run-time 
options are specified, a warn:ing message is printed. 

For B 2000/B 30oo/B 4000 Systems: 
035 DB-INVOKE <FILENAME> OR <PACK-ID> / <FILENAME> REXlUIRED 

WHEN LOGICAL DATA BASE IS SPECIFIED 

A DB-INVOKE file narce is required when a logical data base is 
specified. 

For B 2000/B 3OO0/B 4000 Systems: 
036 TOKEN = <6-digit nuni:>er> THIS IS ASSUMED TO BE 

A SEQUENCE NUMBER AND WILL BE IGNORED. 

If the specificaticn file is a <DBOL type, the 6-digit sequence 
number is ignored am a waming is given. 
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037 COBOL74 OR COBOL85 OPTION PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 

The word "COBOL 7 4" or "COBOL85" was previously specified as a 
run-time option. 
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APPENDIX J 

C'CNVERTING A SERIES COOOL 7 4 PR(X;RAMS 'ill COOOL85 PR(X;RAMS - -

This appendix provides the information you need to upgrade your 
REPORTER III COOOL74 programs to COOOL85. In most cases COOOL74 report 
specifications can be used in a COOOL85 environment without 
modification. However, vocabulary specifications might require some 
modification. The work required depends on the location of your COOOL74 
code as follows: 

If your vocabulary specifications point to existing COBOL74 
applications to retrieve file descriptions, you need to alter 
your COBOL74 .source code to make it compatible with C08OL85. 
Once you have converted the source code, recompile the code 
using the COBOL85 compiler. 

Refer to the "A Series COOOL ANSI-85 Programming Reference 
Manual, volume 1: Basic Implementation" (8600 1518) for 
information on the differences between A Series COBOL74 and 
A Series 0000L85. 

If you use in-line COBOL74 code for file descriptions or input 
procedures, then you must inspect the code to determine the 
best method for creating COBOL85 code. The methods available 
to you are discussed in this appendix. 

TRANSLATING SIMPIE IN-LINE CODE 

If the in-line code is simple, or if there are only a few vocabulary 
specifications, refer to the "A Series COBOL ANSI-85 Reference Manual, 
Vol. 1" for information on translating the code. 

TRANSLATING CCM'LEX IN-LINE CODE 

If the in-line code is extensive, or if you have used ooBOL74 features 
extensively, you can use any of the following three methods to make your 
vocabulary specifications usable with COBOL85. 
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Method 1 

Review your vocabulary specifications and as necessary manually alter 
them to be compatible with the COBOL85 compiler. Refer to the "A Series 
COBOL ANSI -85 Reference Manual, Vol. 1" for information on the 
differences between COBOL74 and COBOL85. 

Method 2 

Method 2 involves the following four steps: 

1. Move the in-line code from the vocabulary specifications to a 
COBOL74 source file. 

2. Add the other COBOL74 elements required to make a complete 
OOBOL74 program. 

3. Translate the COBOL74 program to COBOL85 using the information 
in the "A Series COBOL ANSI-85 Reference Manual, Vol. 1." 

4. Once you have created the OOBOL85 program, insert the new 
information into the vocabulary specification, or modify the 
vocabulary specification to point to the program you created. 

Method 3 

Method 3 uses the SYNTAX clause of the LIST statement to create the 
OOBOL74 programs for you. 

REPORTER III operates in the following way using the SYNTAX clause: 

1. After RP3VOC creates the vocabulary files, it initiates RP3VGN. 

2. RP3VGN creates a OOBOL74 program for each file, data base, and input 
procedure specified in the vocabulary specification. 

3. RP3VGN then calls a WFL job that initiates the COBOL74 compiler to 
perform a syntax compile on each of the programs. 

4. As each syntax compile completes successfully, the WFL job 
controlling the compile automatically deletes the source file 
created by RP3VGN. 
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In order to capture the COBOL74 source files, you must prevent the WFL 
job from deleting them. 

If you can capture the source files, then you can use the information in 
the "A Series COBOL ANSI-85 Reference Manual, Vol. 1" to translate the 
COBOL74 source files to COBOL85. 

Use any of the following methods to capture the source files: 

This is the preferred method for capturing source files. 
However, you can only use this method if you have access to the 
REPORTER III source files. 

Mbdify the SYMBOL/RP3VGN source code file at line number 275100 
to prevent RP3VGN from calling SYSTEMVW¥L. Then compile 
SYSTEM/RP3VGN as RP3VGN using the RP3/00MPlLE job file from the 
release tape. 

Since the WFL job is not called, the COBOL source files are not 
compiled and therefore they do not get deleted. 

Once you have captured the source files, replace the modified 
RP3VGN with the version supplied on the release tapes. 

Temporarily remove access to the COBOL74 compiler by using the 
FAMILY DISK statement, either in a WFL job or through CANDE. 
Using the statement "FAMILY DISK = <primary pack name> Cl\ILY" 
limits access to only the primary pack. This pack should 
contain the REPORTER III object code files, the vocabulary 
specifications, and any external files accessed by a vocabulary 
specification. It should not contain the COBOL74 compiler. 

When WFL tries to initiate the compiler, the job will hang, 
looking for the COBOL74 compiler. At this time, you can 
discontinue the WFL job and save the COBOL source files. 

Stop the compiler before it finishes compiling each source 
file. Then copy the source files to a safe place before you 
restart the compiler. 

Identifying the correct time to stop the compiler might be 
difficult because some of the source files can be quite small. 
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You need to save the source files after each run of RP3VOC. For each 
file, use a different file name than the one created by RP3VGN. The 
naming convention for the source files is vCnnnn, where nnnn is a 
4-digit number. 

The names of the source files are not related to the name of the 
vocabulary specification. It is therefore ~rtant that you keep track 
of which source files belong with which vocabulary specification. 

VERIFYING THE COOVERTEO CODE 

Once you have converted the COBOL74 source code to COBOL85 and modified 
the vocabulary specification file to point to the translated COBOL85 
source code (either by including the new code in-line or by pointing to 
the COBOL85 source files), regenerate the vocabulary with the SET 
LANGUAGE TO COBOL85 and LIST SYNTAX statements. This regeneration 
verifies that the COBOL85 code has been correctly included in the 
vocabulary. 
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INDEX 

A Series, 1-2, 2-17, 3-1, 4-1, 4-15, 4-17, 4-18, 4-21, 
4-22, 5-1, 5-5, 7-1, 7-3, 7-4, 7-6, 7-7 

Abbreviations, 2-3, 2-7 
ACCEPT statement, 6-8 
Accepte~ data name, 6-10 
Access keys, 1-2 
Access routine ACCESSROUTINES/<data-base name>, 7-2, 7-6 
ACCESSROUTINES/<data-base name>, 7-2, 7-6 
Actual data-base name, 4-64 
Actual parameter, 3-17, 3-18 
Alias name, 4-18, 4-23, 4-47, 4-62, 4-68 
Alternate name, 3-6, 3-8, 4-11, 4-14, 4-15, 4-35, 4-38, 

4-39, 4-59, 4-60 
ASSIGN statement,2-12, 3-2, 3-3, 3-5, 4-5, 4-6, 4-10, 4-12, 

4-22, 4-29, 4-34, 4-36, 4-46, 4-52, 4-55, 4-57, 
definition, 4-36 

B 1000 series, 1-2, 2-13, 3-3, 3-6, 3-8, 3-11, 4-1, 4-28, 
4-38, 4-41, 4-45, 4-46, 5-1, 5-5, 7-1, 7-9, 7-11, 
A-I 

B 2000/B 3000/B 4000 series, 1-2, 2-20, 3-1, 3-14, 4-1, 
4-48, 4-55, 4-59, 4-61, 4-66, 4-67, 5-1, 7-1, 7-15, 
7-20 

B 2000-B 7000 series, 3-6, A-I 
Backup file, 7-19 
Backup output device, 7-17 
Basic constructs, 2-1, 2-10, 2-11 
BDMSCOBOL74 compiler, 7-2, 7-6, 7-7 
Binary field, 2-13 
Boolean expression, 2-7 
BOOLEAN items, 2-13 
Buffer space, ~-20 

Cards, 5-29 
Character, 2-7 

set, 2-1 
string constants, 2-7 
strings, 3-23 
alphabetic, 2-2 
alphanumeric, 3-23 
numeric, 2-2 
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INDEX (continued) 

COBOL 
code, 3-7, 5-4, 5-8, 6-10, 6-12, 6-13 

for input procedure, 3-S( 3-8, 6~3, i~6; 6~14, 6-16 
compiler, 7-16, 7-21 
condition name, 5-12 
constructs, 5-21, 5-26, 6-2, 6-7 

A series, B-1 
BlOOD series, D-l 
B 2000 - B 4000 series, C-l 

data description, 1-2, 5-27 
data item 3-5, 5-12 
data name 1-2, 6-16 
description, 5-10, 6-17 
editing picture, 2-11, 4-13, 4-37, 5-17 
elementary data item, 5-12 
elementary item, 5-10, 6-17 
FD, 5-21, 5-23, 5-27, 
file attributes, 5-1, 5-28 
input procedure, 5-23 
level, A-I 
library, 1-2 

file, 1-3, 3-6, 4-25, 4-26, 4-28, 4-29, 4-~6, 4-38, 
4-39, 4-41, 4-42, 4-43, A-I 

picture, A-I, 2-1, 2-11 
program, 1-3, 5-25, 6-6, 6-7, 7-9, 7-15, 7-20, 7-23 
record description, 5-16 
reserved word, 5-6 
SELECT statement, 5-27, 6-10 
skeleton program, 3-12 
SOURCE, 3-3 
source, 3-8, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-10, 5-11, 5-15, 5~16, 

5-26, 5-27, 6-1, 6-16 
code, 1-3, 2-14, 3-5, 3-11, 3~24, 5-9; 5-12, 5-25 

6-1, 6-6, 6-8, 7-5, 7-6, 7-13, 7-14, 7-19, 
A-I, B-1 

description, 5-9 
file, 2-14, 5-2, 5-15, 5-25, 5-27 
item, 5-11 
program, 1-4, 5-5, 5-9, 5-26, 5-27, 7-14, 7-20, A-I 
statement, 5-1, 5-7, 5-13, 5-27, 6-6 
storage media, 5-1 

statement, 5-25, 5-26 
storage media, 5-28 

COBOL74 compiler, 7-2, 7-5, 7~14 
Column heading, 5-16 
Columns, 2-2 
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Comment, 2-2 
COMHEN'r statement, 3-2, 3-9 
CONDITION-ADDITION statement, 3-3, 3-5, 6-17 

definition, 5-12 
Condition values, 5-14 
Conditional variables, 5-12 
Continuation 

indicator, D-l 
lines, 5-26 

COpy statement, 5-26 
COUNT, 4-10, 4-34, 5-21 

#<data-base name>/<data-set name>, 4-39 
#<data-base name>/<disjoint-data-set name>, 4-25 
DASDL Data and Structure definition Language, 1-2, 4-17, 

4-18, 4-25, 4-26, 4-28, 4-30, 4-31, 4-34, 4-41, 
4-49, 4-55, 7-10, 7-21 

Data 
base, 4-10, 4-26, 4-44, 4-48, 4-55, 4-65 

directory, 4-5, 4-17, 4-18 
element, 4-10, 4-21, 4-45, 4-55, 4-66 
information statement, 4-34 
items, 4-48 
name, 4-17, 4-18, 4-41 
specification, 4-28, 4-29, 4-52 

description, 1-2, 3-24, 5-25 
element, 1-4, 4-65 
file, 5-6 
item, 3-1, 4-12, 4-25, 4-29, 4-34, 4-36, 4-52, 5-1, 5-7 

name, 2-16 
name, 2-3, 5-2, 5-7, 5-12, 5-16, 5-17, 5-23 

definition, 6-17 
set, 3-6, 3-7, 4-3, 4-10, 4-14, 4-15, 4-21, 4-22, 4-23, 

4-31, 4-38, 4-43, 4-45, 4-46, 4-55, 4-65, 
4-66, 4-67 

description, 4-11, 4~35 
item, 4-28 
library file, 4-28 
name, 2-14, 4-15, 4-22, 4-38, 4-46, 4-59, 4-60, 4-67 

structure, 5-9, 5-11 
name, 6-14 

DATABASE/INTERFACE, 7-2, 7-5, 7-7 
DATA-BASE SECTION, 5-7, 5-21 
DATA card, 7-19 
DATA DIVISION, 5-25, 5-26, 6-7, 6-10 
DATA-NAME-CHANGE statement, 3-3, 3-5, 5-15, 5-16 

definition, 5-15 
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DATASET statement, 3-2, 3-3, 3-6, 4-6, 4-10, 4-11, 4-23, 
4-28, 4-29, 4-35, 4-46, 4-52, 4-56, 4-59, 4-67 

definition, 4-14, 4-38 
DATA statement, 7-3, 7-5 
DB 

-INVOKE, 7-22 
data-base description, 4-6, 4-52 
file, 4-10, 4-48, 4-51, 4-55, 4-61, 4-63, 4-64, 

4-66, 4-67, 4-69, 7-2, 7-6, 7-7, 7-20, 
7-21, 7-23, 7-24, 7-25, A-I 

attributes, 4-64 
listing, 4-51 

listing, 4-5, 4-10, 4-12, 4-15, 4-21, 4-22, 4-24, 
4-55, 4-57, 4-59 

/INVOKE/<data-base name>, 4-3, 4-17, 7-7 
/<1ogica1-data-base name>, 4-3, 4-18, 7-7 

INVOKE ALL, 4-5, 4-10, 4-57 
statement, 3-3, 3-6, 4-2, 4-25, 4-48 

definition, 4-17, 4-41, 4-61 
DDF file, 7-21, 7-24 
decimal point, 2-12 
DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA, 3-21 
DEFAULT, 7-12 
Default 

blocking factor, 3-20 
device, 4-62 
editing 

attributes, 4-15, 4-38 
picture, 4-3, 4-12, 4-29, 4-34, 4-36, 4-49, 4-51, 

4-55, 4-60, 5-9, 5-17, 6-3 
hardware type, 4-63 
output editing picture, 2-12 
vocabulary, 4-3, 4-49 

Defaults and limits, E-1 
Definition of words, 2-2 
DESCRIPTION/<data-base name>, 4-17, 4-18, 7-5, 7-7 
Description file DESCRIPTION/<data-base name>, 7-2 
Dictionary file, 4-42, 7-10 
Directory 

file, 4-2, 4-3 
identifier, 2-17, 2-18 

Disjoint 
data set, 3-6, 3-7, 4-6, 4-11, 4-15, 4-22, 4-24, 4-26, 

4-28, 4-29, 4-32, 4-34, 4-35, 4-39, 4-41, 
4-44, 4-46, 4-52, 4-60, 4-67 

set, 4-69 
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Disk, 5-28 
file, 1-3 
pack 

family name, 4-63 
name, 5-24 

DMPALL listing, 4-34 
DMS II, 2-12, 2-14 

construct, 6-2 
data 

base, 3-1, 3-12, 4-2, 4-5, 4-18, 4-25, 4-28, 4-41, 
4-48, 4-51, 4-61, 7-2, 7-5, 7-7, 7-13, 7-15 

description, 4-1 
file, 1-2 

name, 4-18 
items, 4-57 
set, 1-2, 4-15, 4-25, 4-38, 4-59, 6-2, 6-6, 6-13 

dictionary, 7-13 
file, 4-49 

directory file, A-I 
disjoint 

data set, 4-23, 4-47, 4-67 
set, 4-24, 4-69 

element, 4-21, 4-45, 4-66 
file, 7-16, 7-10 
item name, 4-12, 4-13, 4-36, 4-37, 4-57, 4-58 
items, 2-13 
name, 4-21, 4-45, 4-66 
record description, 1-2 
statements, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 4-1, E-3 
structures, 6-8 

DYl~AMIC access, 6-14 

Editing picture, 1-4, 2-11, 2-12, 3-5, 4-5, 4-10, 4-12, 
4-24, 4-29, 4-34, 4-36, 4-51, 4-52, 4-54, 4-55, 
4-68, 5-6, 6-10, 6-16, 6-17, E-2 

Embedded data set, 4-6, 4-15, 4-21, 4-29, 4-34, 4-39, 
4-40, 4-45, 4-52, 4-60, 4-66, 6-14 
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END 
cards, '7-5 
-COMMENTS, 3-9 

INDEX (continued) 

DB statement, 3-3, 3-6, 4-3, 4-6, 4-17, 4-19, 4-26, 
4-29, 4-48, 4-49, 4-52, 4-61, 4-64 

definition, 4-43 
FILE, 5-7 

statement, 1-4, 3-3, 5-1, 5-5, 5-11, 5-25, 6-16 
definition, 5-19 

-OF-INPUT, 6-8 
-OF-JOB, 6-8, 6-16 
PROCEDURE statement, 3-5, 3-6, 6-3 

definition, 6-12 
End-of-fi1e, 5-25 
Error messages, 1-3 

RP3VDM program, I-I 
RP3VOC, B-1 

EXCLUDE statement, 3-3, 3-6, 4-6, 4-11, 4-22, 4-29, 4-35, 
4-46, 4-56, 4-67 

definition, 4-21, 4-52, 4-44 
element, 4-20, 4-44, 4-65 

Execution 
automatic, 7-6, 7-14, 7-19 
deck, 7-6, 7-12, 7-13, 7-19 
procedure, 7-1 

EXIT-ROUTINE, 6-8 
External 

file 10, 7-10, 7-11, 7-12, 7-17 
file name, 2-10, 2-16, 2-18, 2-21, 3-7, 3-22, 5-2, 

5-23, 5-28, 7-3, 7-4, E-1 
name, 5-21 

Family name, 2-19 
FD, 5-2, 5-5, 5-7, 5-21, 5-27 
FIELD items, 2-13 
Field size, 5-24 
File 

attributes, 7-24 
A Series, 5-29 
B 1000, 5-30 
B 2000 - B 4000, 5-29 

description, 3-8, 3-11, 5-1, 5-7, 5-19, 5-25, 5-27, 6-14 
equate, 3-14, 7-24 
identifier, 2-17 
name, 2-18, 2-19, 2-20, 5-21, 5-22 
specification, 5-2, 5-9, 5-19 

FILE-CONTROL, 5-25, 6-7 
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FILE statement, 1-4, 3-3, 3-7, 5-1, 5-5, 5-9, 5-25, 6-5, 
6-16, 7-3, 7-4 

definition, 5-21 
FILLER, 5-16, 5-17 
Formal parameter, 3-16, 3-17, 3-18 
Function definition, 3-16 

GO option, 3-12 
GROUP BY, 3-.20 
Group item, 4-21, 4-25, 4-45, 4-66 

Hardware device, 7-3, 7-4, 7-10, 7-11, 7-17, 7-18 
Horizontal page overflow, 3-21 

Identifier, 2-19, 2-20, 2-17 
INDEX, 6-14 
INDEXED system file organization, 6-14 
Input 

execution deck, 7-3 
file, 7-12 
procedure, 1-3, 3-1, 3-5, 3-6, 6-1, 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-8, 

6-12, 6-14, 6-15, E-3 
example, 6-4 

routine, 3-1, 6-1, 6-4, 6-6, 6-8, 6-16 
specification, 1-2 

INPUT 
PROCEDURE statement, 3-5, 3-7, 6-2 

definition, 6-13 
statement, 4-23, 5-22, 5-25, 6-1, 6-12, A-I 

Integer, 2-7, 2-10, 2-11, 4-23, 4-47, 5-24 
Interchange disk pack, 5-29 
Internal 

file name, 3-7, 7-3, 7-4, 7-11, 7-17, 7-18 
name, 4-39, 4-48, 4-62, 4-69, 5-21 
sort file, 3-20 
storage picture, 5-17 

INVOKE, 4-28 
listing, 4-28 
statement, 4-26 

Item attributes, 1-4, 4-3, 4-49 

Key words, 2-3, 2-6, 2-7 
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Language 
elements, 2-1, 2-7 
specification, 2-2 
statement default/limit, E-2 
statements, 3-1, 3-7 

Library, 5-28 
file, 3-11, 3-24, 5-26, 5-27, 7-10, 7-13 
routines, 5-26 

LIST 
GO option, 4-43 
option, 7-7 
statement, 1-4, 3-2, 3-7, 3-9, 4-42, 7-2, 7-6, 7-14, 

7-15, 7-20 
Literals, 2-1, 2-10, 3-13, 3-23, 5-14 
Logical 

data 
base, 3-6, 4-2, 4-3, 4-10, 4-17, 4-48, 4-50, 4-55, 

4-63, 7-7, 7-20, 
description, 4-62 
name, 3-12, 4-17, 4-18, 4-39, 4-41, 4-62, 7-21, 

7-23, 7-24 
set, 1-2 

page work file, 3-20 
record, 6-1, 6-2, 6-4, 6-5, 6-8 

Macro 
definition, 3-19 
name, 3-9, 3-15, 3-16, 3-17, 3-18, 3-19 
text, 3-18 

Naming convention, 7-16 
NAME QUALIFICATION, 2-14 
Nested macros, 3-18, 3-19 
NO FILE message, 4-41 
Non-numeric literal, 2-10 
NOTES option, 3-12 
Numbers, 2-1, 2-10, 5-14 
Numeric 

literals, 2-10 
pictures, 2-12 

Numerics, 2-7 

OPEN/CLOSE routine, 6-2, 6-4, 6-6, 6-8 
Optional words, 2-3, 2-7 
ORDER BY, 3-20 
Output editing picture, 4-8, 5-8 
Output listing, 1-3, 1-4 
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Pack 
10, 2-17, 2-19, 2-20, 4-42, 7-23, 7-25 
name, 2-18, 5-23 

PACKNM4E clause, 5-23 
Password, 3-13 
PASSWORD statement, 3-2, 3-7, E-2 

definition, 3-13 
Physical-data-base name, 3-12 
Physical 

data base, 3-6, 4-2, 4-41, 4-48, 4-50, 7-20 
description, 4-63 
name, 4-62, 7-21, 7-23, 7-24 

record, 6-1, 6-4 
PICTURE, 1-4 
Printer backup 

disk, 7-12 
listing, 7-23 

PROCEDURE DIVISION, 5-7, 5-21, 5-25, 6-6, 6-7, 6-12 
Procedure name, 2-3 
Pseudo-reader, 7-21 

deck, 7-13 
file, 7-16 

Punctuation, 2-2, 2-7 
PURGE statement, 3-2, 3-7 

definition, 3-14 

Qualification, 2-10, 2-13, 2-14, 4-6, 4-14, 4-15, 4-21, 
4-24, 4-29, 4-37, 4-38, 4-39, 4-45, 4-52, 4-58, 
4-59, 4-69, 5-7, 5-13, 5-15, 5-16, E-1 

Qualifier, 2-14, 2-16 

RANDOM access , 6-14 
Range, 5-14 
RANGE BY, 3-20 
Record description, 1-4, 3-8, 5-1, 5-3, 5-9, 5-10, 5-11, 

5-17, 5-25, 6-3, 6-14, 6-16 
REDEFINE statement, 3-3, 3-6, 3-7, 4-6, 4-11, 4-14, 4-29, 

4-35, 4-52, 4-56, 4-59 
definition, 4-22, 4-46, 4-67 

Related set, 1-2 
RELATIVE system file organization, 6-14 
RENAMES clause, 5-26 
REPLACE statement, 3-2, 3-7, 3-9, 3-18, 3-19, E-2 

definition, 3-15 
REPLACING clause, 5-26 
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Report, 6-1 
application, 1-1 
formatting routines, 6-6 
language, 2-3, 3-8, 3-15 

statements, 5-7 
production, 1-1, 1-3 
program, 1-1, 3-1, 3-8, 3-11, 4-41 
routine, 6-2 
speci fication, 1-4, 3-8, 3-13, 3-15, 3-:-16, 3-·11~. 3.,18, 

3-20, 4-6, 4-11, 4-16, 4-21, 4-23, 4~24, 4-29, 
4-35, 4-39, 4-45, 4-52, 4~~O, 4~69f 5~16~ 6-2, 
6-3, 6-13, 7-5, 7-1~ 

Reserved words, 2-3, 2-6 
REPORTER, G-1, G-2, G-3 
RP3VQC, F-1 

RP3GRM file, 7-12, 7-19 
RP3REP, 3-24, 7-6, 7-14, 7-20 
RP3VCR, 7-4, 7-11, 7-12, 7-18 
RP3VDK, 7-18 
RP3VDM, 4-2, 4-5, 4-10, 4-17, 4-l8, 4-48. 4-5~, 4-55. 4~61, 

4-63, 7-2, 7-6, 7-7, 7-16, 7-20, 7"~lf 1--2a, 7-24 
execution procedure, 7-15 
-INPUT SPEC, 7-21, 7-22 

RP3VGM, 7-2, 7-4, 7-9, 7-11, 7-18 
RP3VGN, 7-2, 7-6, 7-9, 7-14, 7-l5, 7-20 
RP3VPR, 7-4, 7-11 

RUN 
statement, 7-3 
-time option, 7-21, 7-23, 7-24 

SD, 5-21 
Security, 3-7 
S~LECT statement, 5-5, 5-25, 5-27 
Semantic 

meaning, 2-7 
rules, 2-8, 2-9 

Sequence numbers, 2-2 
SEQUENTIAL access, 6-14 
Sequential file, 5-2 
Set, 4-25 

name, 4-24, 4-69 
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SET 
option statement, 3-2, 3-8 

definition, 3-20 
statement, 3-3, 3-8, 4-6, 4-11, 4-22, 4-52, 4-56, 4-67, 

E-2 
definition, 4-69 

Sort description, 6-2 
Source 

code, 7-9, 7-15 
disk file, 5-3 
file, 1-3, 3-7, 5-4, 5-7 

SOURCE 
FILE FOLLOWS, 5-27, 6-6 
statement, 1-4, 3-3, 3-8, 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-5, 5-9 

definition, 5-26 
Source tape file, 5-3 
Special character, 2-7 
Specification, 2-2 
Statistical 

items, 4-38 
summaries, 4-3, 4-14, 4-35, 4-38, 4-49, 4-60, 5-21, 5-24 

Statistics, 4-74 
Storage 

device, 4-44 
medium, 5-2 

Series A, 5-29 
B 1000, 5-30 
B 2000 - B 4000, 5-29 

picture, 4-13, 4-37, 4-58, 5-10, 6-16 
String, 2-1, 2-7, 2-10, 2-11, 2-16, 5-17 
Subscripted data name, E-l 
Subset, 4-21, 4-25, 4-29, 4-45, 4-64 
Symbol, 2-7 
Syntactic variables, 2-7, 2-8 
Syntax 

check, 7-24 
checking, 2-11, 3-18 
compile, 7-2, 7-6, 7-7, 7-9, 7-14, 7-15, 7-20 
definitions, 7-2, 7-9, 7-15 
option, 3-12, 7-2, 7-6, 7-7, 7-14, 7-15, 7-20 

System file, 1-1, 1-2, 3-7, 3-11, 4-10, 4-55, 5-3, 5-4, 
5-21, 5-22, 5-23, 5-25, 6-6, 6-8, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 

description, 5-1, 5-19 
statement, 3-1, 3-3, 5-1, E-3 
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Tape, 5-29 
THROUGH option, 5-14 
TOTAL, 4-11, 4-14, 4-35, 4-38, 5-21 

POPULATION, 3-6, 4-3, 4-6, 4-10, 4-14, 4~J5, 4~16, 4~23, 
4-29, 4-34, 4-40, 4-47, 4-49; 4~5~, 4-55, 
4-59, 4-60, 4-68, 5-21, 5-24 

User-defined word, 2-3 
USER NAME statement, 3-2, 3-8, 3-23 
USES clause, 6-6, 6-14 

VALUE 
OF FILENAME IS, 5-23 
OF TITLE IS, 5-23 
stat.ement, 3-14 
string literal, 5-14 

VARIANCE, 4-14, 4-38 
Vocabulary 

description, 4-39, 4-60 
file, 1-1, 1-3, 4-45, 4-66, 5~8, 7-6, 7-9, 1~14r 1~20, 

A-I 
name, 7-17 

item, 2-12 
language, 1-1, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 3 ... 1, ~~~ 

capabilities, 1-1 
library, 7-6 

file, 3-8, 7-14, 7-19 
listing, 1-4 
names file, 3-7 
output, 7-9, 7-13, 7-15, 7-19 
production, 7-16 
program, 7-2, 7-9, 7-15 
specifications file, 7-3, 7-10, 7-13, 1-16 

VOCABULARY statement, 1-3, 2-1, 2-4, 2-10, 2-17, 3-~i 3-8, 
5-12, 5-19, 5-25, 5-28 

definition, 3-24 

WPL (Work Flow Language), 7-1, 7-3, 7-6 
deck, 7-5 
execution deck, 7-8 
statement, 7-8 

Word, 2-2 
WORKING-STORAGE, 6-3, 6-6, 6-10, 6-12, 6-17, 6-18 

SECTION, 3-8, 5-7, 5-21, 6-16 
specification, 3-3, 3-5, 3-8 
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